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« The flow of the river is ceaseless ; and its water is never the same.

The foam that floats in the pools

Now gathering, now vanishing

Never lasts long.

So it is with man and all his dwelling places on this earth. »

- Kamo no Chōmei, Hōjōki
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Hi !
I 'm Structural Arnaud.
My purpose is to add comments,
quickly explain concepts
that are part of the diploma.

CONTENTS

To present my diploma work, I would like to remind the difference
between a project and a design, as it is a major aspect of the core structure
of the diploma and the portfolio.
Paraphrasing the Guide for Registered Apprentices (October 1 st, 201 3
version) : a project sets out to achieve a particular goal, may be large or
small and may consist of one or more designs ; a design is a plan that sets
out what you want to happen, how and where different elements will go,
when things will happen, how the different elements relate to each other.
Designs may be land-based, non-land-based, conceptual or organisational.
A project may be used to generate a whole series of designs.

Design

PROJECT

(left) A project with severa l d esig n s,
like projects I X a n d X of m y d iplom a .
(right) A project with a sin g le d esig n ,

like projects I I a n d VI I I .
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PREAMBLE

« Perma... wait, perma-what ?
- So you plant gardens ?
- You mix flowers with vegetables ?
- And you do not use any chemicals at all ?
- How do you deal with pests and slugs ?
- Can you make a living from it ? »

These questions, I have heard them for years, since I began my
life as a gardener. They have slightly changed in a decade, but not so
much since I started diving into the permaculture movement.
Answering these requests is my most ancient goal – to provide answers
to people and to myself, to prove that oil based gardening is not the
only solution. Dipping a toe in what I call the ocean of permaculture
unveiled a whole new way of looking at the world, its living beings and
myself included.

Background.

I was born in a french middle-class family, which never struggled
with money despite being very cautious – I have never had any pocket-
money as a child and each cent I would get for my birthdays,
Christmas’s and New Year’s were put on a savings account I accessed
on my eighteenth birthday. It taught me that I would have to think
twice about purchasing an item, for I would have to find a way to
gather enough money to buy it on my own ; most of the time, I would
eventually get the money and realise I had no real need for the object I
coveted. I thank my parents very often in my heart for this education
which, undoubtedly, helped me when I started my own transition
towards a less materialistic lifestyle.

For twenty years, I grew up in what I called « home » in a housing
estate in the suburbs of Nantes on the western coast of France.
Enclosed by thick hedges of thuja, privet and cherry laurel, the quarter
of an acre garden had a large pine tree sided by a small common silver
fir, a weak paulownia, an american oak, a staghorn sumac, a chestnut
tree, a camelia, a winter daphne, birches – three of them located right
in front of my bedroom window – and a magnificent honeysuckle vine
that climbed on the poles ofmy swing. I would spend hours outside, on
the swing, under the american oak, in the upper canopy of the pine,
laying on the grass looking at ants, waiting patiently with my index up
in the air for a dragonfly to choose it as a hunting outlook. Indoor
experiences were never far though ; bonsaïs, aquariums, terrariums,
Lego’s and science books filled my room, barely allowing space for my
bed and desk. My parents no longer called it « bedroom », but
« laboratory ». Highschool, its demanding assignments and the long
commute drove me away from these quiet times of nature observation
which I would eagerly resume on holidays, spending hours on end in
my hammock, staring at the sky and clouds, shadowed by the leaves of
my favourite american oak.
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One highschool duration makes for three awakenings.

Entering a reputed highschool, thanks to my choice of a third
language, I was thrown in this cultural and political awareness that I
had never experienced before - I had been among the best pupils of my
secondary school, now I was barely an average student. I then realised
that we may all be born equal but the first years of your life and
education have an impact on the rest of your entire life. The director
adressed us as "the next generation of our nation's elite", which made
me very uncomfortable.

Subject to bursts of anger at the time, I almost crossed a line : I
could not continue like this, I was losing control of my worst emotions.
It is when meditation entered my life by the practice of Aikido. This
quite recent martial art, developed by Morihei Ueshiba, is all about
self-control, self-discipline... and care for the opponent : the
practicionners defend themselves while protecting their attackers from
injury. One ofmy two teachers taught meditation as a way to enter and
exit Aikido practice and as a mental & physical experience of one's
body and mind. Discovering I could enter at will a state of peace of
mind changed my way of experiencing the world on the deepest level.
During practice, looking at any opponent as a human being before
anything else changed my relation to others, although I was not yet
aware of this shift at the time.

Interested in nature and environment protection, I joined a small
group of students led by a biology teacher to participate in the writing
of a document based on the reading of the IPCC Fourth Assesment
Report. For several months, we analysed data, charts and texts in order
to understand what was at stake and make it intelligible for all
highschool students. The results were presented in Paris, where
scientists and lobbies from all corners of the Earth were gathered. My
disappointment was proportionnal to the number of oil, nuclear and
industry lobbies in the assembly room : I was seventeen years old and I
could already see that our governments were helpless to address the
ecological crisis. Furthermore, the companies attending the meeting
were aware of the situation and they would not sacrifice their own
profits over the health of our planet.

Looking back on those three experiences during highschool as the
adult I am today, I can clearly identify the three ethics of
permaculture. The first experience is as opposite as could be from Fair
Shares, the second hinted me at People Care and the third showed me
the utmost importance of Earth Care.

My h ig h sch ool g rou p in Pa ris to
presen t ou r work on th e I PCC report.
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Landscape architecture as a starting point.

After a two-year degree in Arabic and English, focusing on
languages, literature and foreign civilisations, I entered - to my
surprise ! - the National School of Higher Studies in Nature and
Landscape Architecture. The five-year degree, masters equivalent,
trained me to be a proficient engineering and landscape architecture
designer and engage in various aspects of the human environment, yet
something was missing : the actual and conscious care for the planet,
the people and all other living beings. Most of the professionals who
taught us reproached me for my lack of boldness in my designs, while I
blamed them for their "God complex" as I called it. Their works were
not motivated as much by the improvement of our daily environment
than by the fame they would get from it, how much their ego would be
fed, the print they would leave on the site. Why is it that those who
have an actual power on the land are so preoccupied to be
remembered ? Is there no place for a selfless and genuine will to do
good ?

During those years, I traveled, studied and interned in Great-
Britain, the United States of America, Ireland, Belgium, Morocco,
Germany, Norway. Always looking for different ways to study the
landscape, I felt that the multiplicity of approaches was the key to a
more logical practice as a landscape architect. After these few
countries, I knew that more than just the company or garden I would
intern with, it was the culture that made a difference. Collecting the
wisdom and visions from a variety of places had been a delight which I
knew would turn out useful, although I did not know yet how.

In the meantime, to pay for my studies and extra-curriculum
activities, a friend and I set up a gardening micro-company, where we
would use mostly hand-tools and ban chemicals. There I laid the
foundations of my own company I started two years after graduating,
becoming a cycling gardener and landscape architecture designer in
my home town. It was based on three key principles : listen to the
clients & design is a necessity to create a garden that is unique &
adapted, limit input & output of materials by using all organic matter
at disposal and use locally sourced plants. I had a few pieces but I was
lacking the global picture.

The discovery of permaculture, through a book by David
Holmgren, felt like a complete renewal in my practice and would soon
mean a renewal in my whole approach of life.

H a n d -tool g a rd en in g wa s fa vou red .. .
m ost of th e tim e.
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Why a permaculture diploma ?

INTRODUCTION

The idea of the present work sprouted in the
middle of autumn 2016. Its official start and
registration was in June 2017. A first turn was taken
in April 2018, as I had the chance to meet my second
tutor, Niamhue Robins and have my first tutor,
Josephine Holleran, become a most valuable peer on
my diploma work. A second turn occured in June
2019, which is marked by my Permaculture Training
of Teachers Course and the beginning of the proper
writing - compiling digital texts, blog entries,
written notes, scribbles on loose sheets, doodles on
notebooks - and choosing the ten designs that would
appear in my diploma. Its structure reflects these
steps, illustrated with the Learning Pathways
corresponding to each period of time.

It is a deliberate choice to have it all on paper,
without any content hosted online, in order to be
consistent with my current lifestyle and wishes for
my work to be read : with daylight, without
electricity and to take the reader into a story-
telling that ignites imagination as a good old
fashioned book would. It also meant, according to

ethics that I like to extend to informatic
technologies, that I have tried to use as many open
source and free softwares as I could : Ubuntu or
Lubuntu operating systems, OpenSourceMap and
Géoportail for general mapping, Scribus for laying
out, Darktable and... Adobe Photoshop (sadly ; 10
years of experience make it almost unavoidable for
some functions) for photo editing. I also relied on
an online series of blogs, hosted on Wordpress, to
write down ideas wherever I would be and
whenever I would not have my notebooks with me
and to provide an alternative way of recording my
process - as typing up feels sometimes more
comfortable than handwriting. This is also to prove
that anyone can produce this kind of work, as long
as they have electricity, a computer (mine is a
mash-up of ten to seven years old hardwares), a
camera and an internet connection. Expensive and
copyright softwares are not needed ! Relying on the
group intelligence and the work of hundreds of
dedicated individuals around the planet felt great
and empowering while producing this diploma.

Right in the middle of my PDC, I knew I
would do a permaculture diploma. The academic
challenge that it represents was very appealing. At
the time, I had already tried twice to start a PhD
(there has been a third time as I am writing these
lines) without success and mostly, I must admit,
because I would not agree to be paid by a company
to conduct my research - I was too wary that the
so-called patrons would interfere with my results,
were they not in line with the company's vision.

From improved landscape architecture design to permaculture.

The permaculture diploma would allow me to do
research, present my work and take as much time
as necessary to conduct it, while having peer
review and a tutoring program. What was even
more important was the practical aspect of the
diploma : not only would I design, but I would also
implement. And not just for a test run, but for the
design to be used, experienced and lived by people,
animals and plants !
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My first designs are land-based. In order to draw conclusions
from my studies and experiences in landscape architecture and
gardening, I felt I needed to confront my background with the
permaculture teachings. Pushing the limits of a world – landscape
architecture and gardening - I was confident in, to apply permaculture
ethics, principles and techniques, has been the first step ofmy diploma
that designs I and II illustrate. Integrating people in a design is
something, a design based on people is a whole different thing. I got a
lot of inspiration and support from the books One Straw Revolution
and The Moneyless Man, which showed me ways to do things
differently with very little to start with ; design III was made as a first
attempt with a non land-based set-up, while having some very
practical applications.

Reading People and Permaculture, I became gradually conscious
of the impact non-land-based, conceptual and organisational designs
could make in one’s life. Thus were born designs IV and V. From this
understanding, I also gave another look at my first designs. What I had
identified as failures suddenly revealed themselves as a lack in human
listening : listening to the people who would be users of my designs
and listening to my intuitions, not just as a landscape architecture
designer, but as a human and permaculture designer. The halfway
review was a way for me to express these teachings and new lights.

Enter the books Coyote’s Guide and Human : intructions for use.
They revolutionised my perspective on the world as I experience it as a
human being, while nourishing my – long-forgotten by then – intuitive
understandings as a child. The Training of Teachers and a serious talk
with Nim set me on a good writing energy for designs VI and VII. The
Work That Reconnects workshop, a couple months later, marked the
beginning of a reflective period, tainted with feelings of empowerment
and of disillusions due to renewed profound consciousness of the state
of our world – climate crisis, politics and violent policies, unveiled
malevolence of the elite. The diploma was on hiatus.

The year 2020 began and three prospectives drove me : finishing
the diploma, spending the first three months of the year at Nim’s new
homestead and working on my own project of smallholding. Design
VIII is the fruit of these four first months of 2020 which was marked by
the outburst of a world-wide pandemia and weeks of quiet writing on a
personal point of view, to finish this diploma – or powering through to
completion as I like to say. Years of observations for designs IX and X
were compiled to present these designs at their current states – they
contain sub-designs to explore land-based and conceptual aspects.
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As of this day, my definition
of permaculture is the following -
or rather, how I explain it in a
couple words when asked :
A global design approach of

systems - may they be biotopes or

purely human systems - that

integrates all relevant teachings

from all cultural backgrounds. It

is a simple vision of complex

systems where dreams and

beauty are essential, supported

by key aspects that are resiliency

and regeneration, respecting the

three ethics : Earth Care, People

Care & Fair Shares.

" I , Aeleria , life g u a rd ia n , h ere is m y project to h ea l th e world ."
- extra ct from a Work Th a t Recon n ects worksh op, October 2 01 9.
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Reading this portfolio…

All the designs in this portfolio follow the same structure : a chart
that summarises how & why the permaculture ethics are met, main
principles developped and frameworks & tools used ; a 3 P’s review,
where 'personal' contains feelings & private outcomes, 'project'
contains conclusions related to the content & outcomes of the design
itself and 'professional' contains notes & learnings as a permaculture
designer ; the actual content of the design following the framework(s)
chosen ; a concise conclusion. Whenever I mention a permaculture
principle in the text, it will be highlighted with this colour.

Appendixes 1.1 to 1.5 are relevant to the overall portfolio &
diploma work : bibliography, filmography & audiography, charts giving
a general overview of the diploma, its timeline and compiling the main
principles, frameworks and tools used for each design.

Appendix 2.1 is a reminder of the Incremental Model as I
understood and used it and Appendix 2.2 is a depiction of the landscape
architecture design method I learned during my five years at the
National School of Higher Studies in Nature & Landscape Architecture
in Blois.

Appendixes 3 are concise design results for projects IX, which is
summarized in the main portfolio. It gives a better insight to
understand how I came up with Design IX.3.

Appendix 4.1 is my Permaculture Designer's Profile. Appendix 4.2
is my Learning & Teaching Pathway for after this diploma and
Appendix 4.3 is the 'River of life', the was the initial concept that lead to
the Learning & Teaching Pathway.

I wish you a pleasant read !
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J u n e 2 01 7, first lea rn in g pa th wa y.

My handwriting is small, I work a
lot with my notebooks & I take
notes in an odd Frenglish...
The learning pathways are thus
reworked in this portfolio,
only on their form
and not on their content.
Extracts of my notebooks are
included so that you may have a
look at their orig inal format.

Auchette

COMPLETED
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July 2017 Aug. 2017 Sept. 2017 Oct. 2017 Nov. 2017 Dec. 2017 Jan. 2018
& after...

LEARNING PATHWAY I

My perma way
explained to
my family

Euterpe

Cycling
gardener

Les Gripousses

Limitedperiod job ?(application sent)

Non-limitedperiod job ?(application sent)

Spring
2018
Japan &
India ?

Teaching
w/Charles
@ La SEVE?

No deadline
in the coming
months...

All other projects...

Vipassana
retreat

Talk to my
folks or
give them a
text / letter

1 7.1 2 > 1 2.01
La Réunion
w/ Adeline

End of
shared house

Harvest &
store seeds
for 201 8

Discussions
to continue...

Nomadic
permaculturist

Question land
ownership &
material possessions

Build a "livable"
shed - earth & wood

Pack belongings in
the truck, materials in
the shed, prepare my
long-term absence -
on the road !

Make the
shed my
home base ?

End of
gardening
company in
its current
form

Back to
"CESU"
gardener
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PROJECT I, DESIGNS I.1 & I.2 : AUCHETTE & EUTERPE

VEGETABLE GARDENS - PERI-URBAN HAMLET & SUBURBAN HOUSING ESTATE.

Clients
Design I.1

Jean-Paul & Françoise
+ myself

Clients' goal
Give OBREDIMET
a serious try
(not convinced
after my CCP)

Make this
project the first
step of my
diploma work

My goals as a
designer

Design my first
vegetable garden
according to the
permaculture ethics
& principles

Make use of their
extra land for
a vegetable garden
& enjoy part of
the harvests

Clients
Design I.2

Myself
(+ housemates)

My goals
as a client

Obtain a yield with
the straw bale
gardening technique

My goals
as a client

Obtain a yield Try a straw bale
vegetable garden

Share harvests
with my
housemates

Enjoy this
temporary
garden
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On the outskirts of the city of Nantes is
Vertou, a town marked by a long history of villages
that were grouped under the same commune ; still,
their names remain in the colloquial toponymy.
« La Denillère » is one of them, where I lived less
than a year - Sarah and I moved in a couple
months in our relationship and we left the house
after our break-up. The house we rented had a
squarred-plan, divided in four rooms roughly
equal-sized and a steep garden spread over a small
terrace and an abrupt path where a shed made up
as a tiny garage. On the other side of the house, the
alley leading to vineyards, grazing pastures and
sparse woodlands was lined with a single-floor
house, typical from the area south of the Loire and
Vendée, where Jean-Paul and Françoise Durand
lived. Retired, with kids slightly older than Sarah
and I were at the time, they enjoyed a quiet life not
far from the city. A keen disc player - of the
variation of Brittany, meaning that discs are
heavier and the board used is made out of wood,

whereas it is made out of lead for the variation of
Vendée – and gentle man, Jean-Paul left the flowers
and decorative garden located right behind their
house to his wife Françoise. He had bought a piece
of land two plots away from his home, to set up a
small garage for the car and a shed where he would
train his disc skills almost on a daily base.
Interested in edible fruits, he had planted several
trees that would not bear fruits for another five
years and had a curiosity for vegetable gardens.

I have a habit of inviting my neighbours for a
drink or diner right after I am settled in a new
neighbourhood. Back then, I had my own company
as a cycling gardener and this is how Jean-Paul and
I ended up talking about garden. He genuinely
offered me his plot, telling me that I could do what
I wanted as long as he had his say about the
varieties and he could get part of the yield. I had
just completed my PDC and started working on this
first design straight away !

Context (part one)

Date : Summer 2016 to Spring 2017.

Nantes

BRITTANY

PAYSDE
LA LOIRE

La Loire

Design I .1
Auchette

Design I .2
Euterpe

© OpenStreetMap

DESIGN I .2

N
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About the straw bale technique...

The straw bale garden is very popular in the United States of
America, it was when I was researching mulching that I stumbled
upon this method. One of the lead authority in the field of straw is Joel
Karsten – I had not a penny to buy his book but I read all that was
available on the web about what he had written. The idea is simple and
cheap to implement, one only needs straw bales and fertilizer to obtain
an ideal container for plants to grow when the straw starts to
decompose. As the straw decomposes, it heats up, allowing for a rapid
growth of plants. And when placed in a sunny area, the straw naturally
catches the heat, making it even more useful in the relatively short
growing seasons of the northern hemisphere. The inner structure of
the straw, a small tube with many irregularities, holds moisture like no
other material. After the first growing season, one can cut the threads
holding the bale together, add some more fertilizer and it becomes a
planting container for another year – or can be used to start a compost
heap. And before the straw would decompose for real and the bales
would start falling apart, one could always move them around ; having
had to move out six times in the past two years, this idea was
comforting, I was creating a garden that I could still take with me if
things went south.

Finding the straw was very easy, as there are many people
nowadays and in my area that are keen on building an eco-house with
organic sourced bales ; I had seen several adds on the web from people
willing to get rid of their extra bales after their house was finished.
What bothered me was the complexity of the fertilizing method
explained by Joel Karsten and the fertilizer itself. Soon, I discovered the
use of « liquid gold ».

In those days, I was interested in fast composting methods. I had
a serious look at the Berkeley method (to have a dark compost in 21
days), at the ratios between carbon and nitrate in compost toilets and
at the reasons why people would separate urine from fecal matter. I
discovered a whole new world of gardeners calling urine the « liquid
gold » ; it costs nothing, it is full of urea (the main nitrogen fertilizer),
phosphorous and potassium (which are extracted and/or produced
thanks to the oil industry) and minerals. Everything plants need.
Knowing that I was the constant producer of an organic fertilizer felt
empowering, not using it seemed like a shame to me. And this is how I
became mad about straw bale gardens fertilized with urine !

Urine being a sensitive subject in
our modern societies, I talked
about the fertilizing method of
my straw bale garden with great
care. I t appeared that people
from rural areas were not
surprised, as most had seen their
own elders pick up the manure in
the village streets after the
horse carriages to fertilize their
own gardens.
To prevent any awkward
situation with my neighbours, I
would collect my urine at home
and dilute it in the watering cans
afterwards. I would rarely pee on
the bales directly, only when I
would work very early in the
morning ; knowing and making
sure that no one was around.
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Content (part one)

OBREDIMET

Observe

These notes come from direct observations and the informal
interview I led with Jean-Paul and Françoise - while seating at the
dinner table one night a couple weeks after our arrival and during the
numerous talks we had during the first months.

The garden is located 40 meters away from my house, a perfect
location for daily care, to use my electric wood chipper, to invite my
partner to get closer to gardening. Access is easy thanks to the small
concrete road. Two compost heaps have been started by Jean-Paul and
he has never used any synthetic chemicals in this garden. He would
like to get a productive little garden, hoping that it will be kept by his
children when the time comes for his wife and him to move away. He
has only one specific demand : have enough leeks for the winter time.
The two sheds are for the use of Jean-Paul and Françoise as a car park
and disc play and have roofs that cover a linear area along their poles,
creating dry spaces exposed to rain, wind and sun. A tap is located on
the side of the shed, from where I can get water to fill watering cans.

The general micro-topography is chaotic, with slumps of grass
strongly rooted. Formerly a vegetable garden, tilled every year, the
ground is permeable despite a quite compacted top-soil. The area Jean-
Paul has agreed to lend me presents the steepest slope, which still
remains very gentle – no greater than 5 %.

Su n set on th e g a rd en a n d
su rrou n d in g vin eya rd s, sprin g 2 01 7.
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Boundaries

The concrete way bordering the garden is
regularly sprayed with herbicides, resulting in a
burnt border of grass even inside the parcel on
approximately a 40 centimeters width.

The look of curious neighbours and passers-
by, commenting on this unseen-before way of
gardening that I plan – either creating
uncomfortable conversations or just disturbing my
work flow.

Being a gardener and owning a company, my
motivated time to get back to my own garden after
having spent the whole day gardening for a client
could be limited and threaten the good
development of my vegetable garden. The amount
of energy that I can spend here is also limited, I
would like to have the least physical input – I can
not afford to till or weed after work.

Despite my studies and internships, my
knowledge in vegetable gardening is not as fine as
display garden.

Resources

I honed my gardening skills in the past seven
years : I can now evaluate accurately the time and
effort that needs to be put for regular tasks. My
knowledge in botanic, pedology and ecology can be
adapted to annuals, which most vegetable species
are. I also have this fresh permaculture knowledge
to mobilize !

A total amount of 200€ is my current budget,
to buy seeds and extra matter to start off with
decent fertilized beds. I can count on friends who
have gardens around here and who will share with
me their vegetable seeds.

All my gardening tools – from spade to rake,
from pots to glass plates.

I have the support from my girlfriend, Sarah
and I get motivated by Jean-Paul’s expectations.

I can spare a half-hour a day during the week
and up to half a day on week-ends to take care of
the garden.

Evaluate

With SWOC Analysis.
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Design

To counter the weaknesses and constraints, I decided :
> Obtain a yield : To produce at least what we agreed with Jean-

Paul, the leeks. All the rest would be extra, I will accept failure for my
first vegetable garden.

> To respect a certain distance away from the other gardens, to
limit as much as possible the impact of chemical sprays.

> To continue working while talking to people passing by if I am
behind on my schedule, to gently notify without saying it that I have to
keep working, thus shortening the conversation smoothly.

> To keep the threads that hold the bales together, in order to
move them in the event of an unexpected demand to leave.

exclusion
zone

straw bale greenhouse,
protected from wind and
hard sun thanks to the sheds
& hedgerow

slow compost with 2 existing
heaps where I can add my
household food waste + extra
space where to do my Berkeley
21 days compost heap (for the
organic matter I take out from
my clients' gardens)

leek rows (1 00 - 1 50 plants)

straw bale garden, 8 rows
to transplant seedlings in a thin
layer of compost in spring
(tomatoes, sweet corn, beans,
basil, greens) or to sow in situ
in the summer (squashes)

N
5 metres
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Implementation

I started with the bed of leeks in October 2016, on a small heap on
one end of the garden – I planted them as I had learned, in two rows.
The strawbales were delivered in the beginning of November 2016 – I
placed 32 in 8 rows of 4 bales each at the end of the month. Having a
decent amount of rain each winter, I would wait for the bales to be
moist to water them with urine.

Context (part two)

Date : Spring 2017.

A month before spring,
Sarah and I broke up. I had to
move out.

Content (part two)

Maintenance, Evaluation...
& Tweak

How was I going to pursue
this straw-bale garden, which had
barely started ?

Creatively use and respond
to change.

I have straw bales, seeds,
gardening tools, compost mix in
bags, a truck. All can be moved,
the garden can resume
somewhere else. Let’s find a new
place to put the strawbales, as
soon as possible, to start the
summer crops !

One lesson from this : after 5
months, the grass under the
straw-bales has decomposed and
worms can be observed on the
surface – meaning that the
composting of the bales has
started, as worms move in them.

(left, top to bottom)
Stra w ba les in th e g a rd en a m on g th e
ta ll g ra ss a fter a few weeks of
a bsen ce, sprin g 2 01 7. • Grou n d
a spect u n d er th e stra w ba les - a
perfect stru ctu re to sta rt g rowin g
a fter th eir rem ova l, sprin g 2 01 7.
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Context (part three)

Date : Spring to summer 2017.

Late April 2017, I had found a shared house in
the posh urban sprawl of Carquefou, a town
located to the North-East of Nantes. The
architecture is typical from the late eighties, with
slates traditional to the northern bank of the Loire.
The garden around the house is a third of an acre
of lawn, hedgerows six to eight feet high of mixed
species, mostly false laurel and privet, slowly
conquered by brambles. The former tenants had
dogs, thus dividing the land with wire in a front
and a back garden. I moved in with four veterinary
students, all of them at least four years younger
than me, whom I had met through a friend of a
friend. The first time we talked, I established my
requirements and they agreed to it : space for my
gardening tools, my bikes and materials in the
garage, have one of the ground floor bedrooms and
be allowed to resume my vegetable garden.

Content (part three)

CEAP

Collect & Evaluate

The information collected comes from :
> a soil analysis : surveying the existing

plants on the lawn, a spade test (remove a ‘cube’ of
top soil with a spade, first to assess the softness of
the ground, then to read the soil horizons
according to their color, structure, living
organisms present and sometimes taste) and a
watercan test (10 litres of water at once on the
ground, see wether infiltration is fast or slow, if it
sinks straight through or if it spreads over a large
surface) ;

> informal client interview : during the first
meetings and first nights at the house, my four
housemates – who had spent two years in the same
class – and I were getting acquainted and had long
conversations ;

> a quick survey & analysis, landscape
architecture style : shadow map and McHarg’s
exclusion analysis.

The evaluation was made with a
Plus/Minus/Interesting rating chart.

DESIGN I .2

Basemap &McHarg's exclusion + shadows

hedgerow buffer (competition)

back garden :
strong
shadows and
kept for
leisure
activities

old
vegetable
patches

raspberries

birch

birch

birch

birch

oak

hazel

fir

pine

hedgerowspublic square

car access
lawn

shed

lawn

N
5 metres

easy access, close from the garage with
water tap & long pipe, good location to
replace with lawn when moving out

front garden back garden
wire fence(waist height)

easy access, close from the garage with
water tap & existing strawberries and
raspberries

car park
& access
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Spade test Watering can test PascalPoot'smethod
A french gardener, well-known for
his tomato plants that do not need
any watering after the seedlings
have sprouted.
It is based on varieties selection, but
much harsher. Starting from seeds
that are adapted to one's area, one
sows dozens of seeds and after they
sprouted, one leaves them on their
own - no watering at all. The vast
majority dies, a small percentage
lives on and a tiny percentage
actually produces fruits (around 1 %
to 5% of the initial number of
plants) . One keeps the seeds from
these fruits, sows them the next
year, and repeats the process. Year
after year, the number of plants
resistant to this extreme drought
will increase and the variety will be
stabilized. After 5 to 7 years, in
order to maintain one's variety, it is
recommended to create a patch
dedicated to the seed-bearing
parents and to keep every year the
best fruits of your best plants in
your regular vegetable garden, to
mix with your seed-bearing parent
patch the following year.

Ea st sid e of th e h ou se - ra spberries West sid e of th e h ou se Ba ck g a rd en - sou th sid e
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Apply permaculture principles

Everything gardens : I hope to inspire my housemates and,
knowing that this is just a transition house for me, that they might
continue the vegetable garden after I have left and might adopt small
daily things (like keeping the water for the garden while it gets hot in
the shower).

Diversity, including guilds : I have never tried multiple
associations of vegetables on the same bed – time to experiment. The
interaction between me and my students housemates may become a
guild interaction, benefiting both parties.

Use slow and small solutions : I always wanted to reduce water
needs of tomato plants, I will try this year with the Pascal Poot's
method. I will experiment small setups to produce food, that do not
require maintenance as my time is limited with my company, and
limit my crops to 10 different crops.
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Plan

Species chosen to grow
(fairly easy varieties
and I have seeds) :
- tomatoes
- sweet peas
- potatoes
- sunflowers
- potimarron squashes
- courgettes
- cherry bush tomatoes
- Jerusalem artichokes

N
5 metres
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On th e toilet wa terta n k, m a g a zin es
a bou t a ltern a tives. A fu n ny wa y to
en g a g e m y h ou sem a tes !
Th e title rea d s " Less ! "

An oth er fu n ny wa y to en g a g e m y h ou sem a tes : lea vin g a pa tch of
biod iversity rig h t in th e m id d le of th e la wn , Ma y 2 01 7. Th is a llows for
d ifferen t h erba ciou s popu la tion s to g o to seed a n d sprea d th eir g en etic
m a teria l for n ext yea r, ren ewin g th e g ra ss with ou t effort !

(left to right, top to bottom)
I m plem en ta tion ! April 2 01 7. • First
seed lin g s of sweet pea s in th e old
veg eta ble g a rd en . • Sq u a sh es a n d
su n flowers piercin g th rou g h th e
m u lch in th e sm a ll m ou n t. • Overa ll
view of th e g a rd en , with th e m icro-
g reen h ou se to sta rt th e tom a toes.

Implementation
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(top to bottom, left to right)
Lin ea r h ea p of m a tu re com post for
d irect sowin g .. . • . . .a n d first seed lin g s
of sweet pea s a n d pota toes piercin g
th rou g h th e la wn m u lch .. . • . . . a n d in
J u n e 2 01 7, pota toes flowerin g ,
sweet pea s d evelop a s bu sh es or
clim b on su n flowers. Th e bu sh ch erry
tom a toes ca m e la ter, wh en m ost
pota toe a eria l stem s were brown .
J eru sa lem a rtich oke on th e
foreg rou n d . • Alm ost a ll tom a to
pla n ts on th e stra wba les d ied from
d rou g h t, a s pla n n ed - six m a d e it a n d
prod u ced fru its th a t ripen ed . Wea k
su m m er sq u a sh seed lin g s su ffer
from a seriou s la ck of n u trien t in th e
stra w ba les, a s I stopped wa terin g
with u rin e - th e m u sh room s m ig h t
in d ica te a u n ba la n ced ca rbon /n itra te
ra tio. • Sq u a sh es wen t well bu t
prod u ced on ly 2 -3 fru its per pla n t.

Maintenance & Evaluation
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Conclusion

After I moved out from Vertou, I realised that despite my success
at growing leeks and sharing them with Jean-Paul & Françoise, I
wanted to push my experiment with straw bale gardening further
ahead. As I had anticipated a possible need to leave quickly, I was
happy to have the strings of the bales to carry them around – what I
had not anticipated is their ridiculous weight, once they are swollen
with water for a whole winter. If I ever have to plan this again, I will
definitely cut the straw bales in half and tighten them up myself with
new threads.

In Carquefou, I was successful on the land part of the design, as I
got satisfying yields all summer long. The seeds of the tomatoes that
ripened from this rough and dry summer were kept for future
propagation. When I moved out, we agreed with my housemates that I
would remove the bales from the garden ; I sent them to my piece of
land, Les Gripousses, for further use (mostly compost toilet). One of my
housemates had told me he wanted to do his own vegetable patch next
year, so I left a few seeds for him and sent him a few tips on his
mailbox as we had agreed.

I never heard from him after that, even though I wrote several
times. My attempts at raising awareness in the house, be it with very
practical aspects (recycling, using the car less) or with funnier
attempts (toilet magazines, biodiversity patch, water bucket in the
bathroom), were not accounted for. They raised a few questions,
started short discussions, but never turned into new habits for my
housemates unless I was there to ensure it.

By the time I left Carquefou, I had started working on designs II
and III… and actually implementing part of design III, as I only had my
truck to call home by September 1st, 2017.

On e of th e h a rvests of th e su m m er
2 01 7 - th is bein g th e secon d rou n d
of ra spberries.
En joyin g pickin g everyth in g with
ba re h a n d s, pota toes in clu d ed with
th is g rowin g m eth od !
My cra zy g u ild of pota toes, pea s,
su n flowers a n d bu sh ch erry
tom a toes wa s a su ccess,
con sid erin g th e h a rvest com pa red to
th e spa ce u sed .
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• Personal : I gotmixedfeelings about
this design spread over two sites. On
both sites I feel like I have done well
for the land, but I feel a real
weakness on the 'people care'aspect.
In Vertou, staying such a short time
was not planned and the farewells
were abrupts and in Carquefou, a
whole part ofmygoals for the design
were not met - even if it might have
sown a small seedofawareness in my
housemates, I will never know if the
guild effect was successful on their
part. It was on my side though, as I
enjoyed this life with them, it was
pleasant to have lighthearted people
around, whose only concern is
passing at the endofthe term.
It feels goodto design andimplement
when you are the client, it had not
happened to me in years since I
began my career as a gardener and
landscape architect !

3 P's Review

• Project : My goals for this design,
testing OBREDIMET and obtaining a
yield from this summer vegetable
garden, are met. I included the CEAP
after completing a first cycle of
OBREDIMET as I wanted to test
another framework on the same
design. This second part lacked a
thorough observation of my
housemates (mostly due to not
having much time to do so), which
could have lead to a better
understanding on how to engage
with them on the environmental
issues. It was an unexpected success
as a neighbour came to see me, one
afternoon, to ask what I was doing
with these straw bales - it lead to a
nice conversation where I introduced
her to the concept of permaculture.
No time fora tweaking stage though.

• Professional : Experimenting with
my own straw bale vegetable garden
got me to learn new skills as a
gardener. As a landscape architecture
designer, I enjoyed the challenge to
move a cultural technique from one
site to another and how straw bales
create structural lines on any given
space that are fun to playwith. Being
used to the Blois method (see Annex
2), OBREDIMET is a linear step-by-
step framework that I did not enjoy
when I first used it in myPDCanddid
not really enjoy either on this design.
I perceive it as slightly too restrictive,
a guidance that might interfere with
creative observation and dreamy
ideas. Nonetheless, I do see the
appeal when one begins and I would
have been happy to follow this kind
of framework when I started my
landscape architecture studies.
Most tools I used here I knew from
my landscape architecture practice :
SWOC, soil analysis, shadow
mapping, client interview, layers
(which are here digital but were
actual tracing paper sheets),
McHarg's exclusion zones (which I
had been introduced to during my
ERASMUS in Ireland under the name
"silhouette approach"). I was familiar
with them andI knewtheirefficiency.
The PMIanalysiswas newin the form
presented here and it proved to be
clarifying my thoughts effectively - I
was happy about it and it is a tool
that Iwoulduse again forsure.

As I finished this design, I had a closer look at the chart Josephine had given me :
principles, frameworks and tools were listed so that I could check that my diploma
displayed a variety of them all (this chart can be seen in Appendixes 1 .4 and 1 .5) .
Starting the second design, I would have a quick try with each tool,
roughly on a piece of paper, to assess its potential use for the given situation / design.
This process would take me off my landscape architecture habits
and out of my comfort zone to experiment with new tools,
thus honing my designer's skills and increasing my designer's tools box.
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DESIGN II : BONNEVEAU

FIRST STEPS OF A NEW HOMESTEAD IN A RURAL HAMLET.

Client

Lucille & Damien

Short-term goals

Define the zones
according to their
future uses

Be accompanied
in the process
to learn & gain
autonomy

Mid- to long-term
goals

Become a vegetable
& fruit autonomous
homestead

Have chickens for eggs,
bees for honey
& a horse for pleasure

Couple in their
early thirties

Have a clear view
of where to start
on the land and
rough ideas of
opportunities &
potentials

My goals
as a designer

Help friends
on their first
settlement

Design &
implement
with them

Try a new
design
framework
& PASE tool
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Context

Date : Summer 2017 to Spring 2018.

Bonneveau is a little hamlet, now counting
five households, which was originally a single
smallholding of two households. Located on the
side of the old main road that linked Vallet to
Nantes, the traffic is significant in the mornings
and evenings, while being calm during the day and
at night. This area, south of the Loire, has a long
tradition of vineyards for what we call “table wine”
- meaning decent white wines to enjoy everyday,
not to keep. Its rolling meadows are sprinkled by
hamlets, whose population is rapidly increasing
with the rising prices of the housing market in the
vicinity of Nantes and the desire for most young
families to “go back to the land”.

The particularity of number 4, Bonneveau is

that the original farmer lived there until my
friends, Lucille & Damien, bought it. Thus, the
farmer had kept his half-acre orchard and a
grazing field along with his house as a single parcel
of less than an acre and a half. The ad initially
mentioned the house and field only – when they
visited, Lucille called me : it would be the same
price if they took the orchard too, if they promised
the farmer that they would take care of it and keep
the trees. I strongly encouraged them to buy the
whole parcel and promised I would help them
learn about orchard management.

I asked them for Bonneveau to be one of the
first designs I would present for my permaculture
diploma and they happily agreed to it.

Nantes

BRITTANY

PAYSDE
LA LOIRE

La Loire

Design I I
Bonneveau

© OpenStreetMap

N
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Content

SADIMET

Survey

Client interview

Both Damien & Lucille grew
up in houses with large gardens
on the fringes of major towns.
They love to spend time outside
but have learned very few things
from their parents. They are
willing to engage into edible
gardening, as they now have a full
grown orchard of their own. They
do not want a massive amount of
ornamental plants, but a nice
display garden close to the house
would please them if the
maintenance is not too time
consuming.

Lucille, on a long-term
vision, would love to have horses –
that is, if they can buy land close
to their current house. Damien
has dreamt of making his own
honey and have bees for years,
this house gives him the
opportunity to start on a short-
term vision.

The priority is, nonetheless,
on the inside of the house. The
only priorities for the garden are :
fencing for the dog and a hedge on
the neighbour-side to have a little
bit of privacy when enjoying the
terrace.

PASE Chart

N

1 0 metres

(neighbour)
grazing
fields

(neighbour)
house &
garden

(neighbour)
house &
yard

(neighbour) garden
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grazing
field

wire fence
(shoulder height)
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ma
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(no fence)

shallow valley gutter

walnut
tree

deep valley gutter
(no fence,
property limit)

cherry
laurel

peach trees

pear & apple trees

cherry trees

hazel

raspberries
& blackcurrants

workshops

house
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Analysis

N

1 0 metres

zone 0 : house

zone 1 : terrace,
yard, workshops
& display garden

zone 1 :
compost

zone 2 :
vegetable garden with
low maintenance crops
and perennials

zone 3 : orchard

zone 4 : open
biodiversity meadow

Design from pattern to detail : drawing on the
initial land setup, the back garden is for leisure
and the front garden is for food production (see
map on the left). Looking into the wishes of Lucille
& Damien, we were able to divide those into areas
where we create sub-zones with vegetation (area 2
on the map, opposite page).

First, I worked on the zoning of the project
for Lucille & Damien : it helped explaining the
relation between frequency of use and proximity of
elements. The more an element is visited or used,
the closest from home it should be - or the closest
from both zones where it is most useful. Some
zones boundaries, like between zone 1 and zone 4
are kept from the original land and kept as such -
here, the shallow valley gutter.

These zones are for the short term, it was
used both as a design tool for me and a map to
present the first idea to Lucille & Damien. The
vegetable garden to be created is currently in zone
2 and might become a zone 1 in a few years when
they have more time. The compost is in the middle
of zone 2 while being zone 1 ; this exterior compost
is actually the main composting heap of the
homestead and placed there to have fertilizing
matter close to the future vegetable garden. The
day-to-day food waste and vegetable waste is
stored in a bucket where zone 0 and zone 1 meet at
the back of the house, right next to the kitchen
door leading to the display garden.

For this particular stage of the project, zone 1
would be the most impacted as closest to the
house. Zone 2 should see preparing steps
happening, while zone 3 would most likely not be
worked on - apart from observing how the fruit
trees could be pruned in the years to come, with
my help. Zone 4 would be disturbed right away, to
fence the garden and begin hedgerows, to then
leave it be for the season until the yearly mowing.

Zon es m a p.
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The problem is the solution & Work with
nature rather than against : on the former grazing
field (zone 4 on "Zones map"), the maintenance
cost (in time) would be too big. It helps Lucille &
Damien realize that instead of cutting it short
often, it can be used as a great biodiversity field,
scythed once or twice a year, where the dog (and
future children) will have fun among the high
herbs. With a limited money input, they did not
know where to start on the property. Fencing the
field is a priority to have the dog roam free in the
back garden and field. The choice is made to set up
a fence with rough chestnut poles and sheep wire,
area 3 on the map (right).

Area 2 has a hedge of cherry laurel blocking
the view to the garden & field, while no plants on
either side of the garden - apart from a single
walnut and a small bush. Several nursery plants
for the display garden will be added : in a crescent
shape (north-western side), on both sides of the
existing walnut to favor a feeling of privacy and
protect from dominant winds and a hedgerow
(southern side) to block the view from the
neighbours. Plants chosen are evergreen and either
nitrogen fixers, long lasting bloomers or edible.

We will transplant young ash trees and oaks
from my nearby land to start a hedgerow,
transplanted from less than 10 kilometres away.
They are salvaged from an area where I removed
all plants to build a cabin and stored in a seedbed.
The similarity of the climate and the soil should
create ideal conditions for them to thrive in their
new home. This choice to transplant instead of
buying was directly inspired by the principle :
Using biological resources.

When I presented my ideas, all were
welcomed and agreed with, but it was decided to
focus primarily on steps 1 to 3 for this first year,
step 4 was a strong wish for Lucille but she was not
sure she would actually have time for it.

N

1 0 metres

Ma p of th e five first steps of th e d esig n .
Th e id ea to h a ve clim bers (5 ) in con ta in ers a lon g sid e
th e h ou se with wire a tta ch ed to th e ed g e of th e roof
wa s postpon ed for a la ter ph a se of th e project.

Design
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Implement

The first step was to open the
view on the future display garden
by doing a test-pruning on the
cherry laurel. The second step was
to fence and plant the back
garden. Over a week-end, we
picked the chestnut poles in the
forest where they had grown and
been cut, drilled pre-holes with an
auger, shaped the poles with a
chainsaw and burned their ends
(to harden them and provide extra
protection from rotting too fast),
planted them and placed the wire.
The third step was to start a
vegetable garden – this might be
difficult with their baby coming -
so in January 2017 I mulched no-
dig beds just in case, hoping for
the best.

Open in g th e view on th e ba ck
g a rd en by pru n in g th e ch erry la u rel
h ed g e, October 2 01 7. I t wa s
even tu a lly cu t d own a cou ple weeks
before we pla n ted th e d ispla y
g a rd en (pictu res below) .

First planting steps of the micro horse-shoe - the walnut tree in the centre,
eleagnus and feijoa on the right, cherry tree and albizzia on the left, february 201 8. Ch estn u t poles & sh eep wire fen ce.
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Maintenance

No maintenance required in the first years
for these steps of the design, apart from checking
the good health of the trees and shrubs.

Evaluate

The first three steps were completed during
the winter with success. The baby is due to be born
in April, Lucille is wishing to do a vegetable garden
and I am going to Japan for two months. How to
make it as easy as possible for her to start ?

Tweak

What steps could be
difficult to start a
vegetable garden ?

Practical techniques
(depth of sowing,
watering, etc.)

Planning when
to sow what.

Distances & spaces to
transplant in the beds.

Howmay Ihelp ?

Howmay Ihelp ?Howmay Ihelp ?

Make a planting plan
and map according to
what seeds are sown.

Make a sowing
planning according to
moons and climate.Teach Lucille

the basics of good
sowing practices.

In practice...

In practice...

In practice...

Half-day workshop
with Lucille to sow a
variety of seeds, in a
variety of containers
so that most questions
can be answered.

Prepare envelopes,
with dates on them
and for each variety,
ideal sowing periods in
the week following the
opening date.

Mark the beds with
labels indicating
planting distances
and varieties to be
transplanted, with
approximate dates.

Did it happen ?

I am going to be away for the start of the vegetable
garden (spring 201 8). If I had to devise a way to help
remotely Lucille, I would begin by asking...

Yes ! Yes ! Yes !

Colored la bels to g o a t th e en d of ea ch bed for fu tu re
tra n spla n tin g of seed lin g s a n d en velopes with d a tes
a n d optim u m sowin g d a tes a ccord in g to va rieties.

Th e resu lt of a h a lf-d a y worksh op : tra ys a n d sm a ll pots
with leeks, tom a toes, sa la d s.. . ea rly Ma rch 2 01 7.
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Conclusion

The part of the design I implemented with them during the
winter together was a success, we managed to create a garden space,
safe for the dog to wander around. The plants suffered from a too
enthusiastic Damien with his first mowing of the grass in early spring
– an unexpected coppicing for one of the shrubs. It grew back quite
quickly after that, the future will tell if this early coppicing was a
hindrance or a help to grow stronger.

The vegetable garden never happened. We all knew that having a
child is a challenge, so stacking one’s first vegetable garden on top of
refurbishing a whole house was not realistic… and the seedlings were
all eaten by slugs in the greenhouse. Lucille got very emotional about it
– crying over it – and decided to let go for this year, as she told me later
in the summer when I visited them.

I was away for almost a year, during which I saw Lucille &
Damien on the rare occasions when I would be in Nantes. I eventually
took time to stop by their homestead in April 2019, with other friends. I
wanted to have a chat with Lucille about the design, as I had felt that
things were not clear between us... On a personal and professional
aspect, I looked into the principle : Apply self regulation and accept
feedback. This design loop had not ended well. I needed to confront my
limits as a friend who designs for friends and apologize for this non-
realistic expectations that I conveyed through my design that Lucille
had taken, mentally and emotionally, which had become a burden too
heavy for the new mother she was. We had an open-heart discussion
about it, a few tears and a long hug… both of us happy to move on
together. Since then, Lucille regularly sends me questions about the
garden, often with pictures, so that I can help them with decisions
mainly linked to the care of the orchard.

La te frost on Lu cille a n d Da m ien' s
g a rd en sh ortly before m y d epa rtu re,
Ma rch 2 01 8.
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• Personal : Helping close friends fora
design was a first, so I tried to
approach it in a client/designer set
up... which didnotwork. Iwas unable
to hold the space for formal
interviews and I was too afraid to
impose my views on my friends'
wishes. So I tried to step away as
much as I could, resulting in a weird
switch in our friendship, where they
felt I did not want to involve myself
too much in their project. Living with
them for a couple ofmonths, as we
hadagreed to work on the house and
land, only added to the uneasy
atmosphere. I was so happy to help
them when I began and by the end,
when I left, I clearly felt that things
were not going well between us... I
got the chance to talk it through a
year later and I am relievedwe found
common ground to save our
friendship. A serious 'people design',
when we started, would have been
greatlyhelpful.

3 P's Review

• Project : The first set ofaims for the
design was to guide my friends with
what to do first and how to find
environmentally friendly, long-term
and cheap solutions. This lead to a
successful garden space.
The second set of aims (which was
deemedas a huge challenge from the
beginning) was to reclaim the
abandoned orchard and create a
vegetable garden - orat least, set the
foundations for those next steps. The
orchard was partly cared for as I
regularly walkedwith them, secators
in hand, to slowly and gently prune
throughout the weeks when I was
visiting. The vegetable garden didnot
happen at all (apart from the bush
cherry tomatoes that are self
propagating each year), mulch that I
hadlayedwasblown to thewinds.

• Professional : Using SADIMET felt
more natural and I am still going,
from time to time, through the
Maintain-Evaluate-Tweak loop, via
messages with Lucille. The use of
PASE was not as revealing than I
thought it would be - I may give it
another try in the future. My over-
confidence as a landscape architect
and my usual methods made me
explore less tools than I should have
and that would have been very
beneficial forthe design.
Although I was not able to hold a
proper client/designer space, I
provided them with the professional
services like all my clients, thus
benefiting from my network, advice
andworking force on site. Next time,
I will definitely do a 'people design' -
known to me alone - to establish a
good working relationship in an
existing friendship.
I enjoyed the display garden design,
mixing nursery plants with young
trees from my land to create a
traditional hedgerow. Getting back
to orchard care was also a delight, as
I could mobilize knowledge from my
first working summers in a local
apple orchard.

• Project & professional (update from the Intermediary Portfolio
Assessment)  : The reduced efficacy of the PASE tool I used in this design -
People, Animals, Structures, Events - was partly because the original PASTE
tool - Plants, Animals, Structures, Tools, Events - would have proven more
useful. Another bias comes from the underlying knowledge that I had from
the site and considered obvious... For a future next cycle ofthe design, I will
definitelyuse the PASTEtoolduring the surveyandanalysis phases.
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DESIGN III.1 : MASTER T35D, NOMADISM & GARDEN DESIGN

MINIMALIST & NOMADIC LIFESTYLE ALONGSIDE A LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE ACTIVITY.

Client

Myself
My goals
as a client

Take personal ethics
to professional work
up again

Deal with
the vicious cycle
of stress
& neuralgias

Start a true minimalist
approach lifestyle

My goal
as a designer

Lead a
successful
conceptual
design

Explore
SMART
objectives

Try a new
design
framework
& a tweaked
version of PMI
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Context

Date : Spring 2017 to Autumn 2018

Late March 2017, I came back from a trip to
Switzerland and Bayern (Germany), realizing that
my break-up was the beginning of something
much bigger. I had waited for the opportunity to let
go of all the stuff surrounding me for years. My
multiple moving outs made me tired of carrying
belongings from one place to another, without even
getting a large part of them out of their boxes. The
amount of money I had spent in renting trucks in
the past years pointed me in the right direction : I
needed a truck, cheap and old (I hate car

electronics). Without thinking more, my friend
Alexis (a brilliant mechanic) and I went to see this
old fire truck, a Renault Master T35D. I could stand
in it, it had no side windows, was red and still had
the reflective stripes, front and back. It had stayed
for years in a garage, had virtually no mileage : out
of the factory in 1992, only 112.000 kilometres. That
was enough for me and, with a little extra cash, the
former owner handed me the keys with enough
expansed oak cork to insulate it. I could not wait to
take the road, first I needed to sort my stuff out.

Content

SMART Objectives

Specific

Harmonize thoughts and acts. I advocate for
a simple lifestyle, I admire monasteries’
minimalistic lifestyle, I am thirsty of the road ; now
it is time to live it. I identified three themes :

Materialistic (Ma) · When all my daily life
belongings fit in the truck and the extras are on my
land, the aim will be achieved.

Professional (Pr) · This has to be done while
maintaining a professional activity as a landscape
architect and gardener, to ensure a minimum
income and the rest of my time is devoted to
volunteering – for friends and other land-based
places.

Personal (Pe) · Nurturing activities as a
human being must be part of my daily life again, to
hopefully lower my stress level causing neuralgias,
making me grimmer and less patient, then feeling
angry with myself... a vicious cycle to be turned
into a virtuous cycle.

Measurable

Ma · Measuring the rough amount of
belongings (with numbers and/or volume) and
reduce it to 2 truck loads : one for the daily
belongings, one for the extras (like gardening
tools).

Pr · Ensure that I do not declare an income
over 10.000€ a year (according to the French state
standards, which is the income that is taxed every
year) and that I volunteered at 3 different farms.

Pe · If at least two of the nurturing activities
take place twice a week (one time of two activities or
two times of one activity) and/or neuralgias have
disappeared, the goal will be met.

Achievable

Each problem can be broken into several
smaller problems, easier to solve.

When I started observing where I was at, I
realized that I would have to go through several
phases to cover several themes in my life. It will
take a lot of time and motivation to achieve them -
I allow myself to take breaks in the process.

Relevant

This change of lifestyle has long been
overdue, now is the perfect time to do it : I am
single, self-employed and motivated. It might have
an impact on my entire lifestyle and it might also
rebound on my friends and people I visit as they
will witness it. I want to prove that living simply
and frugally does not mean living sadly and
boringly.

Time-oriented

I plan to be done in a year or so, to have a
serious evaluation step in Autumn 2018, whether
this new lifestyle is working for me – or not – and
where can I improve. I plan on closing my
company at the end of 2017 and devote the first
semester of 2018 to volunteering work (with extra
paid work if necessary) and reflection. If I am not
done by then, I might consider pursuing the
process for a whole other year.
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INCREMENTAL MODEL

Initial state

Ma · I started with a rough list of my belongings – over 500 books,
1000 Litres of other papers (including my notebooks and drawings
from landscape architecture school), 5 bags of clothes and linen (each
120L volume), 2 bikes (a 2,40 meter long cargo bike & a postman bike),
500 L of kitchen tools and miscellaneous stuff (from my childhood
teddies to sewing material, including my electric hair trimmer, my
computer screw-drivers, etc.), 3 computers (2 laptops and 1 desk
computer) and a hi-fi sound-system, 8 pieces of furniture (my
grandpa’s 70 kilogram work bench, a wooden trunk, a bed frame &
mattress, a wooden desk, 4 metal workshop shelves), a tent and 150 L of
camping gear, a wood chipper, a lawn mower, two dozens gardening
tools (from rake to spade, including a scythe, 3 axes, etc.), over 3000 L
of raw materials (from building wood to compost mix, including pots
and ropes, etc.), 18.000 L of straw bales. This represents 7 full loads of
my 7m3 truck.

Pr · I hurt my dominant hand, which affects my work efficiency.
My company is linked to a cooperative that implies extra taxes every
month. I have a very difficult situation with a rich client that might
lead to a law suit. My time to work on this design is reduced due to my
company. I have enough money on my professional account to have
steady wages until the end of the year without working. My trips to
Paris will increase as I have half a dozen Permaculture Introduction
Week-Ends planned this year with Charles & his association La SEVE.

Pe · Some activites seem to help with my stress. With my hand
unable to hold my bow, Kyûdô is not an option for a few months. The
others are : dance, meditation, journaling in my notebook, reading. My
stress level is like roller-coasters, blind-folded : it reaches peaks
unpredictably, triggering Arnold’s neuralgias. I met Marine, who told
me about Vipassana meditation retreats... the name rings a bell.

Analysis

Ma · Too much. Way too much stuff for a single individual. A
method to get rid of the unnecessary belongings would be helpful. At
least half of them have not been used in the past year.

Pr · Money is not an issue for the year to come, even if I lose
money with this problematic client. New clients are calling every two
weeks, for gardening jobs - I send them to colleagues, I have to rest my
hand. Two years without a week-end off so far. This allows for time on
this design and on preparing the teaching materials with Charles.

Pe · I cannot yet identify the cause of those stress peaks (I have
had them almost daily for a year and a half) but I know activities that
help. When I was dancing regularly (once or twice a week, ballet or
contemporary), I had no neuralgia - is it due to the physical aspect
(including stretches) or the concentration needed ? Meditation
sometimes makes the pain disappear and is difficult to apply in
everyday life situations when a crisis starts (at work, in public
transports…). Going to a meditation retreat and learning this
Vipassana method is appealing. Journaling is part of the process to
keep track of when (and why) I had a neuralgia, it will help reflect on
the situations and causes. Reading takes my mind off things, but does
not solve the problem - relevant material could unveil new solutions.

Too m a ny boxes, Ma y 2 01 7.

To ease the understanding
of this design with three themes,
whenever a comment is made
and is specifically related to one
or several of the themes,
it starts with its two letters
(or a combination of them).

Ma · Pr · Pe

The incremental model design
is explained in Appendix 2.1
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Serve Nature only, delight in a humble &
spiritual life, mindfulness leads to happiness.

After years not listening to my inner self, this
principle coined by Masanobu Fukuoka felt like the
exact piece of advice to start following for this
conceptual design.

Ma · Being humble about my possessions
means letting go of those I do not use. Being
mindful about my possessions means that I can
have a look at each and ask myself if I need it, if I
feel attached to it, if it might be better serving
someone else.

Pe · A Vipassana retreat would be a milestone
in my meditation practice and spiritual life, as I
have not had guidance in many years apart from
books.

Pr · Mindfulness in the choice of clients to
serve Nature first, which means listening to my
intuition and not accept all clients. Being humble,
meaning that I cannot take all the clients, I cannot
say yes to all the demands, learning to let go of this
self inflicted pressure. And finally accept to take
time off work – close the company in its current
form and go on holidays.

Integrate rather than segregate.
Pr · So far, I have accepted all gardening jobs,

no matter what I would do even if the
Permaculture Ethics were not respected.
Integrating them to my professional practice would
help me choose the projects and feel good about
them, to enjoy my job. Off work does not mean
doing nothing and learning nothing, I will
integrate new learnings, discoveries to my holidays
schedule.

Catch and store energy.
Pe · Doing a Vipassana retreat is the perfect

time to heal my hand and take time to reflect, let
go of past angers and rest.

Pr · Taking real time off work, meaning real
holidays and volunteering to inspiring places, to
nourish the gardener inside me that is tired and
weary.

Each element performs many functions &
each function is supported by many elements.

Ma · Evaluate my possessions by these
principles and spot the redundant items. Make the
number of objects as reduced as possible, while
keeping as many functions per element and be
aware that a function might be fulfilled slightly
differently by several elements (e.g. a hair trimmer
and scissors can both cut my beard, only the result
will be different).

Pr · Holidays will be the occasion to visit
friends and family I have not seen in a long time,
which will in turn bring me joy and relief.
Volunteering work will please me, I will learn new
things while helping other people on their own
projects.

Pe · All the activities – dance, meditation,
writing, reading – support the same function, my
well-being and hopefully an improvement in my
well-being, while each supporting other functions :
body strength, mindfulness, journaling, learning...

Yield of a system is theoretically unlimited.
Ma · Pr · Pe · This new system will lead to a

whole new lifestyle, which will bring new learnings
and new habits, new insights on life, for me and for
the people I will spend time with.

(right)Ma · Extra ct of th e ch a rt I u sed
to sta rt sim plifyin g m y m a teria l life.
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Design

Wild Desig n Min d m a p
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Two sub-designs were made -
for the A-frame cabin,
its location on my land
& for the inside of the truck -
only the results are presented.
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Implement
& Testing

(right - up)Ma · After th e first th ree
m on th s of im plem en ta tion , ea rly

Au g u st 2 01 7, th is is wh a t ca n n ot fit
in th e two tru ck loa d s - m ostly

a rch ives, u sed books a n d old lin en .
Wh en I m oved ou t from th e h ou se in

Ca rq u efou , I left a ll m y fu rn itu re.
(right - down) Pe · Au g u st 2 01 7,

retu rn in g from a Vipa ssa n a retrea t.
(below) Septem ber 2 01 7, a ll m y

belon g in g s a re stored a t Lu cille &
Da m ien' s, to sta rt workin g on th e

tru ck a n d a sh ed on m y la n d .
Pe · I n th e m ea n tim e, I wou ld live
sim ply, in a ten t, with a n ou td oor

kitch en m a d e of a sin g le u n it : a
ta j in e I brou g h t ba ck from Morocco.
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(left to right, top to bottom)
Orig in a l sta te of th e tru ck. • I n su la tion : expa n sed oa k cork a n d m u lti-la yers.
• Cover : popla r plywood . • Me, fixin g th e ceilin g in su la tion . • Alexis
prepa rin g th e rem ova ble m eta l bed fra m e. • Plywood protected with lin seed
oil, m a rin e plywood sh elves, peg s to h old th e bed fra m e. • Ma ttress a n d
lin en , rea d y to g o !

Evaluation

Pr · Is the truck suitable for gardening work while sleeping in it ?
The answer is yes.
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Implement & Testing

2018 would be my last year flying somewhere.
Pe · I visited my sister who lives in the Indian Ocean (La Réunion)

and enjoyed a trip to one of Mauritius island, Rodrigues. There I
experienced simple lifestyles, letting my body adapt to the hours of
daylight and reuniting with lots of reading and resting, while hiking on
a daily base - being fit again felt great.

Pr · Pe · I indulged myself with a long awaited trip to Japan (6
weeks Wwoofing & 3 weeks off). I learned as a professional gardener
many new techniques. The discoveries in rural Japan were made
possible thanks to the extensive research work of Marie, who had
decided to join me on a last minute whim in November 2017 - I am
grateful for her company on this mesmerizing trip.

(left to right, top to bottom)
Explorin g a n a tu ra l reserve in Rod rig u es la g oon , J a n u a ry 2 01 8. • Ma rie a n d I
for ou r 3 weeks explora tion of J a pa n , from Sou th to N orth - h ere on
Miya j im a isla n d , April 2 01 8. • Collectin g org a n ic m a tter su rfa cin g in th e rice
pa d d ies a n d pla n tin g m a n u a lly th e rice sprou ts wh ere th e m ech a n ica l tru ck
m issed , Ma y 2 01 8, I ba ra ki , J a pa n . • N et stru ctu res for cu cu m bers a n d
tu n n els to protect seed lin g s from in sects.. . • . . .a n d cu ttin g & splittin g
ba m boo to m a ke sta kes, Ma y 2 01 8, Toch ig i , J a pa n .
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Pr · June & July 2018 in Switzerland to help a friend, Raphaël,
with his vegetable market garden - an opportunity for me to improve
my skills and experiment what it means to have a farming business.

Pe · Ma · Pursuing a simple life with my truck as a home and my
cargo bike as transportation.

(top to bottom, left to right)Movin g pa rt of m y stu ff with m y ca rg o bike, en d
of Ma y 2 01 8. • My first veg eta ble m a rket a s a prod u cer & seller in
Switzerla n d , J u ly 2 01 8. • Dryin g lin e a fter a h a n d wa sh in g in Switzerla n d ,
J u ly 2 01 8. • Prepa rin g th e soil by rem ovin g th e la st clu m ps of h a rd g rou n d
a fter m ech a n ica l tillin g a n d tra n spla n tin g th e seed lin g s, Switzerla n d , J u ly
2 01 8. • Ca bba g es, celeria c a n d broa d bea n s in Ra ph a ël' s tu n n el, J u n e 2 01 8.
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Evaluation

Before hitting the road back to France, it was time to sit back and
take a look at the past 8 months - what worked ?

Most of my initial goals are
met, with a few happy unexpected
yields, but I do not know what I
am going to do next... so I will do
another loop.

Back to planning !
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Planning & Requirements

July 2018.
Ma · Move my tools and the extra boxes to my land. I need to go

back to France to do so.
Pr · I need money for the next few months (food & fuel). Two job

offers : in Switzerland, assistant teacher in landscape architecture for a
year and in France, junior landscape architect with knowledge in
permaculture for a permanent contract – I am answering both.
Raphaël asked me to replace him for another 10 days in late
September, I accepted.

Pe · Thinking about going back to a regular work, I had two
neuralgias. I am accompanying a friend from university to walk the
Camino de Compostella from Porto in August.

Analysis

Ma · This final stage of moving my last boxes to my land will
mark the success of this theme of the design.

Pr · Pe · For either jobs, I will not have an answer before mid-
August, after I have completed the Camino de Compostella. There no
need to stress about these for the moment. Although, as a friend,
Guillaume, told me in Switzerland, sometimes you have to let the
demon eat a bit of yourself to see it go... Which is similar to The
problem is the solution ! Meaning that taking a new job may open new
doors to the understanding of the causes of the neuralgias.

Graphic analysis with a Flow diagram.

Volunteer
in Switzerland

Pilgrim
on Camino
de Compostella

Nantes

Move my stuff
to my land

Rouen
City =/
Keep the truck =)
Job ?
Wages ?

=) Yeah !
=/ Meh...
=( Oh no.
? Uncertainty

Geneva

Nantes

Big city =/
Cannot keep the truck =(
Job =)
Wages =)

If both Rouen and Geneva accept me,
choice is for Geneva - Rouen has too
many uncertainties, Geneva is great
money, in a beautiful region and over
a short period of time.

City I know =/
Keep the truck =)
Job as a gardener =/
Wages =/

Sedentarity
for a while =/

Ma · New home, new projects =)
Ma · Next step of minimalism =)
Pr · Stay true to the ethics
in the new job ?
Pr · Back to diploma writing =)
Pe · Resume dance =)
Pe · Continue journaling =)
Pe · Keep reading habit =)
Pe · New well-being activity ? + =)

Certainty

Options

1

2

3
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What actually happened...
Camino de Compostella was
aborted two days after we left
Porto - my friend had giant
bleeding blisters on her feet
soles. We took two days off to
enjoy Porto and went away.
I emptied the sheds at Lucille
& Damien's place.
I d id not receive
the refusal from Geneva
before November
and had accepted Rouen
in early September.
I moved to Rouen with my truck
in early October 201 8, starting
my contract with a trial period,
after two weeks helping
& replacing Raphaël at his farm
in Switzerland, in September.

Design, Implement & Testing

As I did not have any place to stay in Rouen, for two months I was
sleeping in my truck, parked in the private yard of the building where
the company had its offices. In the meantime, I followed the paths I
had identified (and some are developed in Design IV):

Ma · New home, new projects. A tiny sub-design took place to build
furniture for my room (a desk) and for the kitchen. I upcycled the
construction timber (used for concrete frames) that were stored on my
land and only used a Japanese saw, a hammer and nails.

Ma · Next step of minimalism. I continued selling and giving
away, books, clothes...

Pr · Stay true to the ethics in the new job. Keeping a critical eye on
what the company's projects I worked for were was necessary. It was
also a good way to get involved in the company, discussing with my
bosses about the direction they wanted to take.

Pr · Back to diploma writing. I started gathering my notes,
sketches and notebooks. I wanted to get more involved in the
Permaculture Association United Kingdom, so I enrolled for a Training
of Teachers course and planned on visiting my tutor at the same time.

Pe · Resume dance. I made a list of the dance courses for adults
and went for trial classes (as most dance academies, the first trial class
is given for free).

Pe · Continue journaling. Recording my thought process kept me
healthy and, for the first two months, the few beginnings of neuralgia
were stopped before they became too painful, by isolating myself,
breathing and focusing on one idea : Rien n'est grave (literally,
'Nothing is important').

Pe · Keep reading habit. I built up, week after week, a strong habit,
leading to a daily read of fifteen minutes to over an hour.

Pe · New well-being activity. Everything was new : city, house,
people, job... why not try something new ?! Always reluctant to yoga, I
met a hatha yogi and an ashtanga yogi in Japan - the latter really
impressed me. I contacted the two ashtanga yoga teachers close to the
city center and was impatient to try my first class.

Evaluation

Ma · Moving to Rouen was the ultimate test. A single journey with
my truck and living for two months, without missing anything, was a
proof of success. I was now confident to push forward, and I did.

Ma · I compared the cost of 10 months in a truck vs 10 months in
a flat in Nantes with a car. The numbers are simplified here, but the
data was collected thoroughly and is accurate for year 2016 to 2018.
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Living in a truck, even with its initial cost and refurbishing
included, was financially well worth it. What this chart does not show,
are the non-material yields : I got to travel a lot, visiting friends and
unknown places, which would mean additional costs with a sedentary
life. What you might miss in materialistic comfort is by far
compensated by the daily perks of a nomadic home.

Pr · Stepping back from my working culture I had before, I was
more confident to express my point of view and keep in line with the
permaculture ethics.

Pr · My incomes did not reach 10.000€ in 2017 nor in 2018 -
respectively 9077€ and 8571€. I made it !

Pe · The dramatic reduction of neuralgias, both off work and with
a new work, highlighted the importance of a balanced lifestyle where I
can work a lot, but that means that I have to get lots of fun as well !

Pe · The time I took off allowed me to dive into this new chapter
of my life with plenty of energy and enthusiasm. It fulfilled its purpose
and far beyond, as I dared taking a new job in an office that I knew
would be a challenge for my stress level.

Conclusion

This design and its implementation took almost two years, which
was not exactly planned when I started thinking about it. I should have
though, as I had met many people along the years, telling me about
their own travels and years off & abroad : all of them had decided on a
given duration and ended up being away for many more months,
sometimes years !

The nomadic aspect of my life, or rather migratory as I was often
coming back to Nantes (either to work or visit the elders), was a good
motivation to pursue a minimalist lifestyle. It was a great experience to
get out of my comfort zone with people and within me. I got
unexpected wisdom from unexpected people in unexpected corners of
the world, which feels like exactly what I was heading for in my heart.
I do love serendipity after all.

Words, pictures, sounds, musics, smells & feelings regularly come
back – reminding me of all I learned during those months.

H a ppy fa ce of a d esig n
im plem en ta tion g oin g well !
Ya ku sh im a , J a pa n , April 2 01 8.
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• Personal : It felt good to take time
offafter almost two years and a half
working six to seven days a week.
Reducing my needs and my objects,
gradually over the two years, felt like
an almost natural process, an easy
pace to live, as I never felt torn when
letting go. One always learns about
oneself from travelling and this
experience confirms it. Two of my
childhooddreams came truewith this
design : visiting Japan and planting
rice in paddieswith myown hands…
After years ofpain, getting a deeper
understanding of the causes and
ways of reducing (without
pharmaceutical synthetic chemicals)
the frequency and intensity of my
neuralgias feels both relieving and
satisfying.

3 P's Review

• Project : My goals were fully met,
even further – at the end ofthe two
years, mybelongings addedup to less
than two loads ofmy truck. And still
going ! It startedawhole newprocess
of simplification. The thrill to visit
new places and to allow myself to
enjoy the experienceswithout feeling
guilty about it is the result of the
planning ofthe design. I volunteered
and designed gardens for clients
according to the permaculture
principleswhile charging fairprices.
I got to meet people Iwas looking for
and people that surprised me along
the way, which for me is the best
illustration of the success of the
system I designed for these years of
mylife, harvesting unlimitedyields.
The goal behind the project, to
engage and implement a conceptual
design for my lifestyle was also a
success, despite taking more time
than expected. On such a design, time
for reflection and pause are needed
and I had not anticipated them well
enough. Some off time, included in
the design process, is the next step.

• Professional : As a designer,
landscape architect and gardener,
those two years felt like school in the
field, from the working practices to
the inspirational places I visited, and
clarified my wishes regarding my
future choices ofcareer. I also got to
prove my worth as a gardener in
France, Japan and Switzerland. My
confidence in my work and the
usefulness of permaculture design
grewstrong.
The incremental model as a
framework proved out to be
extremely efficient and I used it more
intuitively than SA- orOBREDIMET. A
detailed use of SMART Objectives
was useful to setmygoals in this first
conceptual design, which was a great
help for a beginner. Such detailed
tools are a must for non-land-based
designs, to accompany and bind the
goals to measurable outcomes. The
PMI chart for the first evaluation
roundwas a great reflecting tool and
helped me appreciate the actual
progress of the design. I mixed the
flow diagram with feeling rates
(reason for feelings are not explained
as they are a private concern and do
not affect the understanding of the
thinking process) for each element
and probability estimates for each
arrow, so that the links between the
elements would be understood at
first sight. This helped me in my
decision processwheneverone option
wouldshowup.
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Ma rch 2 01 8, extra ct of m y secon d lea rn in g pa th wa y - d ra wn in Tokyo H a n ed a Airport.

This second learning pathway,
looking on the timeline,
was made during
the first implementation phase
of Design I I I .
The reasons are multiple :
I had just started working
with Niamhue, I was kind of lost
and I needed to update my vision
for my diploma as well as having
something concise to present to
my new tutor. Therefore, there is
not a defined time window for
each design.
I t reassured me and helped me
enjoy my time in Japan.

And by the time I was finishing
Design I I I and in Rouen...
this learning pathway was
already obsolete !

Auchette

Euterpe

Bonneveau

COMPLETED
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LEARNING PATHWAY II

The next two designs, IV and V,
are 'flash designs' -
meaning that they were
quick to come up with,
fast & easy to implement
and would not last more
than a few months.
They were also a good exercice
for the diploma, practicing short
designs (on the advice of Nim).

The diploma was on hiatus
for its reflective side,
while being right in the middle
of implementing Design I I I .
I t resumed when I moved to
Rouen, where I took time
to reflect on Design I I I
and initiated designs IV and V,
which I had not thought about at
this time.
Most of the designs here were
more of a brainstorm - and not
included in the diploma.

BRAINSTORM OF A DIPLOMA ON HIATUS.

Ongoing

On hiatus while
I 'm on the road

Shade garden
Micro-garden in town
for a couple of friends
without children

Hand in Hand
Resilience
Network

Around Nantes,
map out a network
according to tools and
skills to share
among friends
and acquaintances

My perma way
explained to
my family

Cycling
gardener

Les Gripousses

Nomadic
permaculturist

On hiatus while
I 'm on the road

On hiatus while
I 'm on the road

Sleep & rest
haven

Workshops on sleep,
meditation, self-care,
oral lore...
Location to find !

Accepting
being
part of
humankind

Build a frame of
solutions to relieve
anxiety linked to
solastalgia,
civil nuclear threat,
climate crisis...
Years of reading
& writing, philosophy
& spirituality.
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DESIGN IV.1 : A ROOM IN ROUEN

FLASH DESIGN // ADJUSTING FROM A NOMADIC & RURAL LIFE TO A SEDENTARY & CITY LIFE.

Client

Myself

My goals
as a client

Build a new & fulfilling
lifestyle in an unknown town,
despite knowing I am here
for a few months only

My goals
as a designer

Try a
flash-design
approach

Explore
CEAP
in more depth

Be part of a new
community life (flatshare)
while keeping
my healthy routines
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Context

Date : December 2018 to July 2019.

Content

CEAP

Collect

I will not be in this town for long, a maximum of a year to save
money so I want to make the most out of it. Efficient energy planning
is required, not to lose my time, money and energy in things I am not
100% happy with.

I do not know anyone here : sharing a flat, engaging with
colleagues, go to local small shops and in social activities is the best
way to integrate a town as a newcomer. Apart from my new home and
my new jobs, I have identified : two dance studios, two yoga studios, a
collaborative bike repair association, an allotment garden.

Regarding the flat and my room, my wishes are : space to sleep
quietly and with the right orientation, with complete darkness, space
to meditate, soft light in general and strong-direct light to read, work
and draw, space(s) to read, work, draw, no screen time in the bedroom,
space(s) to play didgeridoo & banjo, space to stretch (dance, yoga,
workout), possibility to have 1-3 friends over to sit, chat and spend the
night, large kitchen working spaces. I do not have any furniture, only
eight hard plastic boxes where my books, clothes and miscellaneous
belongings fit. The flat has two floors : three bedrooms, bathroom and
toilets upstairs, main living areas (and entrance), two bedrooms
(including mine), bathroom and toilets downstairs.

I have been quite solitary in my previous shared houses : I would
only be in the common spaces to eat and chat, but almost never to
work on my laptop, read, write or draw.

There is a large variety of interests and skills spread among all of
us flatmates : music, theatre, films, series, nature, food, drinks,
alternative lifestyles, partying.

Rouen is a town on La Seine, which flows
through Paris to the Channel via Le Havre on the
coast. The river used to carry the polluted waters
from Paris to the sea – and still does to a lesser
extent – resulting in poor quality water, despite
having beautiful meanders covered with
woodlands and bordered by large fresh water
marshes. Therefore, Rouen was called the
“chamber pot of Paris” and its industrial activity,
covering most of the southern bank, does not help
to convey a good impression. The separation
between northern and southern banks is stunning :
old classic stone and wood architecture, white
Caucasian privileged upper-middle class to social
elite (amongst the richest industries owners of the
country) versus industries, abandoned buildings
and factories, semi-high rise concrete social
estates, working class of mixed populations from

Europe, Asia, the Middle-East and a large majority
from Maghreb (Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia).

I had driven through the motorway of Rouen
twice in my life and judging from the skyline of
chimneys, I had not wanted to stop. This sad
impression got washed away after I actually walked
the city for an hour before my first job interview.
After a month living in the popular
neighbourhoods of the southern bank, I was happy
when my future flatmates told me that the flat they
were applying for was on this side of the river. I
met them in a bar in early November, they had
several applicants to interview over two days, but
as we cruised four bars and finished the night at 2
am, I had a good feeling about us getting along.

Following the first visit together, we gathered
the documents needed and I did this design shortly
after we moved in on December 1st, 2018.

closet
boiler

corridor

WC

bathroom

outside
(alleyto
garage)

housemate 1
bedroom

lounge
& stairs to
upperfloor

ra
di
at
or

sky
roof

housemate 2
bedroom
(upperfloor)

3
,2
m

2,4m

N

N

Floor pla n s of m y room rela ted to
oth er room s & existin g elem en ts.

A sm a ll spa ce th a t fits m y d esire of
m in im a lism a n d sobriety.
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Work offices
(15min. walk
+ 45min. bus)

Flat

Maghrebian
food
market

Supermarket

Metro
station

Bus
station

10 minuteswalk

20minuteswalk

30 minuteswalk

Organic food
supermarket

Organic
& local food
store

Yoga
studio

Most great bars
& restaurants

Ballet
studio

Contemporary
dance
studio

Coach
station

Bike shop
& collaborative
repair workshop

Train
station

Independent
bookshop

Second-hand
bookshop

5+ times /week

5 times /week

2 times /week

1 time /week

2 times /month

1 time /month

Estimated
frequency

Garden
(1/2h bike
or1h walk)

La
Sei
ne
(riv
er)

Big sofa

Sleep

Small sofa

Low table

Armchairs

Low desk with
main computer

Bed

Low desk

Floor

Dining table

Floor

Nap

Laptop work

Eat

Read

Writing / drawing

Handy-work

Watch films

Listen to / play music

Chill with
flatmates

Yoga

Meditation

Mybedroom

Second lounge

First lounge

Dining room

Kitchen

Loggia

Cook

(above)Web of con n ection s
between th e m a in in d oor a ctivities
a n d loca tion s in th e fla t.
(below) Loca tion s ou tsid e th e fla t
a ccord in g to com m u tin g tim es,
freq u en cy a n d g en era l orien ta tion .
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Evaluate

Most indoors activities listed (see p. 65) have options to happen in
other places than my room, apart from sleep and meditation, which is
good to engage in the community life of the flat.

I wanted to look at the elements, to the scale of the town, with an
approach similar to zoning in permaculture (see p. 65). The walking
zones & recurrence for my places of interest do not correspond. Unlike
a land-based design where elements can be placed according to their
recurrence of use, places in a city cannot be moved. One may then
assess whether the ratio 'need of use / time to commute' is acceptable
or not on each occasion. My work place is a compulsory commute 5
days a week, making it 'Zone 1' element, yet it is the farthest from
home. On the other end, I rarely use the coach and metro stations,
making them 'Zone 4' elements, yet they are very close to home.
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Apply permaculture principles

Relative location : This is a whole new town and area
(département Seine-Maritime, région Normandie), looking at this
specific location is paramount to the success of the design. Draw on
the local life specificities to enjoy Rouen as it should be, the town has
highest ratio of bars & restaurants per inhabitant in the region, on the
northern bank. The southern bank is calmer, the river creates a buffer
for this crazy night life – both geographically and in people’s minds, as
the crossing of the river is a change in the atmosphere.

Rouen is the main town of the département (Seine-Maritime), it
would be interesting to create a local Extinction Rebellion group here.

Take advantage of the relative proximity with my friends in the
South of Normandy to visit them more often and meet their friends
living in Rouen.

Efficient energy planning : Each of my work commute takes me
North, through the centre of town where the shops and my activities
are. Be prepared mentally to stack all I have / wish to do before I go
back home and have what I need in my backpack when I leave in the
morning is a must.

Cycling of energy : Nourishing personal activities (dance & yoga)
boosts my levels of energy greatly, so I can channel this extra energy
into projects that need it : associations and local environmental groups
are my choices. Helping associations makes me happy, thus boosting
my energy levels to go to my dance & yoga classes after a long day. The
cycle is complete ! I also hope that my energy display will lift the
spirits of my flatmates, so the extra energy I have might nourish their
individual energy cycles and the flat energy.

Use and value renewable resources and services : Walking to my
main points of interests in town, ride my bike for further distances -
taking the public transports for my job is the only option, while I will
not use my truck unless I have heavy materials to transport. I will not
use the lift in the building, always use the stairs, not matter my
tiredness (after work or physical activity). I will encourage my
flatmates to walk too.

Use and value diversity : The many skills among the flatmates
(instruments players, comedian, great social skills and social network
established) is inspiring and motivating. For example, asking for help
to improve my banjo playing, while offering my handy work to build
the kitchen will bring everyone together, each benefiting the skills of
the others. I will also draw on the variety of group and personal
activities to boost my levels of energy.

While having prejudices against towns and urban life, I will
incorporate these differences and opportunities in my own lifestyle,
thus benefiting from this urban experience as much as possible ; and
reduce or remove these prejudices I have.
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Plan

December 2018 : get the routine above going -
start with the week schedule. Go to Nantes, pick up
the wood salvaged from building sites, take it to
Rouen, store it neatly in the garage.

January 2019 : draw the first sketches of the
furniture, consult with flatmates, assess the
amount of materials needed, buy extra planks for
shelves. Build my two desks first (one for the
lounge, one for my room), then build the kitchen
furniture, finish with the low table for the lounge.

February 2019 : finish furniture if needed.
Visit friends in Paris & Normandy. Join the bike
association as a volunteer ?

March 2019 : Go to Paris to the XR non-violent
action training.

April - May 2019 : Prepare the trip to the UK
(transports, Training of Teachers requirements,
have a list of questions & new ideas to present to
Niamhue for the diploma).

June 2019 : Try and maintain healthy routine
of yoga / dance even when not home.

July 2019 & after : We'll see then.

By the time I had finished
planning and slowly starting
implementing, I was not working
anymore. I decided to stay in
Rouen, it was a good time to
fully devote my time to the
associative life and my personal
activites, while preparing my
stay in the UK in June.

Implementation

By the end of January, all the furniture I had
designed was built and in its right place. As I was
jobless, I joined the bike repair workshop as a
volunteer to help a half-day every week. I applied
to get an allotment garden. My routine as a yogi
was established beyond what I imagined, I was
practicing up to 5 times a week, adding 3 dance
classes a week.

My level of energy was great, I met many
people from different worlds and with friends of
friends, which in turn became my friends... I would
try to keep my sundays free of meeting people to
keep a balance between group and alone time - the
latter being paramount to my general well being.
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As I did not move my truck
frequently enough on the free
parking space on my street, it got
taken away by the police. The
costs involved in getting it back
and repairing it were too
important for my financial
situation, so I said good bye to my
dear old boy.

The yoga and dance routine
went on smoothly. I helped my
dance master to build the
accessories for the annual show.

I got involved in XR in
March, I participated in the
creation of the local group XR
Rouen mid-April and four days
later, I was in Paris for a national
action of civil disobedience. I
befriended a couple from my
action group, went again to Paris
for the traditional French
demonstration of May, 1st, which
ended violently. Mid-May, I was
giving my first conference to
present Extinction Rebellion.

The amount of time I spent
in activism, I was not spending
gardening nor preparing for my
month in the United Kingdom.
Without a garden to really care for
in Rouen and willing to take a
breath, I decided to house-sit the
house of my new friends as
promised in July and go back to
Nantes, to ponder my options.

(left to right, top to bottom)
Fu rn itu re bu ild in g , a sa tisfyin g
feelin g ! From kitch en food stora g e
sh elves for 5 fla tm a tes a n d cookin g
su rfa ces to low-sittin g d esk. [4
pictu res] • My a llotm en t, a fter I
clea n ed th e ru bbish .. . • . . . a n d a fter a
few m on th s with ou t visitin g it. • Th e
loca l d ecla ra tion of rebellion of XR
Rou en . • Prepa rin g h a n d d ra wn
posters for th e Exctin ction Rebellion
con feren ce. • Presen tin g th e
con feren ce with Élod ie, a m em ber of
XR Rou en a t Veg a n' osh , a veg a n
sh op in th e cen tre of town .
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Conclusion

I lived in this small room happily, as I got enough privacy when I
wanted it and there was always a flatmate to chat with whenever I was
in the common spaces. The low desk in my room was also my
bookshelves, the boxes from my truck had my clothes folded in them
and the closet (with the boiler) served as a miscellaneous stuff storage,
hidden from view. What we had first thought to be over-large furniture
in the kitchen turned out to be just perfect for the five of us to have
enough space to store our food, our kitchenware and enough working
space if we were all to cook at the same time (which only happened on
rare occasions). With these low desks, I learned that in order to
produce effective paper work or study work, sitting myself behind a
high desk and on a chair is required. No matter how hard I would try,
sitting cross-legged or in seiza does not work for me - except to draw or
write notes in my notebooks. To achieve a high level of effectiveness, I
need to get back to how I was raised and how I have been used to sit
when I was at school - and at my peak in terms of productivity. As a
compromise, I may try a ground-sitting chair with a back in the future.

My flatmates were often joking about my strict dance and yoga
routine, teasing me to have drinks instead on week nights. Even
though I was unemployed, I kept my rhythm throughout the months.
And I would tease them every time I would here the bell of the lift or
when we would go in town and they would hop on the bus while I kept
on walking. We spent countless nights and afternoons watching series,
practicing our instruments together and getting advice from one
another in the lounge. The relationship I built with them was
unexpectedly close, thanks to my attention to actually say “yes” to
their invitations regularly – which they always appreciated and told
me so. And feeling part of this little community, as most of us were
single and our families being in other parts of France, was truly
creating what I gladly called “home” for a few months.

I got carried away by my own design, on the social, associative
and activism aspects of a town life. The amount of time I devoted to
those activities, added to my personal routine, left me wondering if I
would have ever been able to do so were I working a full-time job. I
enjoyed every minute of it though, which was exactly the point of this
simple flash design.

End of July, a new flatmate wanted to move in early so I packed
my stuff, which by now only needed a 9m3 truck load and unloaded it
in my A-frame cabin, on my land. It was time to get on with Design VI.

Actu a lly, th ere were n ot five
bu t seven of u s in th e fla t. Th ose two
pa rticipa ted a ctively in th e rela xin g
a tm osph ere of th e fla t.
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• Personal : It was more ofa game to
begin with, as I hadnever interviewed
myself on paper like that and never
had proper charts to analyse my daily
life. Soon I realizedhowthey couldbe
put to good use ! Still, I was reluctant
to write guidelines for my social life
(see chart ‘Plan’), as I have this
cultural construction rooted in me
that relationships should build &
flourish “naturally”. Paying close
attention to myresponseswhen asked
to go out orwhen a concern wouldbe
raised in the flat life, was an exercise
at first and became natural after a
fewmonths.
I got involved in associations as I had
never before, being quite the solitary
type, even when living in a city. This
was a tremendous wake-up for me,
illustrating fully : “Alone you go faster,
together you go further.” I am
delighted that this design took me
beyondmy comfort zone on the social
side ofmylife andIenjoyedita lot !
Building a strong routine of dance
and yoga was easy with classes
where I compelled myself to go – I
know I am good at committing to
teachers. Keeping the momentum
when away was much harder and
endedup notworking.

3 P's Review

• Project : The goal to ensure a
smooth transition from my nomadic
truck life to a sedentary city life is
met. I felt really good during these
months in a town, the written
guidance drew a clear line of what
and when to do what, which
unfolded well. Deciding on small
achievable steps for the whole
process worked great, while making
progress visible. The design wasmore
towards opening myself that
restricting, which proved to be a
challenge regarding the balance in
between my activities, where
activism became overwhelming. A
“stop” line would have been useful
when designing, with regular
observation steps – such as personal
check-ins - during maintenance, to
keep a harmonious balance.

• Professional : Sceptical about two
aspects of the design at first : quick
and simple. I would not have
imagined it to bear fruits like it did.
Some parts of the observation &
analysis felt a bit too obvious, but I
realized that they actually allowed
for a detailed planning. This is a
lesson to me, even if you have the
intuition as a designer, not to fall
prey to laziness in the observation &
analysis process.
The use of CEAP leaves a great
freedom in the subjects treated,
which was a real asset I had already
enjoyed in Project I, the ease to
follow for this conceptual design
makes it a framework of choice for
these types of quick designs. The
tweak of the usual zones tool was
fun to playwith andgaveme awhole
other look at how to apply these
zones in future designs. As forweb of
connections, it makes a simple list of
things to draw links andpicture them
almost intuitively, it is definitely a
tool to explore hidden links between
elements in the first stages of a
design process.

• Project & professional (update from the Intermediary Portfolio
Assessment)  : The principles Each element performsmany functions andEach
function is supported by many elements would have suitedwell this project,
as they were explored in the web ofconnections - andwere applied on both
the use ofthe flat spaces andthe daily life events.
Ethics are an aspect that I did not understand to their full scope. Creating
community is at the root ofPeople Care, which I put in practice in this design
but did not stress its importance enough in the portfolio presentation. It is
the same issue with the upcycling ofmaterials for the kitchen, my choice to
reduce my belongings, my involvement in XR with conferences ; they are
three examples of how the Fair Shares ethic is actually at the core of my
actions in this design. A deeperreading ofhowethics guidemydesign process
will be includedin my lastfive designs.
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DESIGN V.2 : YOGART

FLASH DESIGN // RAISE AWARENESS TO EARTH CARE AT MY YOGA STUDIO.

Client

Yogart Client's goals

Find a simple
solution where no
extra time and work
are necessary

Align their ecologic
approach with their
actual use of resources

My goals
as a designer

Lead a
successful
organisation
design

Engage people sensible
to People Care
(with their yoga practice)
into Earth Care
(with an emphasis on
environmental and
"hands in the dirt"
practices)

(yoga studio)
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Context

Date : January to May 2019.

Practising yoga has a lot to do with one’s
inner process and is linked to how a teacher is
holding the space. Practising indoors and having a
good feeling about it relies on these aspects
mentioned ; yet, the space itself has a strong
impact, especially on a beginner when one needs
the best conditions to focus on the teachings, the
practice and on setting up a routine.

Yogart had just opened its doors a month
before I subscribed, it was brand new : a
minimalist deco, a few indoor plants, soft lights
and colour tones on the walls, a light scent of
incense, a herbal tea samovar to enjoy a hot
beverage (free of charge), a cosy lounge to wait
before or chat after a class, clean changing rooms
with lockers, hangers and a shower. The teachers

were gentle, keen on taking a couple minutes after
class to discuss specific questions with students.
One of them had created the studio, gathered a
team, chosen this place in town to start her
business ; she was open to input from students to
improve a place that was already great, which felt
remarkably welcoming and genuine.

The new year began and I felt the energy to
put my skills to good use, even in this new world
that was the yoga practice and studio. I had noticed
two things : a ficus bonsai was dying in the lounge
and disposable cardboard cups were thrown to the
bin after being used for a couple minutes with
just… hot water and a few leaves. A small design, I
was certain, would help solving these matters.

CEAP

Collect & Evaluate

Observe and interact. People coming to yoga
are generally on a path to a healthier lifestyle. This
means that part of the thinking process is already
done, when looking at the three permaculture
ethics : people care. It is about care of oneself, and
by being a good person do good around you,
leading to fair shares. There must be a way to take
them further… but how ?

Even among teachers, permaculture is still
mostly seen as gardening techniques only. How to
change that and raise awareness on human
permaculture, which would lead to permaculture,
which would then lead to earth care ?

Yoga clothes and mats are mostly plastic and
microfibres… which is a big concern as they all go
down the pipes when washed. This is an issue to
deal with later, especially as eco-friendly materials
are generally twice the price.

Yogart is not my studio, I need to identify
small items/steps to make a change, stay humble,
not to disturb the fragile balance that just sprouted
in the studio between the place, the teachers and
the students.

I did not have the money to rent the place
and offer a conference. Before starting anything, I
knew I had to get into the backstage of the studio. I
had noticed two things bothering me : a ficus
bonsai was dying in the lounge and non-recyclable

Content

paper cups were thrown to the bin after being used
for a couple minutes with just… hot water and a
few leaves. They would be ideal steps to talk about
permaculture. Still, I was just one more student
and with all the good intentions in the world,
suggesting to ditch the disposable cups and ask
people to bring their own straight away was the
best way, I figured, to get people cross and see no
change happening. I needed a strategy.

Starting with such a big change, cups, was not
possible. In order to receive, one has to give – I
would give time and care to get the bonsai back
into shape, which would get me closer to assess if
there was room for change on the cup problem,
thus reaching every yogi in the studio. So I did a
first design for this dying bonsai, I offered my
services to the staff, as a gardener, to have a look at
it. They were thrilled, they followed my design to
improve its life and in a couple weeks it started
producing new leaves and looked healthier. Our
working relationship was satisfying, I began
observing for the second design.
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(above) I n itia l m in d m a p & bra in storm a bou t cu ps.
(below) Th e first d esig n for Yog a rt, with th e h ea lth d ia g n osis of th e bon sa ï a s
h a n d ed to th e stu d io d irector.

Paper cups.

Typical of the
single-use society
we're in.

Loads of input - time,
material, money - a
1 0 minutes output
then TRASH.

Container with a
waterproof & heatproof
inner coat.

Wash for second and
similar use ?

Nope. Health &
safety rules for
public venues.Second and non-similar use ?

Candle holder ? Planting pots ? Pens & paint pots ?

Very limited use
& potentially
dangerous, no
positive impact,
regular upcycling.

Limited use,
no positive impact,
just regular
upcycling.

Third & more uses possible as planting
pots, may bring people closer to soil
& plants & garden & earth !
Positive impact
with multiple potential outcomes !
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Quick observation notes.

Many people have a second look into their
cup before throwing it away, most hesitate when
doing so. Proving that I am not the only one
concerned about these single use cups.

A yoga practitioner usually brings a mat,
clothes, bottle – would adding a personal cup be an
option ? But for casual practitioners, coming to
class with just clothes, that would probably not
work - at least on the short term.

Asking casually the director, I got some

Apply permaculture principles

Produce no waste. The cups are currently
wasted – resources extracted, manufactured,
transported, bought, displayed, and used for a
couple minutes, ten maximum. Their intrinsic
goal, containing something, can still happen after
the first use, thus prolonging their life span and
not considered a waste in the system “Yogart”.

Edge effect. The edge here is the unexpected
happening after a yoga class. Students come here
to practice yoga and on top of that, they might
learn about earth care. Yoga practice meeting
permaculture movement.

Plan

Requirements : a bucket, a poster, an
approximate schedule of collection at the studio.
The bucket will be discussed directly with the
studio director. The poster needs to explain the
purpose and hint to permaculture, with my
contact detail for further questions. The schedule
for collection would be twice a week.

behind the scenes information. In half a day, about
three or four classes, the bin bucket is full of cups,
necessitating emptying twice a day. And throwing
away a bin bag full of cups (or air), as they are not
stacked inside the bag, taking up a lot of space.
Regarding health and safety issues in a semi-public
space, re-usable cups would imply a range of
logistics (and investment costs) the studio is not
willing to implement : dish-washer in compliance
to public facilities, storage space, etc.

Each element performs many functions. The
cup can be used to drink herbal tea. Collected, it
will host a new life. This upcycled cup is then a
means to talk about something bigger, earth care
and fair shares.

Least change for greatest possible effect. The
only change required is a bucket, sitting next to the
bin and a small poster indicating the use for this
new bucket.

The idea is simple : people who want their
cups to be upcycled, throw it in the designated
bucket. People who wish to get a seedling in return
write their name on the cup. And those interested
in the whys and hows may send an e-mail.

I started with an Input Output Analysis to
assess the design ideas.
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Th e fin a l poster th a t wa s pu t u p a bove th e bu cket in th e stu d io.
I t rea d s " 1 tea en joyed , 1 fu tu re seed lin g . At Yog a rt, we u pcycle th e cu ps to
sprou t ed ible a n d orn a m en ta l pla n ts" . Th e in stru ction s a re in th e g reen
stripe a n d th e la st lin es rea d " Th ere is som eth in g lin ked to perm a cu ltu re
beh in d a ll th is. . . You wou ld like to kn ow m ore ? Plea se sen d m e a n e-m a il ! "
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Sm a ll a n d la rg e cu ps from Yog a rt
a m on g m y sowin g tra ys in m y room .

SWOC An a lysis a fter d iscu ssin g with th e d irector. Sh e wa s h a ppy with th e
poster a n d su g g ested we u pcycle a pla n t con ta in er a s cu p bu cket.

Implementation

The implementation took place a couple weeks after I had
presented the poster idea and the whole design to the director. I
brought an old tree container I had washed and we placed the poster
above it, while the bin stayed under the table of the samovar.

Maintenance

After two weeks, most people were used to this new bucket and
while the poster remained at its initial place, the cup bucket was
placed under the table, beside the regular bin, not to clutter the space
with too many objects in the lounge.

Apart from a few paper tissues tucked in the cups, people were
generally careful not to throw regular rubbish in the cup bucket. A
large majority of cups were collected, only a few were still disposed
straight after use.
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Evaluation

The cup bucket was in the studio for three months and I got :
> over a few hundreds cups
> 35 cups with names (30 different names written - a few wrote

their name on several cups)
> 3 e-mails to ask for ornamental or vegetable seed
> 1 e-mail out of the 3 to ask about permaculture

Several people, when seeing me empty the cup bucket before
leaving the studio, congratulated me on the initiative. I brought back
the 35 cups in two batches of seedlings, in April and May. Some of
those who had received their seedlings put my name to my face and
they came to me to thank me. I had a little chat about permaculture
with 3 of them, while I had longer talks about permaculture and this
particular design with 3 of the teachers (including the director).

While the overall reception of the design was good and most of
the cups during those three months were collected, I was surprised
that so few people actually put their names on their cup to get a
seedling back. With only three e-mails, one asking about permaculture
and six talks.

The first step of engaging with the design (put the cup to be
collected and upcycled) is an easy gesture, that does not require much
more than what people would usually do, it was therefore a success.

The second step, writing one’s name and seed wish on the cup
requires a little bit of time and energy, and of course the desire to bring
a seedling home. When I got to talk casually with people
congratulating me, a few of them told me that they did not have space
in their flat, or no balcony, or no window where to put the seedling,
thus not writing their names on their cups. Out of the five people to
whom I talked after delivering the seedlings, four of them already had
a garden or a close relative owning a garden. I assume they took this
second step because they already had some earth care awareness.

The third step, asking for more information via e-mail, I did not
expect to get any inquiry. Having one was already satisfying.

It is without surprise that the easiest step was the most
successful. To reach out to this “silent majority”, I could have
organized a little talk at the end of the project, to invite people who just
participated with the first step to get to know more about the initiative
and permaculture. But this is an idea I got afterwards, it was not
planned in the original design and I lacked time as I was leaving to the
United-Kingdom shortly after the end of the implementation phase.
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Conclusion

When the project ended, I went abroad for a
month. When I returned, a couple yogis who had
identified me through this project came to me to
ask for seedlings or cuttings, and if I would
continue the project – I appreciated their words
and initiative. And a big change in the studio had
occurred : the director had decided to switch to
recyclable paper cups and was just finishing the
stock of non-recyclable cups. I was delighted about
the decision and that she came to tell me in person.

With a few hundreds paper cups at home, I
figured I would need a couple seasons to go
through them all. By the middle of the summer
though, a friend in Nantes, knowing that I still had
gardening materials from my own company,
phoned me and asked for a few dozens small
containers. He was dividing the stolons from his
strawberry plants and needed pots. There went half
my stock of cups !

Despite integrating new systems by being
upcycled into planting pots, the non-recyclable

• Personal : It was a pleasure being
involved with a yoga studio in a
permaculture design, as itwas joining
two worlds that are part ofmy daily
life and where I can identify strong
common grounds. The maintenance
was flawless as it was integrated to
my personal gardening routine.
Appreciating people came to tell me
and that felt rewarding, as much as
sharing the seeds that I had gotten
from my own harvests and friends’
harvests the past seasons. This is a
kind ofdesign that I would gladly be
willing to replicate in another setup,
somewhere else, with another
association later in my life.

3 P's review

• Project : The design and
implementation phases were
successful and quick, as expected
from a flash-design. Choosing to
work on a small gesture, upcycling
paper cups, resulted in an
unsuspectingly good change : a
switch from non-recyclable to
recyclable cups at the studio. At the
scale of the studio, the earth care
awareness was raised and a practical
solution was implemented, it is a
success. At the scale ofthe yogis, the
outcome cannot be observed as
clearly – people did take part in the
easiest step of the process which
required a very limited input, but
when it came to engage them in a
deeper process, only a couple dozens
did. There was no way to evaluate if
earth care awareness was raised at
this level, unless I was to conduct a
poll in one way or another, which I
hadnotplanned.

• Professional : As a designer
submitting an idea to an organisation
that had not asked for it, this project
was daunting. When I am contacted
by a client, I knowwhere my place is,
howandwhen to push forbold ideas.
This design was different and
challenging. I had to be careful to
draw the line between my time as a
yogi student and as a designer,
especially during the maintenance
phase. I was aware not to push the
project too far or for too long and it
reached its conclusion in due time,
with both parties satisfied with the
experimentandteamwork.
CEAP has the advantage of being
versatile, this second non-land-based
design proved it. The evaluation of
input/output was really handy at the
beginning ofthe design process, as it
could have shown a lack of balance,
thus indicating that the projectmight
not be worth it - although I assume it
would be much harder to judge with
many more parameters. I used tools
like SWOC and counting methods
because I am familiarwith them, they
are easy to use and I wanted this
design to be quick and efficient ; it
felt the right input ofenergy for the
design process.

cups will eventually end up in the bin or slowly
degrading in a garden, spreading micro-plastics in
the environment. This design was a way to raise
awareness with a small gesture. For most of those
who participated though, I will never know if this
small gesture triggered a thought about earth care
or not.

Were I to do this project again, I would be
bolder : either with a launching talk of the design
to catch people's attention or with a small guilt-
free style information chart about micro-plastics
in the environment on the poster.

This design, while it happened over a short
period of time and simultaneously with Project IV,
felt like turning the page and having completed a
full cycle of designs in Rouen. Despite still living in
this town for a few weeks, my mind was on my
experience in the United-Kingdom and my moving
out to Nantes.
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• Project & professional (update from the Intermediary Portfolio
Assessment)  : The ethics were a genuine part ofmydesign process. It seemed
very transparent to me - itwas not. Clearly referencing the ethicswas needed
to show that I fully understood how the ethics guidedme. I chose to add this
extra reflection, in orderto keep the initialwriting (andreading) flow.
I actually really got into Yoga through an Ashtanga yogi, half-british half-
french, that I met in Japan when I was wwoofing in 2018. During the very
same trip, I had my induction session with my second tutor, Nim, which
pointedme more clearly towardthe immense potential offocusing on people
in permaculture designs. What people could get out of my designs as a
landscape architect and a beginner permaculture designer were merely
surpluses in my mind, that I did not really perceive as "full" or "valid"
outcomes. To put it in a nutshell, it is through my desire to take care ofthe
Earth that I reallygot into taking care ofpeople.
Observing the people, especially the yogis, I figured that in these
environments, well-being, respect, self-awareness and care are pillars of a
healthy lifestyle, on physical, psychological and spiritual aspects. I clearly
identified the People Care ethic in this view, I could see hints of the Fair
Shares ethic and I was perceiving wishes towards the Earth Care ethic, but
not put into mindful acts. I had walked the path from Earth Care to People
Care, so I assumed that I could help people walk that similar path the other
wayaround, from People Care to Earth Care !

Letuswalk through thewhole project, identifying the ethics :
• Offering help to save a bonsaï[Earth Care]with myhorticultural knowledge
for free [Fair Shares] to build a closer and trust relationship with the studio
director[People Care].
• Designing a collecting process with the studio director [People Care] to
offer a second life for the non-recyclable paper cups [Earth Care] and offer
yogis ofthe studio my seeds to open them to "earthy" considerations in their
daily life [FairShares& People Care].
• After the design was completed, keep the cups for several planting rounds,
as reusable pots, despite the probable dilution ofmicro-plastics that the inner
waterproofcoatmightgeneratewhen degrading [Earth Care].

Th e h a n d -m a d e orig in a l
d ra ft of th e poster.
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HALFWAY 3 P'S REVIEW

Personal
I had made a quick evaluation of the designs

after they were completed and I could only see
what was not successful in them. I felt bitter and
did not want to present them in my final portfolio…
I figured I could take longer to do my diploma and
start new projects, to have only fully successful
designs to show. As I was saying so to Niamhue,
she put me back on tracks : the portfolio and the
diploma are as much about showing successful
design processes than progress throughout the
diploma. Which means, complete design processes
but not necessarily entirely successful designs
when actual outcomes are considered. It revealed
(once more) my tendency to aim for perfection and
I was going down a road I know all too well : I
would do more designs, never be satisfied with
their outcomes, do more designs, and so on… a
spiral of erosion where the diploma would never be
completed.

Presenting these designs is a way for me to
make peace with my over-achieving behaviour,
letting go of my ego shouting “Only show the best
parts of you, the rest is not worth it !”.

This being said, by the end of this first half of
projects, I was already thinking about the end of
the diploma and my motivation was powerful.
Almost a month in the UK, at Applewood
Permaculture Centre for my Training of Teachers
and spending time with my tutor, face to face, were
two energy boosters like I had not had in years.
And looking back on what I had lived through
during those two first years of the diploma, there
was absolutely no feeling of failure – just
amazement, bliss, achievement and gratitude.

Project
Halfway through the diploma, I had tried 4

frameworks and 18 tools, mobilized 25
permaculture principles – and had added 7 more
from Masanobu Fukuoka’s books. Just as I had
planned, I started in my comfort zone with land-
based designs and moved to non-land-based. All
designs had gone through at least a full cycle of
their respective frameworks ; the results from
these designs were not as outstanding as I had
dreamed, but satisfying enough for a first try in
this new fields of experimentation.

I identified a weakness over this first half of
the diploma : observe and interact ! Not enough
time was taken for observation phases. There is
also a lack of formulating the initial dream, before

going into observation. I shall put extra effort on it
for the next designs.

This first half diploma brought yields I had
not fully anticipated : an increased involvement
with the Permaculture Association network ;
excitement for the remaining half of the diploma,
the tools and new frameworks to experiment with ;
a variety of designs for friends, not mentioned in
the diploma nor the portfolio, but that were part of
the process and that I practised as exercises with
actual results on the field.

Professional
As a landscape architecture designer,

exploring new frameworks was as challenging as it
was full of teachings. I tried and used linear or
cyclic frameworks, which I found difficult to adjust
with the reality of life and how projects advance,
with regular inputs & insights from the outside,
additional observations during the design process,
tries at implementation while designing, etc.

As a gardener, I learned a lot from the
different places I visited, especially during Design
III ; new practices, new tools, new plants.

As a permaculture designer, I felt more
confident after using this variety of frameworks,
tools and principles, to actually tweak what I knew
from my landscape architecture background and
adapt it to the permaculture ethics. It was a good
preparation to experiment, in the second half of
the diploma, with a non-linear and non-cyclic
framework : the design web of Looby Macnamara,
which I had waited to try for a few months.

Post-IPA reflections
“If you can’t explain it to a six year old, you

don’t understand it yourself.” - Albert Einstein
Throughout the IPA, I grasped a new angle on

the difficulty of presenting my work. The insight
from both Wilf and Niamhue revealed that many
aspects I assumed I knew were not as clear in my
head as I thought they were ; this applies mostly to
the depth of what the three ethics of permaculture
are. I also assumed that some causality links that
lead me to choose one option over the others – that
I sometimes did not even mention – were so
obvious that they needed not being referenced. For
the remaining half of the diploma, I would add two
extra steps to my check-list : make sure the three
ethics are thoroughly explored in each design and
ensure that my line of thought is explicit enough.
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J u n e 2 01 9, th ird lea rn in g pa th wa y.

The third learning pathway was
made during my stay in the UK,
while discussing it with
Niamhue, in June 201 9.
I t shaped a new form for the
portfolio and its content, much
closer to the final version
compared to the first two
learning pathways.

Auchette

Euterpe

Yogart

Room in
Rouen

Master T35D,
nomadism &
garden design

Bonneveau

COMPLETED
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July 2019 Aug. 2019 Sept. 2019 Oct. 2019 Nov. 2019 Dec. 2019 Jan. 2020
& after...

LEARNING PATHWAY III

Permaculturist
me, utopia &
dystopia

Gripousses'
nights &
days

Overlays

Les Gripousses

Write, write, write... Sketch, sketch, sketch...

Work on a one-hour long
workshop format

Design phase

Implementation
phase

Evaluation
& reflection

Observe, write, sketch.

Start the general layout
and graphic identity
of the portfolio
on Scribus.

Start the general writing
and start translating
notes in English.
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DESIGN VI.1 : GRIPOUSSES' NIGHTS & DAYS

FIRST EDITION OF A YEARLY MICRO-FESTIVAL FOR THE PERSEIDS.

This design was my final
commitment to Tomas Remiarz,
formulated at the end of the
Training of Teachers
in June 201 9.

Client

Myself
& Friends

My goals
as a client

Create a yearly occasion
to gather
and use something
bigger than ourselves

"Open" my land
to friends

My goals
as a designer

Create a safe space
for people to take rest,
chill and, if they want,
engage with
another lifestyle

Hold a space for
nature exploration and
permaculture teachings

Explore the
Design Web
framework
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Nantes

BRITTANY

PAYSDE
LA LOIRE

La Loire

Design VI .1
Gripousses'
Nights & Days

© OpenStreetMap

Les Gripousses are four parcels of land that I
bought in early 2016. Located close to a large marsh
south-east of Nantes, it is a former poplar
plantation – all trees were felled and removed in
January 2015. When I first visited it in July 2015,
only stumps were visible among the tall grasses,
with a very thin hedgerow of ash trees, hawthorns,
blackthorns and dogwoods. Last trimester of 2018, I
decided to sell half of it to a dear friend of mine,
Alexis, under a french property rule that keeps the
land in an undivided state. This decision was
linked to my desire to let go of material belongings
and the false feeling of safety that ownership
implies in our current culture – a process initiated
and explained in Design III of this portfolio.

In less than six months, Alexis had brought to
this land (and the cabin he had greatly upgraded)
more people than I had in over three years. It was
about time to let go of the secrecy around this land
that I always referred to very casually and
remotely, ever avoiding any questions that would
imply possible visits.

Context

Date : May 2019 to August 2019.

Th e very first bra in storm
a bou t th e m icro-festiva l
a n d th e first id ea s for a poster.
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Content

DESIGN WEB

Vision

Initiate a yearly festival to have people I have
known along the years, gather and enjoy a time of
peace and relaxation thanks to a space I would hold !
Make it related to a natural event. I want this event to
be clearly related to the three ethics of permaculture,
although not naming them as such to integrate them
in the processes, in the days, seamlessly.

My piece of land is my own Earth Care
project, that I purchased right after it was cleared
of all its trees. Despite being non-native and grown
as a monoculture, the way timber was pulled out of
Les Gripousses left scars on the ground, literally, as
trenches from the machines and trucks used. I
decided to give it some time to sprout back, which
ended in 3 full years of observation, where I
decided that most of it, I would keep as a zone 5,
where I would not even set foot. It would add to the
untouched woods that surround the marshes of
Goulaine. As it is now, my land is a blend of native
young trees and sprouts from poplar stumps,
where many native reptiles, amphibians and birds
can be heard and rarely seen. It adds another two
acres to the buffer between the marshes and the
vineyards, which are one of the most chemically
treated cultures in France. Being far away enough
from the city of Nantes, only the northern horizon
is polluted by the artificial lights ; the Milky Way is
easily seen on a clear night and I have already

spent several nights, star gazing or moon gazing,
when eclipses occur. It is a common land if you do
not pay attention to it, nothing extraordinary
stands out. When you do though, you get a glimpse
of a thriving environment that most of us know
nothing about. This is the glimpse that I wish to
share with this micro-festival. I do believe it is
ready to be seen, it is ready to amaze people, with a
little bit of story telling – that is my People Care
approach. Were I not here to voice the tale of the
past years that I know of, through old aerial
pictures and anecdotes, that I have observed with
my own eyes, Les Gripousses would require many
days and nights to introduce themselves to
newcomers. I am here to make the introductions,
and ease my guests into another world, far from
the urban comforts, but much closer to human
nature comfort. By doing so, I also embrace the
Fair Shares ethic ; I had the chance to purchase
only weeks after I turned 26, I left it to the native
flora and fauna for 3 years and now, I would
allow humans to enjoy their share of it, for a
short and intensive period. Les Gripousses will in
turn show what it is like to live like them,
imposing their rhythms and rules – which
includes respect of the land, frugality and taking
it easy. And I am also here to guide my guests
and ease them into the rules.

N 20 metres

A-Frame cabin and
open land (a tenth of
an acre) used as
a base camp

© Géoportail

Aeria l view from 2 01 7.
My la n d a re pa rcels 002 8,
002 9, 0040 a n d 0041 .
Trees in 2 01 9 a re m u ch
d en ser a n d ta ller in 002 8
a n d 002 9, with la rg e
clu m ps of bra m bles
coverin g th e bord ers : in a
sh a d e of brig h t g reen over
th e pictu re. Very few open
a rea s rem a in - m ostly in
0040.
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Helps

Summer is a time where the weather is nice – as people will sleep
outside in tents, have naps under the shadow of trees, a summer
holiday feeling, as most people have days & weeks off in the summer
because of their professional activities. Summer is especially good to
observe the sky.

With over 3 years of observation of the land, I have an accurate
knowledge of where to place people and tents in the space we have, as
well as being able to answer questions about the current state of the
ecosystem.

Ideas

[brainstorm]
Star gazing. Stars & constellations identification. Cloud gazing.

Sleep. Meditate. Chill. Sing. Dance. Play music. Do nothing. Sit spots.
Talk. Permaculture mini-courses. Read. Play. Eat. Cook. Morning &
evening circles. Story-telling & tales. Observe & identify plants.
Observe & identify insects. Cob building. Greenwood building & crafts.
Compost toilet.

Integration

[flow diagram]

This reveals the name
and the main purpose
of the event !

Summer clear skies Something bigger
than us

STAR GAZING

Every summer, one major stellar event
takes place, called the Perseids,
that can lead up to over a hundred
shooting stars per hour !

Perfect opportunity
to spend lovely evenings
staring at the sky,
while engaging in discussions
related to our place
in the universe...

... that could link
to our place in our ecosystems
here on Earth...

... and general questions could lead to small
informal courses on permaculture related topics.

A chance to put into practice what I have
just learned in my Training of Teachers !

GRIPOUSSES' NIGHTS & DAYS
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Limits

Scared to bring people from all my “backgrounds”, they might not
get along ?

Worried that I might not be able to hold a safe space for everyone.
I do not have enough money to feed a dozen people for a week…

and I am afraid to ask for money from my friends to share the expenses.

Patterns

Spiral of erosion with money : I am unemployed, most people I will
invite earn decent wages, yet I am reluctant to ask for money for shared
food. This is a good opportunity to try a conscious and “pay as you feel”
system and for me to be okay with it. This could lead to further events
where I am confident with this payment method and I would be able to
implement it in my teaching pathway.

Spiral of erosion with control : this event in itself is a test ground
for my skills as an event organiser & a learning-space holder. Things
might not happen exactly the way I designed them, and… it is going to be
okay. My desire to control every aspect of all things I do should be
calmed by how things are going to turn out during these days.

Principles

Apply self-regulation & accept feedback
If I look into the problems I am facing, the two spirals of erosion I

have identified actually relate to my fear that people might judge me –
on my lack ofmoney or my lack of skills to hold properly the event. It is
a good moment to listen to the people that will come, as they are all
from different backgrounds and moments of my life, I will learn a lot
from what they have to say about the place, the event and how they have
lived it. This is also accepting that if I consider the event as a time-
bound system, with people I have invited as only inhabitants of this
theoretical system, myself included, a regulation of my wish to have
everything under control will take place. The event itself will self-
regulate with the comings and goings of the people that I can plan but
cannot control. It could even escape and, let us imagine, continue on its
own without me !

Integrate rather than segregate
and Use edges and value the marginal
This is an event that will gather people from all stages of my life,

that know me under very different circumstances. They all share one
thing, even if at various level and depths inside them : a love for what
has been called “nature” by us humans. It is an experimentation for
me and it will be for them too, as we do not often get the opportunity
in our daily lives and routines to meet people that are very different
from us and live very different lives. This could definitely lead to
wonderful conversations and have impacts way beyond this simple
gathering of souls.

Non-discriminative knowledge
In the western world educational system, discriminative

knowledge is the norm – we separate literature from philosophy, physics
from maths when we go to school. This principle was coined by
Masanobu Fukuoka, which draws on his spiritual heritage from
Buddhism and Shinto. I approached my environment that way until
very recently and I am eager to propose a change in this, even if I do not
master the how’s – yet. This event is my experimentation : star gazing
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can be described with words from astronomy, chemistry, dynamics, but
also philosophy, astrology, mythology… and genuine amazement.
Knowledge will be exchanged all day long and it will come from all
participants at once !

Relative location
The site itself imposes a set of equipment, as there is no drinking

water available nor electricity, a single A-frame cabin. Participants will
bring along what they need regarding technologies, shelter and extra
food or beverage ; I will make sure that they have enough staple food
and drinking water. It is my choice that it remains so for the duration of
the event, so that participants may have a chance to connect with their
inner natural rhythms. The relatively isolated location, at the end of a
path that is not used any more, makes it perfect to create this first
feeling of being outside of society, making the first step into what could
be lived as sacrificed comforts a gentler transition.

Here I also include a relative time of year : the Perseids are a
phenomenon that occurs every year, between July 17th and August 24th,
with a peak around August 12th. The event would then be around the
date of the peak, to have as many shooting stars visible as possible.
Nature is guiding the actual happening of the event !

Small scale intensive system
Through this people based design, I revisit this principle : over a

small period of time, with a small group of people, on a small piece of
land, will be created a small scale intensive system of human exchanges,
talks, shared moments ! What will come out of it, I do not know but I am
sure it will be abundant.

Integration

Knowing that I want a small group of people, for not over a week
period, I may now be able to come up with a list of guests to invite. I may
also define where to live on site for this event – this is a separate design.
I now have a more precise idea of the activities I would like to propose,
with a range of activities that also include the use of our hands and
brains. During the evenings : star gazing, identification of the
constellations, tales & stories, music & songs, and during the days :
permaculture micro-teaches, meditation & nature micro-workshops,
flora identification, compost toilet building. This year 2019 is particular,
regarding the Perseids : the full moon this August is during the night
between the 14th and 15th. It sets the end of the event, which (I think) is
appropriate for a micro-festival that is based on both day and night
activities. As the light of the full and almost full moon will make the
surrounding stars less visible, star gazing and seeing the shooting stars
around the August 15th will be less easy.

Action

July 10th, 2019. The micro-festival should take place in a month, it
is time to make a list of guests and send invitations. My list is currently
composed of 18 people. Before sending the official invitation, I will take
the coming week to assess quickly who is available around those dates
and make a poster.

July 17th, 2019. The poster is done and the e-mail is sent, to 15
people, as the result of the past week was clear : most people would only
come for a couple days, only 2 told me that they would come for more
than 3 days or 3 nights out of the 5 days and 6 nights offered.
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Hello everyone,
In less than a month, the Perseids will reach their
peak, with sometimes 1 00 shooting stars per hour
visible in the atmosphere… The most active night is
generally between August 1 2th and 1 3th, this year
being a bit particular as the full moon of August 1 5th
will disturb our night-time star gazing.
It is for those special nights and summer days that I
invite you – some have already been invited when I
saw them recently. Come and spend some time on our
land (that I co-own with my dear friend Alexis, who
will unfortunately be abroad), called Les Gripousses,
not far from the marshes of Goulaine.

From Friday, August 9th in the evening to Thursday,
August 1 5th in the morning, you are welcome to
spend a night, a day, several nights, all days, an
afternoon… The idea is to plug off the intense daily
routine, for a duration of your choice, to connect to
nature, in a local landscape set-up, with local flora and
fauna that we often see without observing them.
The planning is very loose – you will find propositions
on the poster included in this e-mail, your additional
ideas are most welcome ! - and the site will be self-
managed by all, keeping in mind that no running
water nor electricity are available. Every morning, an
opening circle will take place to have a short brief
about the coming day. Every evening, a closing circle
before gazing at the stars will be offered, after which
everyone will be free to roam the land, lay in the grass
or take rest for the night. You may have guessed, it is
also a beautiful opportunity for me to convey a little
bit of the knowledge I have been gathering these past
years during my permaculture workshops and
courses.
Cooking will be simple, fire based and mostly
vegeterian. Depending on the amount of time you
intend to spend with us, you may bring extra food
from where you come from to share with the group. I
will ensure the staples for everyone, from breakfast
to diner, and a financial donation will be welcomed to
help me achieve a balance in the overall budget of the
event.
For those who intend to spend more than two days,
showers to the local swimming pool may be
organized. On a daily base, soap, hand and washcloth
will be the rule !
Gear required :
> tough or old clothing
> tough shoes, up to the ankle or sneakers
> waterproof and sunproof clothes : hats, tarps…
> tent and sleeping gear
> water and extra food – I will come back to you as
soon as the final list of participants is done.
Additional gear :
> books, for your own reading time or to share with
other around the campfire…
> music instruments
> games…

In order for me to coordinate comings and goings,
especially to prepare meals and welcome you in the
best possible conditions, please send me your answer
before August 1 st ! Thanks in advance !
Looking forward to seeing you all,
Arnaud.

(above) Th e poster th a t wa s
sen t for th e even t.

(right) Th e e-m a il th a t wa s
sen t to a ll g u ests.
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Momentum

Waiting for the answers, I have a couple
weeks to come up with simple recipes for common
meals. In the line of Fair shares and especially the
limits to consumption aspects, I intend to have
one-pot based meals, while being nutritious and
delicious – this is to save fuel (wood that I have on

(above) Ch a rt with th e pla n n ed m ea ls for th e wh ole even t. Sim ple a n d wh ole in g red ien ts.

Appreciation

August 2nd. After only a few days, I received
the first answers and I got all the answers before
August 1st. I really appreciated that everyone took
time to send even a short e-mail to confirm, while
some even congratulated me on my organisational
skills.

I feel grateful for actually getting out of my
comfort zone and getting on with what seemed a
crazy idea back in May. Even if Tomas does not
know yet, I am happy that he was always in my
mind, a reminder of my Training of Teacher
commitment, to actually make this micro-festival a
reality.

Reflection

What is the current situation ?

I have the final list of participants. I have the
list of the meals.

We are a week away from the start of the
micro-festival.

Next step : do the groceries according to
planned meals.
What is going well ?

The site is ready to host the event. All the gear
I need is already there.

Knowing that I am doing these for friends
brings me loads of energy !

The weather seems to be good for the week of
the event.
What is challenging ?

Weather can change, but I can’t change it, I’ll
have to adapt… a bit worried, there’s not much to
do indoors on site.

I would like to spend a maximum of 100€ on
all the groceries… tight budget.

the land), energy (to gather fuel, to wash the
dishes), water (to wash a minimum amount of
dishes). Participants will be made aware of this, so
that easing the washing up process by “cleaning”
their plates with a piece of bread after eating will
be encouraged.
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Action

I made a chart to evaluate the number of
meals planned.

Menus 2, 5 and 6 contain more expensive
goods (coconut milk, tomato sauce, soy proteins,
tofu) and that are manufactured. I am planning on
doing these just once and/or for when we are a
very limited amount of people, both to limit the
expenses and also to make a case for good meals
cooked from raw ingredients ! To buy the groceries,
I did a budget evaluation – as for how I decided on

quantities, it is based on wild design and my
experience as a self-taught cook. I count in
handfuls, so I borrowed a kitchen weighing scale
and measured the approximate weight for each
ingredient needed per meal per person. I then
figured out the maximum amount I was capable of
buying for each according to its price and the
minimum amount required, while keeping the
overall total around 100€. The following charts are
the results of this wild design.

(above) Ch a rt with th e g u ests, d eta ilin g wh ich m ea ls a n d n ig h ts th ey a tten d . A tota l of 5 5 m ea ls is to be prepa red .
I d id n ot in clu d e m yself in th e cou n tin g , a s I g en era lly cook a bit too m u ch , I pla n n ed to ea t th e su rplu s.

(left) Ch a rts with prices a n d q u a n tities d eta iled ,
with a tota l of 1 04, 2 5 €, wh ich is slig h tly a bove m y
in itia l g oa l.
(above) Ch a rt with th e tota ls for th e wh ole even t.
An a vera g e of 41 3 g ra m s per m ea l per g u est is
g ood , wh ile keepin g th e a vera g e price below 2 € -
wh ich is g oin g to h elp m e set a sca le for
pa rticipa n ts willin g to d on a te m on ey for th e food .
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Reflection

Thursday, August 8th. Groceries done. Gear prepared. Books
ready.

One last look at my notes scribbled with my pencils in my
notebook. I am ready for this.

Pause

Friday, August 9th. I am taking the whole day alone, before the
arrival of the first guest this evening, to just walk around, enjoy my
solitude before this intense week ahead.

Action

Time for the implementation !
Morning circles are not held, as everybody wakes up at a different

time.
Lots of talks, many laughs, even more naps and chill times.
The week-end, between Saturday and Monday night, is a peak of

guests. Finally, Monday night, a clear sky allows us to watch shooting
stars until 1 am.

Principles

Work with nature rather than against.
Something I had not planned – and I am still baffled at my lack of

imagining such a situation : clouds were so dense in the August
evening sky that we barely got one night without them, and could
actually observe shooting stars. Low on the horizons were clouds that
blocked the light of the rising Moon, which I knew would be a
hindrance from the beginning of my event planning. So we mostly
laughed about it, which made us enjoy even more the days and the
simplicity of doing nothing, literally, not even wondering about stars,
shooting or otherwise.

Human nature being what it is, several people changed their
plans about how long they would stay, when they would arrive, etc.
and most of them only told me on a very short notice – a few hours
mostly. Which changed lots of very practical things on site ! It
reminded me to enjoy even more the nature of people here, the time I
actually had with them and focus on the present.

Action

The rhythm gently slows down, people are leaving. Three of us left
go on for a walk on the nearby hill – they have never been in this part of
France, I improvise a landscape reading from this high point of view.

A whole day left with Karine alone, I ask her directly if she has
any particular wishes – the answer is : “A micro-introduction to
permaculture ethics and principles and do something with our
hands !” I oblige, gladly. After the theoretical introduction in the
morning, a session of Planning for Real took place. We had a look
around, placed ourselves in different bushes, took pieces of wood to
assess the space need, how to be orientated according to the trees… and
we spent the afternoon sawing and hammering to create a rough
outside toilet compost, among high aspen poplar shoots.

Another day alone, one last dinner with two friends who came by
for a couple hours and the rain tells us to leave the Gripousses to let
them take their deserved rest.
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(left) Sketch es for th e com post
toilet sea t.

(above) Com pa ra tive ch a rt between wh a t wa s pla n n ed , wh a t h a ppen ed a n d wh a t d id n ot h a ppen .

Reflection

Quantitative evaluation of the event.
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Plus/minus/interesting : a qualitative evaluation.
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(below) Su m m a ry of th e a n ch or poin ts u sed . Sta rts with
" Vision" a n d en d s with " Reflection" . I t is rea d by
followin g th e a rrows a n d wh en a n a rrow is n ot d irectly
followed by a n oth er, ju m p to th e n ext lin e of a rrows
towa rd s th e cen ter of th e fig u re.

[Action Learning Questions Reflection]

What went well ?

People wandering around the land, simply
relaxing and enjoying casual conversations made
for a lovely set-up. It felt like true vacations for
most of us, a feeling of summer camps, a reminder
of our childhoods !

The general atmosphere was relaxed, there
was no pressure from anyone to have a precise
schedule for the day, everyone felt safe to go on
one’s own whenever one felt like it. We talked a lot
about nature, about simple lifestyles, about making
things with our own hands, about the stars, about
our shared feeling of smallness.

I did not feel any pressure either, as the
organizer of the event, to actually do things. I was
just holding the space, as I had planned, offering a
safe place and time for people to enjoy. Letting go
of my need to control things did happen, especially
after I realised that people were changing their
plans of arrival and departure on the very day they
were supposed to arrive or leave. It actually helped
me relax and I just enjoyed the time spent, not
worrying about how the time was spent.

Food, beverages and sleeping spaces were
satisfying and plentiful for all, which made me
really happy about my design and organisational
skills. My financial analysis turned out to be very
accurate and, when I presented it to those who
wanted to donate money, it eased the discussion a
lot – I was relieved ! The total amount of donations
covered 70% of what I had bought, which is fair as I
had edible goods left.

I had never done that kind of event before
and the Design Web turned out to be a wonderful
framework to prepare it. Brainstorm and flow
diagram really helped the beginning of the process,
to clarify where I wanted to go for this festival and
what kind of image I wanted it to convey. The
extensive use of charts, to prepare the meals, in
quantity and quality, and to evaluate what actually
happened compared to what was planned, gave a
steady framework which reassured me a lot when I
had any doubts during the process. Having a clear
overview of those critical matters, easy to read at
all times, made the preparation and evaluation a
pleasure. On the other hand, allowing myself to go
for small Wild Design spurs, during the event
(Action anchor points), felt liberating from the
strict charts ! To finish, the PMI evaluation works
wonderfully well and is a balanced tool, especially
for a qualitative approach.

What was challenging ?

My lack of experience and my reluctance to
act as a true facilitator in this event lead to a very
loose schedule, and the absence of morning and
evening circles. This, in turn, made for a group
culture very thin, the micro-community I had
imagined was not created. And the great variety of
people, some coming as couples, others as
individuals, did not help either – it was a greater
challenge than what I had anticipated ; on the
friendly aspect of it, everyone got along, but on the
group culture aspect, it simply did not happen.

Being a facilitator, when I do not know the
participants, is fairly easy. It becomes a real
challenge when I know them, as I have difficulties
to blend my facilitating skills in a friendly
relationship.

I do not own a smartphone and I did not want
to impose my digital single-lense camera in the
low-tech environment that I had created for this
event. Thus, I do not have any pictures, which
would have been useful for this portfolio.

What are my long-term visions and goals ?

Prepare a second edition for the summer
2020 ! Become a better nature and permaculture
facilitator.

What are my next achievable steps ?

Write down tips to be a true facilitator and
nature mentor, and how to incorporate them in a
group set-up (with help from the book Coyote’s
guide to connecting with nature).

Keep the data from this year safe, to have a
comparison for next year’s edition.

Vision

Limits

Helps

Patterns

Ideas

PrinciplesIntegration

Action

Momentum

Appreciation

Reflection

Pause
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In late 201 9, a second stay in
the UK, mostly in Wales, with
visits in London for the
Diploma Gathering 2020,
at Applewood Permaculture
Centre and at Earthworm,
resulted in this last version
of learning pathway, strongly
connected to Design VI I I .

Auchette

Euterpe

Yogart

Room in
Rouen

Master T35D,
nomadism &
garden design

Bonneveau

COMPLETED

&

Gripousses'
nights &
days

Overlays

PROJECT I

DESIGN I I

PROJECT VI

PROJECT IV

PROJECT V

PROJECT VII

PROJECT I I I

PR
OJ
EC
T I
I =

Early 2020, while struggling a
bit with how to differentiate
the diploma work from the
portfolio content, I trully
grasped the meaning hidden
behind "project" and "design"
in the permaculture movement.
So I came up with this first
schema below, which translated
to the contents on page 7.
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Nov. & Dec.
2019

Jan., Feb.
& Mar. 2020

Apr. & May.
2020

June 2020 July 2020 Aug. 2020 Sept. 2020
& after...

LEARNING PATHWAY IV

Permaculturist
me, utopia &
dystopia

Les Gripousses

Powering
through the
diploma

Wildlands
Project

Mora Vivien
Farm

Overlays

Validate
last push
schedule
w/ Nim

IPA FPA1 FPA2

Final
presentation...
Wales
gathering ?
National
gathering ?

Join them
under one
project,
design this
joining

One-hour
long version
for
Diploma
Gathering

Work on a
week-end
long version
for later...

Decide which
design to
present for
the portfolio

Write it,
lay it out,
lay out bits &
pieces from
other designs
that help
comprehend

Never
ending
project
& designs...

Archipelago Write it,
lay it out,
lay out bits &
pieces from
other designs
that help
comprehend

Continue
the designs...
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DESIGN VII.2 : OVERLAYS

A ONE-HOUR WORKSHOP TO INTRODUCE LAYERS AS A VERSATILE DESIGN TOOL.

Clients

My goals
for the clients

Enjoy the workshop
& come out of it
with new ideas

Learn about layers
and their versatility

My goals
as a designer

Create & hold
a teaching space
for people to learn
in a safe environment

Design efficiently
to offer a quality
workshop

Have a second
try with the
Design Web
framework

Participants
of the 2020
Diploma Gathering
& Myself
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Context

Date : February 2020 to March 2020.

University campuses, classrooms and
libraries have become places where I feel attracted
to, for they hold, collectively and innately, spaces
where knowledge has been passed down to me.
Later, I realised that I had received knowledge from
many other circumstances, with numerous
different people and in ways I did not know I was
in the process of learning. Almost thirteen years
ago, when I started university – back then it was a
triple degree in English, Arabic & German – I had
the wish to become a professor. The idea of
becoming someone who passes the parcel was
planted, it needed to sprout.

My knowledge sharing experiences range
from traditional teaching at university with
information-led style to open discussion in a grove

clearing with process-led style, going through
workshops, talks, practicals… But what I consider
to be the beginning of my teaching pathway was
the Training of Teachers (ToT) in June 2019 at
Applewood Permaculture Centre. I discovered so
many new aspects of how to share one’s
knowledge, I was overwhelmed with excitement
and joy, a whole new world was opening to me.
This is where I designed the first version of this
course, as a twelve minutes micro-teach which title
was “Layers to help you think, draw and present”.
During the last of our “ToT 2019 online follow up
session”, in January 2020, I committed myself to
designing this theme as a longer course and offer it
at the Diploma Gathering in London - March 2020,
Saturday 7th & Sunday 8th.

Extra cts from th e first posters of th e m icro-tea ch
h eld in J u n e 2 01 9 for th e Tra in in g of Tea ch ers

a t Applewood Perm a cu ltu re Cen tre.
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Content

DESIGN WEB

Vision

It took me quite some time, as a landscape architecture student,
to realise the importance of this particular tool that is overlaying,
materialising itself with tracing paper when using pens and with
layers when using computer aided design (CAD). My teachers
emphasized the line of thought that it recorded and believed that was
absolutely valuable in the design process. Then as a landscape
architect & gardener, I realised that while following my thought
process was indeed valuable, it was making mistakes on paper that
was even more valuable. It would protect the land from actions that
would harm an ecosystem. Thinking thoroughly about what to do,
how and when to do it on paper was a mark of respect for the land, it
is Earth Care.

Giving a course about this tool to people is my way of honouring
both People Care and Fair Shares. This is a way to share the teachings,
in a shortened version, of my five year degree without going through
the hassle of taking a whole landscape architecture degree ! As I know
that I was fortunate enough to attend those courses, coming from an
upper middle class family, it is also a way to have people from all
backgrounds, countries and ages, benefit from a renowned university
in France. The content of the course, that helps looking in detail at the
steps one has gone through during any thought or design process, is a
tool to appreciate the work done, to build confidence up and keep the
momentum – it is always motivating to look back and enjoy the steps,
even if some where not as successful as wished, we always learn from
the process.

Helps

What are the learnings from ToT to keep in mind ?
[brainstorm]

Training
Needs
Assessment

Authentic
Creative
Confident
Efficient
Supportive

Context Learning
environment

Learner
centered

Accelerated
Learning
Principles

Setting aims
for head, heart & hands

Learning outcomes

Specific
Measurable
Achievable
Relevant
Time-oriented

+

Start : set an atmosphere...
Finish : ...and out of it.
With song, reading,
quote, story-telling...

Pattern
1 Set aim + introduction
2 Content
3 Conclusion + review
4 Questions & answers
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Inspirational help from...

«  I do not teach. I simply join with other people to experience a joint journey
into new ideas, new information, new insights. Insights into the world, into
Nature, into people and into myself. To be permitted to sit under a tree with
a group of campesinos and share a small part of our lives is a humbling
experience. I feel honoured to be permitted such an opportunity. […]
I have nothing to teach others. I can only share who I am. That is all I can
offer. And I hope that others may wish to listen to my story, just as I wish to
listen to theirs. […]
Don’t teach. Listen to your own story. Tell it. And listen very carefully to the
stories of others. My desire is to always be the student, never the teacher.  »
–Skye, Do I teach ?

Integration

Stick to the teachings I received by preparing the session !
Preparation, preparation, preparation.

TNA can start the first day, on Saturday, by observing the
participants as a whole, and followed on Sunday right before my
session, depending on who is attending my workshop.

[SMART objectives]
Specific

Define my goals & aims... A workshop using landscape
architecture design methods, to explore how layers can : (1) help
advance and monitor progress in the design process, (2) help draw
complex maps and get easy-to-read hand-drawn 3D diagrams, (3) help
presenting one's work by taking the client through one's design steps
and ease the understanding of one's ideas. Number 1 is for the head,
number 2 is for the hand, number 3 is for the heart !
Measurable

Ask the questions for the TNA to begin and ask the same
questions at the end of the workshop. People will place themselves on a
virtual line in the room, so that I may assess a before/after. This will
help to evaluate if there was progress that the participants could feel
straight after the course.
Achievable

This course will be part of the Diploma Gathering 2020, I have
been assured that I had a spot. During my first micro-teach in June
2019, I had seen real “lightbulb” moments for at least half a dozen of
the people in the room. This means that even with a micro-teach,
people can get something interesting out of my teachings – they should
get even more from a one-hour workshop.
Relevant

Most people I have encountered in permaculture gatherings were
not so keen on drawing. This is not a drawing course, it is a workshop
on how to re-establish a link between the hand and the mind, through
the use of a tool that anyone can grasp for oneself. I believe it is a
strong asset for any designer to master overlays, both as a thinking
and presentation tool.
Time-oriented

With this one-hour course, I intend to go deeper within the
subjects – I have enough time to go through my 3 goals that are all
linked to 3 different exercises / examples. And have people participate !

As for me as a teacher, I will test whether this course could be
enhanced to a week-end workshop for permaculture designers.
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Appreciation

I am so happy and grateful to have tools and a safe environment
to experiment with my teaching skills from June 2019 added to my
previous teaching experiences ! And being supported on this path by
my family, my girlfriend and my brilliant diploma tutor !

I am stacking up with this workshop : conveying knowledge
useful to people, enjoying it a lot, honing my teaching skills, building
up knowledge for the permaculture movement.

Limits

I fear that I will not be “entertaining” enough for the afternoon
(post-lunch) of the second day of the gathering.

I fear that I may not be able to engage with my audience, that I
may not be able to hold a good conveying space, that I may not be able
to create a teaching atmosphere.

A limiting factor I have to pay attention to : I must not fall prey to
my habit of directing a lecture, here I want to facilitate a workshop.
This way of teaching is what I am used to, as a learner and a teacher in
my past experiences, it is the easy way – but absolutely not the right
one for this event.

Vision

A one-hour session where I share the incredible potential of
layers and people are understanding the basics so that they can
explore more on their own and with a few tips from books I know.

Momentum

To make sure that I keep the energy up and a good rhythm during
the workshop, I could keep cards with my tips, and throw them like a
magician ! That makes sure I covered them all and it could be a funny
thing to display for the audience.

Patterns

A pattern of thinking : lead from ideas of a design, to visual
expressions that help the process of thinking, to visuals that are
appealing and have clients follow, which make the ideas easier to
understand, which in turn make the whole design to be easily
appropriated by the clients. Once this first cycle is complete, one draws
on its bases to explore bolder ideas of a design, to visual expressions…

A pattern of interacting : I follow the pattern explained during my
ToT (visible in the first brainstorm “Helps”, page 105).

A pattern of success : being on time ! Have someone in the
audience timing, at least to tell me 10 minutes before my time is up,
and ideally another sign 5 minutes before time is up.

A pattern of behaving : look at each and every participant in the
eyes, then give a global look, and whenever writing on the board, get
back to eye contact as quickly as possible to keep the audience engaged.
Always follow a spoken example by an activity related to the example,
so that participants learn by doing.
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Principles

Accelerating succession & evolution.
The very principle of working with layers is

exploiting the successions and evolutions, be it a
simple idea or a whole design. Overlays are a very
efficient and quick way to explore versions of an
idea, transforming bits and pieces, here and there,
while always keeping in line with what has been
done before. It is a tool made for the acceleration of
ideas and thoughts, to run through as many
variations as possible.

Attitudinal : everything works both ways,
permaculture is information & imagination intensive.

Overlaying is a tool to process your thoughts,
as a linear pattern when going from one idea to the
next, but it is also a cyclic pattern as one may
always get back to a former idea and stem another
branch of ideas from there, that might even join
and add to the last idea formulated, thus leading to
an even finer version of an idea ! It is definitely a
design tool to work on a subject. It is also a
wonderful tool to improve one’s confidence, as the
steps that were taken are clearly visible and
showcase the work done. It is always motivating to
see what has been made, even if some ideas might
not look good in the end, they serve the bigger
picture and help improve one’s design techniques.

The info collected on a layer from a given site
might give new ideas, while new ideas on a layer
might give a new point of view on the site, thus
increasing the info that can be collected from the
site, and so on.

Yield of a system is theoretically unlimited.
Overlays are one of the most versatile tools I

know. A system of thoughts, around any given
subject, has no limits when using overlays. The
more ideas one records through the layers, the
more one can combine together, the more new
ideas one can come up with. A system of drawings
has no limits either. One of the best examples is
animated movies : when they were still drawn by
hand, their magic could only happen because of
the overlays.

Observe & interact
and Use slow and small solutions.
As my first course to complete strangers on

this subject (the micro-teach in June 2019 was
given to fellow ToT participants), the observation
of the people taking part in the workshop is
critical. I may have to adapt to a variety of
backgrounds, of interests – while keeping all of
them involved… so I will prepare very basic
exercises and advanced examples, to make sure
that I cover the basics before moving on.
According to how fast we move through my plans, I
may not present all that I have prepared
beforehand.

As a teacher, this one hour workshop is my
next step, evolved from the twelve-minutes micro-
teach. I am slowly increasing its length and the
level of the exercises presented.

Integrate rather than segregate
and Non-discriminative knowledge.
Layers, by nature, were born from

discriminative sciences – taking all aspects apart,
separating them to study them individually. It is
drawn from a process of thought to break one big
problem into several smaller problems – one solves
all the small problems and then finds the solution
to the big problem. But sometimes, it does not work
that easily. The strength of layers – and stacking
them – is uniting all the small problems and
having a global vision of them all at once, while
still being able to visualize the big problem. It helps
finding solutions to all, big and small problems,
using a systemic and holistic approach, derived
from integrating them and being carried by non-
discriminative knowledge. Where uncanny small
problems put together might lead to an innovative
solution for them, while solving an issue on
another small problem or solving the whole issue
itself. Layers allow a better use of segregation &
discrimination to solve large issues and integrate a
massive amount of information.
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Ideas

Review and feedback : written on paper
straight after the workshop, so that I do not lose
the results and can use them for the diploma.

Presentation and TNA : present the plan of
the workshop, then ask if some people would like a
specific focus on either of the subjects that we are
going to talk about.

Tips (to give to the participants) : Always
draw to scale, no matter which scale, even simple
sketches. Break into bite-size chunks of
information, each placed on a layer, to take one
issue at a time… and integrate to have the full
picture – this applies to space-related issues
(zones…) and time-related issues (seasons...). Each
layer must be referenced (time [date…] and concept

[project X, design B] ) and one must know their
order. Take your time. Reflect on the process and
present it to take your audience / clients smoothly
to your conclusions & design, this is story-telling.
Keep all layers, even the smallest, even the ones
that may appear like bad ideas at first, even the
very first ones, even the ridiculous ones – they all
contain a piece of the final answer, be it by being
part of the answer or an exclusion that helps
understanding the final answer.

Space lay out : in a circle, with a paper board.
I am going to draw live.

Diagram of the workflow. A workflow is
NEVER linear.

Action

March, Sunday 8th, at Roots & Shoots in London, my very first
workshop for an official event of the Permaculture Association Britain !

Sh owin g a n exa m ple of h ow Ra n d om
a ssem bly ca n m a ke n ew id ea s pop
ou t a n d h ow u sin g overla ys to d o so
ea ses th e process.

Ma kin g a live 3 D d ia g ra m of a
fiction a l piece of la n d , m a kin g su re
th a t pa rticipa n ts a re en g a g ed - a n d
look like th ey a re h a vin g fu n !

Expla in in g th e resu lt of ou r tea m
work a n d d evelopin g th e possible
u ses a n d va ria tion s of th e tool.
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Reflection

TNA question 2 : Do you feel confident when drawing ? It can be map, sketches...

TNA question 1 : Have you ever received drawing training ? It can be courses, self-teaching...

Evaluation question 1 : Has this workshop been helpful ? Do you have a better idea of the possibilities overlays
offer for a design process ?

Evaluation question 2 : Do you feel more confident in using overlays, tracing paper for your next designs ?

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

Th e d ots represen t th e pa rticipa n ts of th e worksh op. Th ey were a ll over th e spectru m before th e worksh op,
in d ica tin g a la rg e ra n g e of profiles. After th e worksh op, m ost h a ve m oved to th e left of th e spectru m (towa rd s th e
YES) , m ea n in g th a t kn owled g e wa s g a in ed a n d th a t th e worksh op wa s, to som e exten t, u sefu l.

Evaluate, what actually happened ? End of the workshop, I see
happy faces, I get good comments and… I forget to do the evaluation
questions. Realising a few minutes later, still some participants
around, so a reduced in number evaluation !

I had a session plan, not fully written though, and after the TNA
of the beginning of the course and seeing people with very different
backgrounds I decided to go through my session by assessing at each
subject if I could just talk about it briefly – when I got serious nods,
indicating that people were familiar with the concept, and I would take
time to develop two aspects for sure with a practical : the creativity by
random assembly and the isometric 3D drawing.

Appreciation

After the course, great feedback from fellow diploma students and
teachers, about my energy when facilitating this workshop and the
useful tips. Even got a nice word from Jenni Brooks on the Facebook
group ‘Diploma in Applied Permaculture Design’ “Complete lightbulb
moment at Arnaud’s workshop – so simple, and yet so powerful.” I am
so grateful I got the opportunity to give this first longer version of my
layers workshop in such a lovingly and safe environment.
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Evaluation

Evaluation ofthe course with [Four Questions].
What went well ?

I felt energetic and on time with the
shortened hour that I had at my disposal, while
drawing on my usual ‘off the top ofmy head’ tips to
questions I had not anticipated. Still, once again, I
had prepared twice the content I actually had the
time to convey !
What was challenging ?

My session plan was not fully written and in
the future, I’ll avoid making this mistake to prevent
forgetting the final evaluation questions. People
from very different backgrounds : there was
another landscape architect, very familiar with
this and people who had never drawn at all.
What are your long-term visions & goals ?

Push this one-hour workshop to a day or even
a week-end workshop !
What are your next achievable steps ?

Draw conclusions from this small
experience. Write up my comments, my
impressions, still very fresh in my head to read
them later and reflect on them.

Pause

Now is the time to focus on the diploma itself,
I am allowing myself a few months before going
back to a teaching experience. There might be
opportunities to facilitate permaculture
introduction week-ends or permaculture design
courses in France, during the summer, which
could be a nice way to recharge my batteries as a
French speaker, mobilizing my knowledge in my
mother tongue.

Reflection

Reflection about the design with [Four questions].
What went well ?

This second try of the Design web framework
is very satisfying. I knew it was especially adapted
to non-land-based design, now I experienced it
fully. The flow of anchor points felt natural as I
was going through them, always becoming a little
bit more familiar with them.

Giving a serious look through the principles
truly helped me preparing the content of my
course, it has been one of the most useful anchor
point of the whole design.

Compared to Design VI, this design was
wrapped in a couple months. The energy flow was
intense, as I was on a tight schedule – I took my
commitment end of January and was done
beginning of March – and it was really motivating,
just like Design VI, where I had committed myself

to do it. This is the kind of challenge that gets me
going – these two designs confirmed it - and I shall
use this aspect ofmy personality in the future to do
“stuff” and actually complete “stuff”.
What was challenging ?

Most of the content, I knew already, but I had
never taken time to actually prepare a beginner’s
class on the subject before June 2019 and this
enhanced format, for the 2020 Diploma Gathering,
drew from the previous analysis of June 2019. I did
not challenge my observations from June 2019 to
create this one-hour workshop as I did not have
much time to interact with the future participants
– as I did not know either who would come. It was
hard to devise a whole other approach while
designing this course, imagining a different
audience than what I had known for the micro-
teach – meaning beginners in drawing, but not in
the permaculture design process. I should have
tried to design this course for a spectrum of
homogenous levels of prior knowledge and
understanding, which I would then have integrated
to be really prepared for such a heterogeneous
audience I had.

I did not use a large variety of tools. This
might be linked to what I described above – I may
have felt too confident on this design of a course,
the lack of challenge led to a reduced difficulty,
thus not pushing my boundaries and sticking to
tools I know. This diploma is an opportunity to
explore tools and I can see, with this seventh
design, that I am a creature of habit, even in a
context where I should not be !
What are your long-term visions and goals ?

Make a second cycle of this design, to prepare
the enhanced version over a whole day or a whole
week-end...
What are your next achievable steps ?

Go back to Looby’s book to delve into the
subtleties of the Design Web, to serve my long-
term goal !

Vision

Limits

Helps

Patterns

Ideas

PrinciplesIntegration

Action

Momentum

Appreciation

Reflection

Pause
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DESIGN VIII : POWERING THROUGH THE DIPLOMA

FINISHING THE DIPLOMA WITHIN A SELF-IMPOSED DEADLINE.

Client

My goals
as a client

Enjoy the process
of powering through
these last months
of diploma.

Finish the diploma
within the self-imposed
deadline.

My goals
as a designer

Design efficient
techniques to reach
my goals.

Try & tweak
the Blois' method
to be adapted
to non-land-based
design.

Myself

Develop a serious
insight & tips
for other students
to complete
their diploma.
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Context

Date : November 2019 and ongoing.

Early 2019, I was unemployed and spending a
lot of time with XR and other associations in
Rouen (see Design IV.1). I had decided to go for
almost a whole month to the United Kingdom, to
complete my Training of Teachers in England and
to spend time with Niamhue in Wales. When I got
back to France, my levels of energy were up high
and my plan was to finish the diploma before my
thirtieth birthday in November 2019. The weak
point is that I never wrote that plan, which lead to
a hiatus in the writing of the diploma – quite the
opposite of what I wanted. Let me clarify though,
that these months were not event less ; I met my
partner Julia, I moved out, I helped friends in their
new homestead in the Cévennes (South-East
France), I took part in a Work That Reconnects
workshop in the Vercors mountain range (East
France), Julia and I pedalled our way (and back)
through central Brittany for an association (Air.e),
I devoted all of my hours in November to an artist
friend who had a residency in Paris and had me as
her scientific consultant and designer on her
project. And in the middle of all this, I shall not
conceal it, loads of procrastination. On November,
24th, 2019, I celebrated thirty years of life and the
beginning of the thirty-first year, friends and I
raised a toast to the success of the exhibition in
Paris, and I needed a real plan for the diploma.

As I had a go with OBREDIMET, SADIMET,
CEAP, Incremental Model & Design Web and was a
bit more familiar with the frameworks generally
used in the permaculture movement, it was time to
put my landscape architecture training back on the
tracks. I gathered my notes & memories to
formalise what I would call, from now on, the
Blois’ method. As my landscape architecture school
was located in Blois and that among other
landscape architecture students, we were
designated thanks to the name given to the
inhabitants of Blois, the Blésois. This is my tribute
to my school and its town. The explanation of its
steps are in Appendix 2.2.

Content

[SMART objectives]

Specific

Finish the diploma, within my self-imposed
time limit ; it’s as simple as that.

Measurable

To offer numerable proof, I will write down
the hours spent on the diploma from now on. This
will give an insight on the amount of time I
dedicated to writing, laying out, portfolio tweaks ;
so far I have done 6 designs for which I have notes
scribbled here and there, with blog entries,
sketches in notebooks, but nothing properly
written and only ideas and incomplete notes for
the remaining 4 designs.

Relative location : this principle helps me take
a good look at where I currently am in the process
of the diploma, and encouraged me to write down
the hours and to mention clearly what has been
done up to now – which means, two years and a
half into the diploma. This is tweaking a little bit
this principle, by making the location, which is
originally a spatial dimension, a time and
conceptual dimension – as the diploma process is
not tangible until it is described under a written or
graphic form. This tweaked principle is also useful
to fellow students, as they will know exactly what
can be achieved and how long does it need on the
time/amount of work/final products spectrum of
this diploma.

Achievable

Others have definitely done it, so why
wouldn’t I ? On the work-load aspect, I have done a
similar work when finishing my masters thesis.

Relevant

I hear so many students saying they are
stuck, as I have been at several points in the
diploma, and it seems that many dropped. This is
to motivate myself, to motivate others – and I think
it is needed, to draw lessons from this experience,
to capture essential tips about the process and
offer them to the permaculture diploma
community.

Each element performs many functions and
each function is supported by many elements : this
design helps me go through the last steps of my
diploma, makes me actually finish the diploma by
adding another design to my portfolio, while
reflecting on tools and tips to share with other
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students also helps my own progress. I am at the
same time the scientist, the subject and the object
of the same experiment.

Time-oriented

I have always seen the diploma as a kind of
open PhD. In France, PhDs are limited to three
years – which are often three years and a few
months. I will limit myself to three years and a few
months, making it convenient as the next National
Permaculture Gathering and the Wales Gathering
are around that time : I started in June 2017, the
aforementioned events are in September 2020.

Explore the ethics

Earth Care

While doing a PDC is often the beginning of
a path to Earth Care, I would say that completing
a diploma is going a step further into Earth Care.
The observation phases of the designs offer
valuable time that leads to a better understanding
of our environment, the diploma sets a frame in
which observing is essential. It is rooting people
as permaculturists.

People Care

This design is helping me as a person to
complete the diploma, which has already changed
my life so much – finishing it is ensuring that this
cycle is full, that I actually explored and fulfilled
my initial goal. It may also help other students who
are stuck, or even diploma candidates, to get on
with their own diploma, to inspire them to walk
this great path.

Fair Shares

Showing that it is possible, with a deadline
self-imposed, and share my mistakes, my
successes, my tips. It is also a way to free a spot
with my tutor, so that another apprentice can
benefit from her training ! The diploma also allows
to teach PDCs, which help spread the word about
permaculture on a greater level than introductions.

On the next double-page,
I tried a mix of tools –
back of the envelope
& flow diagram.
I wanted to challenge what I had
always known as a long
(and tiring) process,
the Blois’ method,
with a swift version.

(above) H a n d -written version of wh a t
a ppea rs on th e n ext d ou ble pa g e.. .

I f you are reading this
on a screen,
please make sure
pages 1 1 6 & 1 1 7 face each other.
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BLOIS' METHOD

1 - Survey

November 201 9 :
Diploma is 2,5 years through.

Currently on a non-decided hiatus.

Six designs done & implemented.

Four designs left.

Self-imposed deadline
of ~ 3 years to completion.

To prove it can be done like a PhD -
working & studying on different
periods of time.

2 - Analysis

Need to get back on it !
Sharpish !

Roughly 8 to 1 1 months left.

Bits of paper here and there,
scribbles on notebooks, sketches,
posts on my blogs,
notes on digital pads...

Nothing written or laid out
on the computer !

One out of four design subjects
is decided -
only ideas for the remaining three.

Well, life. And, erm... well...
procrastination.

Finishing the diploma in time
is still possible.

Unemployed with state subsidies
until end of August 2020 ;
almost full-time on diploma.

5 - Final design

• Set main deadlines : end of March
2020 (return to France) > half the
portfolio ready for Intermediary
Portfolio Assessment ; end of June >
full portfolio ready for Final Portfolio
Assessment 1 ; end of August > Final
Portfolio Assessment 2 okay, prepare
the oral presentation for either
National or Wales Permaculture
Gathering in September 2020.
• Each month, an intermediary deadline
to keep the momentum.
• Let my beard grow until I graduate
(unless there is a job interview in the
meantime that requires I look more
formally "smart".
• Commit to use every moment I get to
write down on my computer, even just
1 0 words, even for just 1 0 minutes...
• Whenever possible, repeat verbally to
people I meet, acquaintances, friends,
family, to be done by September 2020 -
this creates a social commitment,
helping me keep my goal !
• Gather inspiration from all media I
have used before and re-write them to
adapt them to the goals of finishing the
diploma. Re-read the student
guidebook.
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3 - Stakes & program

Finish in time.
ST

A
K
E
S

P
R
O
G
R
A
M

Keep the morale
& momentum up.

Provide useful tips
for other students.

4 - Strategies

Set deadlines.

Commit to other
people.

Set times
for deep work.

Enjoy the work
process & follow
my natural flow.

Send unfinished
work regularly.

Work with a
variety of media.

Gather inspiration
from greater minds
than me.

Create tips
adapted to the
permaculture
diploma.

Everything gardens  : all sources of inspiration are good to take, from the finance world to
the industry world, through eastern-asia philosophy - as long as the permaculture ethics
are respected, I am adding all good things to motivate me and create new and/or
adapted content for the permaculture diploma.
Design from patterns to details  : from the general stakes, to the program, which is
declined into strategies and actual possible actions to carry out the goals set.
Obtain a yield   : there are several yields - the first are for me, the diploma porftolio, laid
out, is in itself the yield that I am looking for. The other yields are the tips I intend to
write up. The last yield is actually the happiness I will feel from actually doing the work !

th
is
en

fo
rc
es

th
is
fl
o
w
s

th
is
p
ro
d
u
ce
s

Re-read inspirational
quotes in my
notebooks, blogs,
on Tumblr...

Re-listen to the
Learning Leader
Show podcast.

Write regularly
in my notebooks.

Formulate tips
as they come on
the text document.

Continue and increase
writing and sketching
everywhere,
whenever possible...

Tried and tested during
my landscape
architecture degree.

Works well !

Articulate ultimate deadline
with intermediary deadlines.

Weekly
intermediary
deadlines ? Show my work,

regularly, even if
not finished
or fully ready.

Monthly
intermediary
deadline ?

Commit to people.

Say : "I graduate next
September 2020 !"

Have a personal,
funny, daily
reminder of
my commitment...

GROW A BEARD.

Commit to perma
peers & tutors.

Tried and tested w/ Tomas
for Project VI
(and designs VI .1 & VI .2) .

Commit strongly
to Nim.

Volunteer at her
place for 3 months.

Keeping commitments
is easier.

Making my own
timetable is easier.

Erm... no,
too short.
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6 - Implementation

I started letting my beard grow early December 2019. The first
questions about why I was not trimming my beard became more and
more frequent, thus increasing the number of people to who I was
committing myself with the diploma – even if I would not see them
again before its completion. The process in itself was starting to work
its way in my brain. For the three months of volunteering at
Niamhue’s new homestead, I made a planning, to set a good rhythm
balanced between my work for the homestead and my personal work.

This planning was never implemented in itself, but was used as a
guideline to make sure that I was doing an adequate amount of work
for the homestead. With the beginning of a new year, I started
journaling my activities daily, which would help to count the hours
involved in the diploma – to measure precisely the amount of time
devoted to it. Within the first two months and a half, I worked 61 hours
on my diploma.

I then went to the 2020 Diploma Gathering, where my
commitment to tutors took an even stronger turn : Wilf Richards and
Tomas Remiarz were favorable to have a look at my work....
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7 - Strategies

Input from Looby. Stakes & program
unchanged.

Creatively use and respond to change :
Make it part of my portfolio
so that my findings,
the difficulties encountered,
the whole process,
not only the tips,
are accessible to other students.Gift of three

Cultural Emergence Principles.

Work to
completion. Beauty in

completion.

Presence
in the process.

The satisfaction to actually get to
the end of a work process is
satisfying, it helps build
confidence in our own work force
and will to achieve things. This
design is an illustration of how to
get there, how to bring my
diploma work to completion.

We never know what our design
will look like until it is fully done.
Finishing it actually brings the
moment to contemplate our
work, which we put our heart in
for many hours. This principle is a
strong motivation for me,
whenever I am stuck.

I relate this principle to
mindfulness and active
meditation. When our mind is
fully present in a process, the
work and its result bring great
teachings. This design, being
embedded in the process of the
diploma, is a way to study
carefully my work flow while
being inside this work flow. I am
therefore being fully present,
conscious of my work.

After I met with Looby, I had the chance to
meet again with Tomas, who would assess my
work for the Final Portfolio Assessment 2,
shadowed by Looby. In the meantime, I had
confirmation from Wilf that he had accepted to
shadow Niamhue for my (and her) first Final
Portfolio Assessment, as well as the Intermediary
Portfolio Assessment. So I took a step further into
my commitment, by deciding the exact dates
where I would hand-in my diploma.

>> Final Portfolio Assessment 1 : July 1st, 2020.
>> Final Portfolio Assessment 2 : July 20th, 2020.
Between the beginning of January and the

end of March, I had devoted 76 hours to the
diploma. But nothing was written. The coronavirus
crisis hit Europe, I was going back to France and I
knew this terrible event would force me to take
fourteen days of quarantine on my own. It would
be the perfect time to have a serious push for the
diploma. So I sent another planning to Nim and
promised Nim & Wilf that I would hand in the first
half ofmy porftolio on April 21st.

The following week-end, I met with Looby, while on a grafting
course with Chris at Applewood. And I unexpectedly went back to…
remodeling my design to actually make it a design for my portfolio.

8 - Implementation

(above) Extra ct of m y d a ily sch ed u le for th e I PA.
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Jump forward in time, I hand in the first half of my diploma on
April 21st, along with the first pages (introduction, etc.) and drafts of
the charts visible in the annexes. By this date, I had added 112 hours of
work in three weeks, making a total of 187 hours since the beginning of
the year. It took a few weeks to do the corrections asked for the IPA,
which added another 23 hours. On May 29th, I got my Intermediary
Portfolio Assessment Form, with my first five designs being ready for
the Final Portfolio Assessment !

1 0,5 cm

(above)My h a ppy bea rd ed fa ce, on Ma y 2 9th , 2 02 0.
(below) Pa rt of th e in spira tion a l q u otes I re-wrote for m yself a s a
perm a cu ltu re d iplom a stu d en t.

Betterdone than perfect.
This is not your life’s work. This is only part of your life’s work. There is still
time to reach excellence, but not enough to waste on perfection.

Surlemétier, centfois ton ouvrage tu remettras.
Literally, “on the work bench, a hundred times over you shall put your
craft”. This diploma is an opportunity to experiment and get better at
designing. The more you do it, the more likely you are to become better.
Just like the story of the ceramic teacher who divided his class in two
groups, one to be graded solely on the quantity of work they produced,
the other solely on it quality ; when grading time came, the works of the
higher quality were all produced by the group being graded for quantity –
the quality group had been theorizing about perfection.

Allwork is 2% friction, 98% sweat.
Start small and slow. Sit at your desk, write the first words, draw the first
lines. There is not a perfect time, there are no perfect conditions. Do not
finish your sentences – it is easier to get back to a sentence unfinished
than to start again on a blank space after a dot.

Less ismore, small is beautiful.
My portfolio and my presentation aim at highlighting that simple and quick
designs can still be quality and effective designs. A diploma does not need
to show only designs of several years of observation and of use of dozens
of tools.

You learn from yourmistakes, not so much from yoursuccesses.
My designs depict many of my failures along the years, for which I am now
grateful, even if those were hard times to get by.
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Evaluation

Just like my desire to finish the diploma, my
beard was itching. And scratching it became a daily
thing that reminded me, all day long, that I had
something to do, that my paramount goal was the
diploma. Months going by, people were making fun
of my beard and why I decided to grow it – other
laughed at the fact that I looked first like a modern
hipster, then like an islamist and in the end a
Mormont. I would not care about labels. I knew my
goal, my motivation was high, nothing people said
would distract me from my path ! This beard was
an absolute success. As I am writing these lines, I
had to trim it – a job interview got the better of its
length, but its memory remains and the energy I
got from completing my IPA is enough to get me
going to the FPA !

With a total of 210 hours from January to the
end of May, with 29% in the first three months and
71% in the last two months, the usefulness of this
design is clearly proven to me. Up to this point, this
design is a success, with 50% of the work of the
diploma & portfolio done and ready to print.

I also came up with my five personal
motivational quotes (p. 120), which I would often
read in times of procrastination. They might add to
the texts and workshops helping students getting
unstuck on their diploma path.

(above) Th e fou r poin ts I h a ve to focu s on for th e
rem a in in g h a lf of m y d iplom a .

Reflection

This illustrates well how being conscious in
the process can lead to greater work force and time
mobilisation. The input was 210 hours of work and
some self-humour about looking like a wild man,
the output is over 86 pages, several thousand words
and an indescribable feeling of joy to have gone
this far, added to an incredible amount of
motivation to complete the other half within the
deadline. As someone who can be a workaholic and
a procrastinator, this design has been of great help
to provide a frame, while the journaling of my
daily activities and hours kept motivating me. As a
designer, knowing that I was going to present my
work to tutors and peers helped me keep my timely
commitments, while achieving a quality in my
work I was satisfied with. This is definitely the type
of design, along with the learning pathways, that I
recommend doing for students who struggle, at any
point in their diploma.

The tweaking of the Blois' method proved out
to be much harder than I expected, as I am so used
to applying it to land-based designs. It feels very
satisfying though, to realize that it can be done.
Even better, I might tweak it again for my next
non-land-based design and add anchors from the
Design Web ; this could become my own
framework, with which I would feel absolutely
confident whenever I would need to do a flash
design, be it land-based or non-land-based. I
mostly used a mix of brainstorms and flow
diagrams reduced in a back-of-the-envelope, as I
feel they are adapted to my way of thinking, "la
pensée complexe" (literally translated : complex
thought). Coined by Henri Laborit & Edgar Morin,
it is a process of thought, transdisciplinary, which
uses critic, creative and responsible speeches
altogether. To push the limits of this framework I
am so familiar with, I needed tools that would
allow a free flow of thought and concept
exploration - which can unfortunately appear
quite destabilising and hard to read at first.

June is nearing its end as I write this and
there are only 2 designs left, a little bit less than a
month - keeping in mind that those two designs
will not have an implementation section when I
hand my portfolio in. This design is still holding its
promises, the end draws near !
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July 2020, after having gone
through several loops of
Looby's web for several designs
for my projects IX and X, I d id a
serious brainstorm to decide
which designs would be
presented in the portfolio... Auchette

Euterpe

Yogart

Room in
Rouen

Master T35D,
nomadism &
garden design

Bonneveau

COMPLETED

&

Gripousses'
nights &
days

Overlays

PROJECT I

DESIGN I I

PROJECT VI

PROJECT V

PROJECT IV

PROJECT VII

PROJECT I I I

PR
OJ
EC
T I
I =

Powering
through
the diploma

DESIGN VII I

PR
OJ
EC
T V

II I
=

COMPLETED
ACCORDING TO
PORTFOLIO

REQUIREMENTS

J u ly 2 02 0, fifth lea rn in g pa th wa y.

From this page on,
just like the principles so far,
whenever I mention and
develop my thoughts
about the ethics,
they will have a different color
to identify them clearly.
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LEARNING PATHWAY V

Les Gripousses

Joining the
Wildlands
Project

Mora Vivien
Farm

Permaculturist me,
utopia & dystopia.
Being a human being.
Face my fears.
Be ok about it all.

Archipelago

Continue
the designs...

PROJECT IX

PROJECT X

An archipelago
of potential sites
where to live.

Both projects are linked with the thema of life after the diploma, a new cycle in my life.
Project IX deals with inner aspects and Project X deals with outer & land-based aspects...
The design "Archipelago" is the meeting of Projects IX and X.

Acceptation
& resilience

Minimalist
& survivalist

End of diploma.
End of a cycle.

Water cycle

Continue
the designs...

PRESENTED IN
THE PORTFOLIO

Design done, but clients are in
a difficult financial situation.
Implementation is postponed
to an unknown date,
I am not to be involved in it.
This design is finished.

Due to the coronavirus crisis,
impossible to know when (or if)
I am to return to Wales.
This design is on hiatus.

Joining the
Mycoferme

Saint-Aubin
Homestead

Current land-based endeavour
with Julia, in Brittany.
This design is ongoing.

If joining Sarah & Niel in Brittany,
what would the homestead look like ?
This design is ongoing.

PRESENTED IN
THE PORTFOLIO

My piece of land, with almost
five years of observation...
It is time for the (long-awaited)
full-scale detailed design.
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Date : July 2017 and ongoing.

This whole project works like Russian dolls, for each element has
been researched and drawn in detail, illustrating the principle Design
from patterns to details, embracing a whole conception of one ideal of
a world and my place into it. It started closer as a conceptual exercise
than an actual design, then turned into a project. Although some parts
may never see the light of day, bits and pieces in this exploration have
been, are currently or are to be implemented in a near future.

It first originates when I read the fourth IPCC report, where a
deep fear of what may happen to our world took root in my heart,
alongside a strong conviction for political ecology. This was first
directed against humankind in its whole, as at the time, I had had a
hard time with fellow classmates and I was despising the vast majority
of them – which I extended to almost every other biped that talks. With
this mindset, I started researching and experimenting in areas related
to nature survivalists and minimalist preppers, although I never fell
pray to the weaponry as often seen among North-American preppers.
A dozen years later, my permaculture diploma started and my mindset
changed, I decided to keep the principles and the teachings to explore
how they could be tweaked and rearranged according to the
permaculture ethics. This became the first design of Project IX, called
“Minimalist & survivalist”, as a balanced and conscious work on the
concepts of minimalistic and survivalist lifestyles as I see them, and as
a healthy reminder of what a lack of compassion for all life can lead –
surviving is not living.

When planning as a survivalist, the list of the worst scenarii
makes the bulk of the survey, while their analysis leads to practical
solutions. Listing my fears, as bluntly and honestly possible, to face
them and design a dedicated solution for each, was at the beginning of
my line of thought – a work that I had postponed, for fear of… fear. For
fear of feeling overwhelmed by the grief, the pain, the anxiety of what
lies in my head and what may lie in the future as I see it. My
permaculture path has long been coloured with my spiritual path,
although I named it a bit later, as it took me some time to acknowledge
it fully. Fear and pain are things we inflict to ourselves through
exterior elements, the cure can only come from inside of us, thanks to
an inner work. The odd paradox is that I was introduced to one major
tool to work on my fears and mindset at the exact same time that this
deep fear mentioned above. This tool is meditation. Which in turn led
me to open a giant toolbox rooted in humility, compassion, love,
detachment, acceptation & resilience. This became the second design
of Project IX, called “Acceptation & resilience”, as an ongoing work on
tools to live peacefully, to explore concepts that erase dividing notions
of nature & culture, humankind & animals, me & the other, to become
a better and happier being.

As those two first designs of Project IX involve sensitive and
private material, none of their processes and actual research contents
are presented in Appendixes 3.1 and 3.2. There are only some of their
outcomes needed to understand what is developed in Design IX.3,
called “Water cycle” and the reason behind Project X.

PROJECT IX : PERMACULTURIST ME, UTOPIA & DYSTOPIA
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“For what it’s worth : it’s never too late or, in my case, too early

to be whoever you want to be. There’s no time limit, stop whenever

you want. You can change or stay the same, there are no rules to this

thing. We can make the best or the worst of it. I hope you make the

best of it. And I hope you see things that startle you. I hope you feel

things you never felt before. I hope you meet people with a different

point of view. I hope you live a life you’re proud of. If you find that

you’re not, I hope you have the courage to start all over again.”

- Eric Roth, The Curious Case of Benjamin Button Screenplay
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DESIGN IX.3 : WATER CYCLE

GO WITH THE FLOW, CARVE YOUR WAY PATIENTLY, YOU WILL REACH THE OCEAN.

Client

My goals
as a client

Choose a healing art
to learn & practice,
balanced with the other
aspects of my life.

Establish a clear direction
for the weeks, months
and years to come.

My goals
as a designer

Explore the Design Web
with successive chunks
of 'back of the
envelope' tool.

Use a design
to take
a life decision.

Myself
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Context

Date : April 2020 and ongoing.

Up to this point in my life, I was feeling trapped. The end of the
diploma was feeling like a cliff, of which I was afraid. It would mean an
end to this huge research and design thrill, triggered by the fact that I
am committed to people and to the Permaculture Association Britain
to complete the diploma. Idleness as a regular practice, such as silent
sitting, is not something I fear. What I fear is the absence of a larger
and long term goal, a vision for myself that drives me out of bed every
morning. Design IX.1 provided plenty of practical solutions to live and
survive if necessary, in a variety of environments, with lots of
improvements to develop and test in real conditions. Design IX.2
provided plenty of inner work, which I would probably never get to the
end of and that is somehow comforting. None of them gave me a life
route, for after the diploma. None of them are actually fit for the
current economy of this world, their goal was to provide solution for
its collapse… which, despite the health crisis of the first semester 2020,
is not happening. The collapse of biodiversity is happening and the
political world is diving into a surrealist pantomime scripted by the
rich, the vast majority observing, trapped by the system.

The trap, I could see it clearly. The need for a job, going back to
the financial so-called reality that I had not completely escaped to
begin with. I had to devise a plan, for I was willing to continue my path
as a Guardian of Life and as a Permaculturist. And I wanted to remain
mentally sane, too.

Fivemonkeys, as told by Nara Petrovič in Human : Instructions For Use.
"Scientists put five monkeys in a large cage and hung bananas at the top,
placing a ladder in the centre. When any of the five monkeys started
climbing the ladder, scientists sprayed all the monkeys with a strong jet of
cold water. At first, the monkeys allowed each other to climb, but later on
started to beat the one tempted into climbing, to avoid all of them getting
wet. After a while, they stopped trying.
Scientists removed the water hose. They replaced one of the monkeys
with a new one and observed what was going to happen. The new monkey,
never having experienced the jet, climbed towards the bananas, but the
other four attacked him and dragged him down. Every time the new
monkey tried to reach the bananas, others stopped him forcibly. After a
while, the new monkey stopped trying.
Then another of the first five monkeys was replaced by a new one and the
outcome was the same. The other four monkeys – including the one that
never experienced the jet of cold water – attacked the new monkey when
he attempted to reach the bananas.
One by one all of the first five monkeys were replaced. Finally, there were
only new monkeys in the cage and even though the jet wasn’t there at all,
they didn’t allow one another to climb towards the bananas.
Social dynamics among people are no different. People lack the strength
and courage to stand against collective norms, no matter how dumb they
are. When a few individuals look beneath the obvious and challenge the
established behaviours, the herd of “monkeys” doesn’t allow them to be
different for long. Education and awareness-raising have a limited effect in
changing this since the vast majority will continue to follow the norms,
even after they’ve learned the truth about these norms."
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Content

DESIGN WEB

Vision

[April 3rd, first 'back-of-the-envelope' run]
We have become specialized human beings.

When people cannot label you simply with your job
or social status, they are startled. Thankfully, the
permaculture world is full of people impossible to
describe with their job titles only ! I do not perceive
myself for what I do, but for who I am.

Patterns

> Spiral of abundance : I am always learning,
I cannot help my thirst for knowledge and
curiosity… Interestingly, I keep my former interests
as sub-interests nourishing my current
endeavours.

> A pattern I have identified : looking back on
my life, and how I associate it with elements, it
looks like that :

0-10 years old : air. Floating around in my
own bubble, nothing was a problem, detached from
many issues – that I would not even see or consider
at the time.

11-19 years old : fire. The intellect and the
social aspects are the two pillars of my life while
separating from my family – burning some bridges
even.

20-29 years old : earth. Rooting and grounding
practices – gardening, landscape architecture,
farms, permaculture.

30 years old… to a new cycle, water ? For the
flow of letting things go and the healing aspect ?

> Pattern of ending and need for a new
beginning : I always need another big project after
having completed one ; something time-bound, to
have a deadline.

Ideas

[crazy brainstorm]
Dancing, meditation, yoga, singing,

didgeridoo, harmonica & kora making. Martial arts
(kyudo, naginata, aïkido, j iujutsu). Rowing.
Drawing (start color ! ). Tatoo art ?

Farming (get the Agriculture Professional
Capacity – a French accreditation to be officially
registered as a farmer and benefit from this status
– subsidies, have priority when buying agricultural
lands, etc.) & teaching in high schools (and private
lessons at night ?).

Becoming a healer : with plants and with
understanding of the body : start etiopathy

studies ? Back to sailing (to Wales, to Azores, to
Americas, to Australia, to Polynesia) ?

Action

Begin a sub-cycle of anchors for etiopathy.
Collected all the necessary documents for the

etiopathy studies. It is a an alternative medicine,
using only manual practice, to treat everyday
ailments. Call back the etiopath who treated me in
April 2019.

Vision

Have a permaculture smallholding with a
space to practice etiopathy one or two days a week,
finally becoming the ‘complete’ healer I have
always dreamed to become : being able to heal the
Earth (permaculture), the souls (meditation) and
the bodies (etiopathy).

Pause

Take a few days to focus on the diploma, lay
out text and images, do what I am good at with
computer softwares, while progressing on the
diploma final push… until April 10th. Sleep a few
nights on those crazy ideas.

Integration

Etiopathy studies last for 6 years… I need a
steady resolve, make sure I am up for it, there is no
way I am going halfway through.

Each year costs around 7000€ - to which
other study expenses (books, transportation from
my home to the university…) and daily living
expenses added, that is a rough estimate of 18000€
to find every year.

Reflection

I am currently jobless. Given my current
savings, I do not even have the money to start the
first year of studies, not mentioning simply buying
food and paying rent starting next September !

Current world situation : lockdown and
coronavirus crisis. All things are uncertain.

Momentum

For the sake of the design, which helps me
put my mind into plans, to move on, I will assume
that everything will be back to ‘normal’ in the
summer.

Limits

Where and how to get the money ?
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Have not told my parents, my sister and my
girlfriend about it… I am not sure they will support
me on this one.

Another 6 hard years, am I ready for the
learning and work load ? Is my relationship with
Julia ready to go from working at home to working
in a company and studying at home ?

Helps

[April 11th, second 'back-of-the-envelope' run]
I am a damn hard-core tough workaholic

when I want to !
My sister kind of supports me. I think. I am

actually making a design to sort this out !

Principles

Work to completion. There is still one
unfinished curriculum in my university pathway…
I never got my bachelor, I stopped at the two-year
degree of Arabic and English studies. I have tried,
not hard at all though, to complete my bachelor
right after my landscape architecture studies and I
dropped halfway.

Catch and store energy. The end of the
diploma could be a good time not to rush into
something as big as a 6-year curriculum. Take
some rest.

Yield of a system is theoretically unlimited.
What I gathered along the years as a gardener and
landscape architect can actually be used… to heal.
Why not go for plants to heal ? Just like the ancient
traditions ? Which are phytotherapy, or medical
herbalism, for a chemical based plant medicine,
drawing on my botanical knowledge acquired with
gardening ?

Use slow and small solutions. Too many
wishes at once and not all the means to provide for
them all, I need to take things slow and devise a
step by step approach.

Integration

One year (September 2020 to August 2021) :
make money with a random job, save up, get the
Agriculture Professional Capacity, maybe even go
for my English degree to teach afterwards and have
a steady income for the coming years ?

Action

Had a look at the application form for
etiopathy school. Filled in half of it.

Appreciation

It is good to have something done, even if it is
just a few lines written for an application ! The
first draft of the application letter is finished, to be

continued in a couple days.

Patterns

Spiral of abundance : I used to be extremely
good at saving money a few years back. Getting
back to this state of affairs would benefit my desire
to do this costly studies and it would benefit my
whole life projects, as for now the world is still run
by money. Good habits to get back : use cash [after
coronavirus crisis] or keep a day-to-day written
account of all expenses, to have a visual reminder
ofmoney that goes out.

Ideas

Why not live in a truck again, between
Rennes (studies) and Nantes (job, piece of land)
that are (only) 120 km apart ? I would have to
figure out the cost for a new truck . And this would
mean a fun design, getting inspiration from Design
III.2.

Keep this year ahead fun, as a preparation
year, and in line with my ethics. Not to lose the
bigger picture, meaning the collapse and why I am
willing to learn a healing art on top of all other
knowledge and skills I accumulated so far.
Continue the work on designs IX.1 and IX.2.

Become a tattoo artist to make cash ?

Helps

To help me take a decision and be
comfortable with my decision in front of my
friends and family, I may contact the psychologist
with whom I did my WAIS-IV (IQ test) and who
helped me, last year, to have a better
understanding of my intellectual way of
functioning.

Talking to my closest friends about it would
also be an option to help me ponder my choices.

Action

[May 15th, third 'back-of-the-envelope' run]
Made estimated expenses charts for yearly and 6-
year estimates (see page 131). Reading from left to
right and top to bottom, the first four charts make
estimates with three job options, part-time and full
time and the fourth chart ponders with extra
possibilities of expenses and benefits. The result is
quite clear, I would be indebted each year a
minimum amount of 1288€ to a maximum amount of
8400,10€, keeping in mind that the minimum yearly
debt means working full time. This may be possible
with the right job, but does not include People Care : I
would spend my days and nights either studying or
working, with the 5 weeks a year of holiday to rest…
this would have a massive impact on my personal
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life, health and well-being. How then, be consistent
with the fact that I want to take care of people, learn
a manual healing art, if I am not even considering my
own health to begin with ?

The three next charts explore the total cost of
the 6-year curriculum. The first adds up the 6
years of the three options above, the second chart
explores the possibility of living in a truck and the

third mixes the different job options with a life in a
truck. Removing the expenses of a car and a rent to
make it both my home and transportation is a
solution that could work with part-time jobs,
which make those first two results realistic. The
impact on my personal life, and especially my
couple, would still be a serious issue in all of these
different scenarii.

Action

[June 20th, fourth 'back-of-the-envelope' run]
Talked about my etiopathy school with very close
friends, some acquaintances I trust, Julia, Julia’s
family, my sister and my parents. The reactions
ranged from “that’s amazing you should definitely go
for it” (that includes my sister) to “we do not really
think that’s a good idea to take on so many things

simultaneously – job, studies, homestead...”
Had interviews and clarifications with the

etiopathy school in Rennes. Courses are given from
Thurday to Saturday, three weeks a month and
from Tuesday to Friday one week a month – the
yearly planning is given to students the preceding
summer before courses start.

(above) Th e estim a tes a re m a d e rou g h ly, ta kin g in to a ccou n t g en era l expen ses a n d a ssu m in g th a t
society is n ot g oin g to colla pse, or life expen ses sky rocket in th e n ext six yea rs to com e.
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Reflection

I wanted to talk about my project and get advice,
along with planning possible budgets, but the main
blow came from the school itself ! The course planning
makes it almost impossible to find a job that will allow
to work on such variable days and weeks, which also
reduces week-ends to enjoy time with family and
friends to one occurrence a month. The budget options
I explored are almost impossible to implement… I
might consider borrowing money to my family or even

to the bank…
To help me, I made a simple risk analysis chart

for the loans. I consider the loans to be a risk in
themselves, but here I am evaluating the risk of not
reimbursing. I am also evaluating the risks for the
studies themselves, either failing or willingly dropping
out. On a scale of 0 to 20, both loans represent high
risks, on financial aspects for the bank and also on a
personal & relationship aspect for my family.

Pause

With so many advices taken from so many
sources, I am taking time off this design. Writing
and lay-out for the portfolio are the perfect
activities to take my mind off of this puzzle.

I have a lime & hemp building workshop for a
week, then three days of sailing with Julia and
Julia’s family to get some fresh air.

(below) Du n es of Pors Ca rn , Britta ny, J u n e 2 02 0.
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Integration

[July 10th, fifth ‘back-of-the-envelope’ run]
Even with a part time job and considering other
life expenses and our current project to start our
own homestead with Julia, starting a six-year
curriculum costing at least 42000 € (just for the
school fees) would mean borrowing money to the
bank for both my studies and our homestead…

This is absolutely not in line with my ethics,
no matter how I put it. I closed my saving account
a few years back to clearly do something against
the financial system we live in, I promised myself
not to give more money that absolutely necessary
to the banks by contracting mortgages. I do not
want to go back on my word.

Principles

Apply self regulation and accept feedback. My
inner system “learning” is always on demand and
its latest demand are studies that also require the
full cooperation of all other inner systems and
external systems (job, relatives, girlfriend). So at
the scale of the full ecosystem I am part of, this
inner system “learning” is creating a serious
unbalanced situation if it was to be implemented. I
got feedback from people around me and from my
own analysis, I can see the need for self regulation
on this project… and I am applying it.

Integration

The sub-loop of anchor points to start the
school of etiopathy this year or the next comes to
an end. The costs – material and immaterial, the
risks are too great to take this chance.

Reflection

The outcome of this sub-loop is surprising,
yet it feels right. It is the first time that I use a
design to assess whether or not to do something,
the result here being “no”. Do not do it. It feels
right as the tools used and my intuition pointed in
the same direction eventually.

Momentum

This "no" is a first. And a bit of a down. To
keep me on the move, I am going back to my first
vision : not being an individual labelled with a job
("Arnaud the landscape architect"), being a fully
accomplished human able to make good use of his
skills developed in a variety of fields. My next
endeavour are healing arts, maybe I got on the
wrong path ? A SWOC analysis to compare the two
medical arts I had thought of (see page 134).

Principles

Serve Nature only, delight in a humble and
spiritual life, mindfulness leads to happiness. By
fear of being left in a collapsed world without any
healing tools, I got sucked in the spiral similar to
what guided my need for Design IX.1, while
forgetting about the teachings of Design IX.2.
Observing this principle of Masanobu Fukuoka is
of great help. Doing the SWOC analysis (page 134)
clarified my thoughts. I always thought of plants as
wonderful beings. I observed them and was
mesmerized as a child. I learned about their
habitats, how to grow them, how to use them as a
landscape architect and gardener. Sticking with
plants, for yet another of their fabulous aspect that
are their medicinal properties, is humility and my
path with Nature.

Use small and slow solutions. The difference
between etiopathy and herbalism also lies in this
principle – etiopathy is a manual medicine that
aims at treating instantly most daily ailments,
while herbalism takes time. Just like when people
ask me how I can be so calm in some frustrating
situation and I tell them ‘meditation’, they expect
to feel the effect right away… for some it works, but
for me it took several years to enjoy the real
benefits.

Within this design, this principle is telling me
to take small steps first. The next achievable step is
herbalism, if I am still willing to learn a healing
art. Then, if my thirst for healing arts is not
quenched, I still have time to save up money and
start etiopathy studies later in my life.

Earth Care : I see herbalism as a non-human
based medicine, while etiopathy is definitely
human-centered. While I understand the need for
specific human medicine arts, learning plant
properties might be useful to all living beings, with
their own specificities - some healing plants for us
are poisonous for some animals and vice versa. As
a living being, I am more interested in learning for
a vast majority of beings rather than being, once
again, constrained to human-centered knowledge.
More learning about plants will also lead to a
better understanding of their ecosystem, which
might encourage protection and, for most of the
plants gathered by hand, rewilding.

People Care : Medical herbalism requires a
serious understanding of each individual, thus
using very delicate doses on first treatments to
avoid any unwanted side-effects. This is where the
herbalist acts as a messenger between plants and
people, which is a beautiful commitment to one’s
species.
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(above) SWOC com pa rison of etiopa thy a n d m ed ica l h erba lism . Th e
d ifferen ce of stu d y fees is som eh ow in lin e with h ow m u ch m on ey on e ca n
m a ke a fter g ra d u a tin g . Th e pra ctice itself is so d ifferen t - workin g with th e
h a n d a n d u sin g pla n ts - th a t I ca n n ot tell, a t th is poin t, if I wou ld feel
con fid en t with a m a n u a l pra ctice like etiopa thy. On th e oth er h a n d , I wa s
in trod u ced to essen tia l oil a n d hyd rola t cra ft in October 2 01 9 a n d it h a d a
certa in a ppea l ; th e eth ics, th e pra ctice, th e people.. .

Fair shares : Herbalism is adapted to the sites,
climatic conditions and the ancient knowledge can
still be retrieved. The sharing aspect of this alternative
medicine, mostly gained through oral lore is totally

accessible to each and everyone of us. One might even
observe animals to deduce plants properties. And
sharing plant knowledge to treat animal or other
plants ailments is true sharing between species.
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(left) Tra d ition a l copper still,
October 2 01 9.

Distillation extracts the active principles of plants
thanks to water steam...
this design was my first distillation.
I am now serenely entering my new cycle,
my water cycle,
healing with plants.

First run
Vision
Patterns
Ideas
Action
Vision
Pause
Integration
Reflection
Momentum
Limits

Second run
Helps
Principles
Integration
Action
Appreciation
Patterns
Ideas
Helps

Third run
Action

Fourth run
Action
Reflexion
Pause

Fifth run
Integration
Principles
Integration
Reflection
Momentum
Principles
Reflection

'Back-of-the-envelope runs' with anchor points.

Reflection
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PROJECT X : AN ARCHIPELAGO OF SITES

(left) Tra d ition a l copper still,
October 2 01 9.

Date : July 2017 and ongoing.

There is no ideal place, there are no perfect havens. There are
excellent people, excellent sites, excellent opportunities.

Drawing from observations and conclusions of my projects and
designs in the past years, this project was born with a simple purpose :
find the people, find the sites, find the opportunities. The goal was, at
first, to spend time with friends and like-minded people, to offer my
help as a landscape architect, a gardener, a permaculture designer - a
People Care & Fair Shares core. Then, maybe, to devise a migration
schedule, based on extended stays of several weeks to several months
and spend my life between those people, those sites, those
opportunities. Just like a modern hobo farm-boy, a migratory
permaculturist. Seasonal planning and work load would determine
where and when I would go, to become a seasonal skilled hired force,
while enjoying the company of people and sites I love, and would grow
to love even more with the years passing by. This conceptual design is
design X.0, “The Archipelagist”.

There can be no archipelagist without an archipelago. From my
half-nomadic days (see Design III.1) and my landscape architect
professional trips, I got a taste for what some call the road. My Earth
Care consciousness, my desire to see the landscapes and not fly over
them, my love for slowness made my means of travel terrestrial or
oceanic and preferably oil free. My archipelago would be inside a 24
hours travel time, with modern means – and when those would fail, all
haste would probably be lapsed, so would travel times – that embraces
most of Western Europe, where I was born, where I feel good, where I
already have my network.

The archipelago has Les Gripousses as its main island. This is my
own haven and it is the subject of Design X.1. Around it gravitate other
sites, which may come and go. How would I decide which come into
the mix, which go out ? The people and the sites, my relationships to
them is the first criteria and ultimately, the only that matters.
Sometimes, material or financial aspects are in the way ; this is what
happened with Design X.2, Mora Vivien Farm, where I was originally
designed as a farmer for lovely landowners – when the budget was too
reduced, the design evolved into a homestead for the landowners.
Design X.2 became an atoll in the archipelago and only its coral reef,
like a memory just under the surface but still visible from above the
water, remains in the sea of Project X. Other times, it is a matter of
temporality ; this caused the unexpected hiatus with Design X.3,
Joining the Wildlands Project – the tides do not allow me to reach the
shore or even to pass the coral reef, I am biding my time until then.
And some other times, I see unusual ripples on the surface, like so
many new riddles to solve – what could lie under ? Are there just
shallows or an island waiting to rise above the waters ? Designs X.4
and X.5 are among them. This is me, taking my small catamaran under
favourable winds, having a closer look at those ripples ; they are flash-
designs, to assess the potential of a given site.
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DESIGN X.1 : LES GRIPOUSSES

FROM FELLED POPLAR PLANTATION TO WILD, FOREST, DISPLAY & VEGETABLE GARDENS.

Clients

My goals
as a client

Start producing
& harvesting food.

Have a shelter.

My goals
as a designer

Try the four farming
principles of
Masanobu Fukuoka.

Try Whitefield's
framework.

Alexis
& myself

Design serious guidelines
for land-management
to present to Alexis
(my friend & co-owner
of the land).

Alexis' goals

Have a secluded place
in a rural area
to experiment building,
find occasional refuge
& observe nature.
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Nantes

BRITTANY

PAYSDE
LA LOIRE

La Loire

Design X.1
LesGripousses

© OpenStreetMap

Context

Date : July 2020 and ongoing.

Five years ago, in July 2015, I was visiting Les
Gripousses for the first time. I was back from a
contract as a landscape architect in the low
mountains of Auvergne, where I almost bought a
piece of land with an old stone house. I chose this
area for a two main reasons : it was close from Le
Pont de l’Ouen, a small lake in the heart of the
marshes of Goulaine where I was taught how to
fish and this meant that I would never lack water,
which was one of my main concern at the time. A
month later, I was allowed to scythe the tall
grasses of this former poplar plantation, felled six
months earlier, that were originally four small
grazing fields, separated by traditional hedgerows
only 30 years ago. On January 6th, 2016, I became
the owner of Les Gripousses.

This land was never meant to be a real place
to live, it was an experiment from the start. I
wanted to observe how an ecosystem bounces back
from such a radical change. I wanted a place to try
wild foraging, grow plants and build small cabins –
totally illegally, but with a precise goal, to build
light structures and prove that a human could live
on a piece of land without damaging the
ecosystem, and even improving it. I wanted to
plant an orchard on the first year, instead I made

two lasagna beds, where all the seedlings were
eaten every night by the slugs. Discouraged, I
decided to observe. A year passed, another… late
2017, I decided to start building an A-Frame cabin,
to test my skills. After the structure was blown by a
storm in early 2018, I forgot about doing something
on Les Gripousses – I was about to spend half the
year abroad and the other half I did not know. This
is when Alexis asked if he could spend some time
there, to try a few things, as he wanted to set one of
his geodesic dome up. I said yes, later we agreed on
becoming co-owners and the A-Frame cabin
became his project ; he took my structure,
reinforced it and completed it. I tried to plant a few
bald cypresses, they were always moved around by
boars… so I realized that planting trees in the open
was a bad idea, which lead me to plant my ‘year-
round-fruit orchard’ in the middle of the brambles
in December 2018.

Observe and interact. I had always wanted to
do a design on this land and somehow never dared
to. It seemed that every month, something new was
sprouting, wildlife and wild plants were making
the most of Les Gripousses. With Project X though,
I needed to do a serious design about the main
island of the archipelago… Les Gripousses deserve a
place of honour in my diploma work and it is about
time that I design this site as a whole.
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Content

WHITEFIELD'S FRAMEWORK

Base map

N

1 0 metres

existing pond

major dogwood clump

Blue-green :
Hedgerows with tall ash

trees, 50 years old, young
ash trees, small trees

(willows...) and shrubs.

Green :
Young ash trees, young

oaks, max. 4 metres high,
where the shadow is too

thick for brambles to live.
Among them can be found
white willows and osiers.

Light-green :
Overstorey of poplars, up
to 1 0 metres, with a light
shadow that allows young

ash trees to pierce and
brambles to grow.

Orange :
Clearings and generally
hotspots, herbaceous

species dominant.
They are slowly invaded
by brambles and a few

young trees - mostly ash
and sometimes poplar.

Dark-green :
Brambles with hawthorns

and blackthorns. They
prepare the ground for

trees to grow.

dead oak

geodesic dome

A-frame cabin

first access

second access

the gingko couple,
where the two subjects
are planted on each side
of the path

the three friends :
an american oak, an osier
and a white willow

the first orchard,
where the 22 fruit trees
were planted

main clearing

The "step" (see Landform
section, page 1 44) - the
land south of this line is
drier than the rest, even

during the winter.

second main clearing

comfrey spot
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Dark grey :
Hedgerows with tall ash
trees shade a wide area
with a dense shadow.

Shadow mapping & exclusion zone.

Dark blue :
The shadow of young

trees, shrubs and
brambles is dense for the
ground but the area they

shade is not spreading far,
as young trees are still

small and gaps in
brambles often allow for

trees to find a way up.

Light blue :
Poplars have a very light

shade, where other
species can grow and
sometimes pierce the

canopy. There are several
small clearings that

receive a few hours of
daylight in the summer.

Hotspots :
Areas receiving the most

light. Protected from
winds of all directions,

they are the warmest and
driest areas of the land in

the summer.

White dotted line :
zone of exclusion
between the hedgerow
and the dotted line,
encircling the whole land,
shrubs are growing freely.
It is a 5-metres buffer
against chemical sprays
and views from outside.

N

1 0 metres
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Site Survey

Biodiversity.

January 2016, when I got full landownership,
the ecosystem was greatly disturbed – the
monoculture of poplars was felled a year before
and heavy machinery left scars on the land, now
filled with the winter waters.

July 2020, the poplar (sprouts from the
stumps) range from 2 to 10 metres high, oaks grow
up to 2 metres maximum and in between, ash trees
reach 4 metres in some areas. They form a thick
hedge, sometimes 15 metres wide, on the south-
west length of the land, where brambles in the
under-storey are dead and dry. The hedges of ash
tree, blackthorn, hawthorn, grew willow, goat
willow, dogwood, european spindle and rose hip on
the north-east length of the land are now thick and
wide, sometimes up to 20 metres. In this north-east
hedge, two large oaks – one of them is dead, its bark
is slowly peeling. Large clumps of bramble are
colonizing from the hedges, ready to take this land
to its climax, a mixed temperate forest of ash tree
and oak. Among them, a few white willows and
osiers pierce – there are less than a dozen on the
land. There is one surprise in this local flora : an
american oak. Several clearings remain, where no
trees nor shrubs grow and brambles are very
slowly advancing – the ground is populated by a
diversity of hydrophile poaceae and micro-ditches
left by the engines are covered with marsh
buttercup and the occasional soft rush. Here and
there, yellow dock, curly dock, nettle, purple
marshlocks, comfrey as single individuals or in
small clumps.

Along the years, I observed many animals.
When the trees were young, the first years, boars
were visiting – now only roe deer come and they do
so very frequently. Thin paths, made by foxes, are
regularly changing, crossing the land here and
there. In the vineyards close by, hares can be seen
in the early hours of the day. Mice, voles and
shrews can be heard in the grasses. Agile frogs,
grass snakes, slow worms and numerous different
lizards were encountered along the years. From
eaten empty shells, I guess hedgehogs also live
here. A mating couple of common buzzard was
spotted in one of my ash tree, after many years of

(right, top to bottom) From th e sou th -ea st en d , J a n u a ry
2 01 6. • Lookin g to th e sou th -ea st en d , five yea rs a n d a

h a lf la ter, J u ly 2 02 0. • Th e d ea d oa k, close from th e
clea rin g of th e A-Fra m e ca bin , in th e n orth -ea st h ed g e.
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seeing single individuals flying in the area. One or
two woodpeckers strike trunks since early 2020.
Many small birds can be observed regularly :
robins, blue tits, grey tits, common blackbirds,
starlings. Western temperate arthropods are
common : black ants, red ants, many spiders,
beetles, ladybirds, bees of all kinds, wasps, hornets,
flies, mosquitoes, horse-flies and ticks. Some
uncommon species : stag beetles, praying mantises,
longhorn beetles, damselflies and dragonflies. And
last but not least : snails and slugs of all species.

Landform.

Les Gripousses are 5 to 6 metres above the sea
level, with a difference of less than 1,5 metre from
the upper sout-east end to the lower north-west
end. The slope is regular (1 to 2%), except for one
“step” of 5% (see base maps) that marks a limit
between where the land is inundated (from 1 to 3
centimetres of water above the ground level) and
where it is heavily wet (water is not visible unless
pressed under the foot, then forming temporarily a
tiny puddle). The micro-topography is fully man-
made, from the engines that felled and extracted
the trees – water stagnates in the ruts.

A pond, approximately 50m², with a very gentle
slope (most likely for cattle to drink), located at the
north-east corner, has maximal depth of 2,7 metres.

Late frost was a major concern the first years
(2016 and 2017), the young oaks and ash trees were
all “beheaded” - the top bud for most of them was
frozen and they all carry a scar, their vertical line
broken, at human waist level, from where they
continued growing, choosing to either form a fork
or to let one of the side bud take the lead towards
the sky. The climate crisis coupled to the growth of
the hedges make Les Gripousses and almost frost
free land. The hedges now protect all plants from
the winds and the clearings collect a massive
amount of heat on sunny days.

Climate & microclimate.

Les Gripousses benefit from the temperate
oceanic climate typical of Loire-Atlantique
(département). Winters are mild and rainy, with
temperatures from 1°C to 9°C, summers are mild,
with temperatures from 17°C to 35°C and several
days of heat and drought each year. Rains are
frequent (120 days) but gentle, with an average of
800 millimetres per year and a relative air
moisture of 80%. Winds are generally from the
north, north-west and west. The proximity of the
Goulaine marshes make the micro-climate of Les
Gripousses slightly colder and much moister than

the averages, with frequent foggy days. The
difference between night and day temperatures on
any given day is bigger – the sensation of cold in
the morning and in the evening is increased by the
high humidity. The average hours of sunshine is
1956 hours per annum, making the growing season
extend from late March to late October.

The climate conditions to grow plants are
excellent, as the numerous parks and gardens with
thriving tropical plants acclimated in Nantes
confirm.

Water.

Being on the border of the main marshes
around Nantes, Les Gripousses are subjected to the
water management of the mixed association of
Goulaine. The flow of the water from those
marshes is controlled and is linked to the flow of
the Loire, which is very close to the end of its
course and subjected to the Atlantic Ocean tides.
The management is a political, cultural and
ecological issue, as farmers, hunters and elected
representatives have a say in it. The management
observed so far is as follow : water is held in the
marshes for as long as possible in the spring, then
early summer (end of June, beginning of July) the
water flows to the Loire, emptying my land in a
matter of two to three weeks (observations from
the pond), to reach a relatively dry period for a
couple months. In the autumn, depending on the
negotiations (mostly for hunters), water is allowed
back in, flooding my land swiftly in a matter of one
to two weeks. One has to understand that the water
comes from the ground, it is like a giant sponge,
swelling from below and reaching its saturation
every year during the winter.

The high clay ratio in the ground causes
various specificities. Even during the dry period,
the water remains on the surface of the land for
several days after heavy rainfalls. Still, plants are
suffering during droughts because clay retracts,
thus severing the contact between the roots, the
soil and the mycorrhiza. On the opposite, they
suffer from the excess of water during extended
period of times. The huge difference of moisture in
the soil is the main source of stress for plants in
this area.

On the other side of the path, on the south-
west length, is a ditch that drains the vineyards
south of Les Gripousses but has no effect on them.
Another ditch, north-east of Les Gripousses, is
supposed to drain the other vineyard, but it is
always full of water during the winter and water
surfaces on the vineyard ground.
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(right to left, top to bottom) Th e d itch
a lon g sid e th e ped estria n h ikin g tra il
h a s a la rg e va riety of hyd roph ile
pla n ts, J u ly 2 02 0. • Th e cu be a n d th e
sph ere were m a d e with th e soil
sa m pled a n d sh own in th e pictu res
below, with ou t a ny a d d ition a l wa ter,
on ly from th e m oistu re of th e
g rou n d . Oxid ised iron tra ces ca n
clea rly be seen on th e su rfa ce of th e
sph ere. Th e pyra m id wa s sa m pled in
th e clea rin g of th e A-Fra m e ca bin ,
wh ere th ere is m u ch less sa n d , its
su rfa ce looks sm ooth er th a n th e two
oth ers. • Th e profile of th e first
sa m ple site, wh ere cla y a n d sa n d ca n
be id en tified clea rly, wh ile oxid ised
iron d ots ca n be spotted . • Th e ja r
from th is sa m e site sh owin g a very
h om og en eou s m ix of sa n d a n d cla y,
with a n u n d eterm in ed (bu t sm a ll)
proportion of silt (lower pa rt) a n d a
d ifferen t type of fin er cla y (u pper
pa rt, slig h tly d a rker) .
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Services.

No electricity, no underground nor overhead
wires.

Soil.

From the geologic maps, the site is located on
the depression of Goulaine, mainly composed or
coming from gneiss. Its soil, a mix of sand and clay,
is thick and subject to waterlogging. They are
multicoloured, with spots and veins of iron, either
red to orange when oxidised or grey blue to green
when reduced and with black dots due to iron-
manganese precipitations. The regular saturation of
water leads to asphyxia : there is mostly anaerobic
bacterial activity, the creation of the clay-humus
complex is drastically impaired leading to a thin to
very thin top-soil, the fauna and flora capable of
thriving in these conditions is rare.

The site observation confirms those
statements, with a top-soil thickness ranging from
11-12 centimetres to less than 3 centimetres,
following the general slope – the highest point
having the thickest top-soil. Two core samples
were made in July 2020, to a depth of 50
centimetres. The visual observation and touch
confirm the sand-clay mix, with a variation of the
mix sliding to a very high proportion of clay
compared to sand for the sample taken from the
lower point of the site. Despite the general dryness
of the land and very few rains in the past weeks,
the ground was still fresh and humid and I was

able to form little volumes by rolling samples in
my palms.

I conducted another test, to assess the
homogeneity of the lower soil horizon, where clay
is clearly abundant. The sample is placed in a jar,
filled with water and when the mix is almost
liquid, the jar is shaken thoroughly to identify the
different elements – usually a mix of clay, sand and
silt. Sometimes clay and silt can be confused, as the
distinction cannot be made with our bare eyes, so I
stick to a global interpretation of this test.

Plants.

The indigenous plants are typical of this area
of wet lands. There are a few dozens I still have not
identified, mostly herbaceous.

In October 2017, I planted a yellow bamboo
stump in the southern corner – as of January 2020
it is growing slowly, despite being covered by
blackthorns and hawthorns.

In December 2018, I planted 22 fruit trees and
vines : apricot (1), peach (2), kiwi (3), cherry (3),
hazelnut (2), walnut (1), pear (3), apple (3), plum (2)
and grapevine (2). As of July 2020, dead subjects
because of drought or roe deer (bark eaten):
hazelnut (2), kiwi (3), peach (1), pear (1) ; badly
harmed by roe deer : apple (2), cherry (1).

In November 2019, I planted 5 gingko bilobas I
had collected in Japan as seedlings. As of July 2020,
two are alive and well.

(above)On e of th e two g in g ko
biloba s, protected from roe d eer
by bra m bles a n d a wire a n d
protected from slu g s by a pla stic
bottle, J u ly 2 02 0.
(left) Fru it trees ju st pla n ted ,
Decem ber 2 01 8.
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Animals.

The only two species with which I have had
problem in the past five years are roe deers and
slugs, as they are numerous and harm the plants
my plants at different levels : bark and young leaves.

Structures.
Two small buildings, without foundations –

either laying on pallets or on flat stones : A-Frame
cabin and geodesic dome. The first is a living space,
with a small stove and impervious (despite being
humid in the midst of winter) and the second is a
storing space (that has known a serious cover
problem during winter 2019-2020, currently
covered with tarpaulins). They are occasional
refuges, for a couple nights a month, for both
Alexis and I.

Access.

Two paths run alongside Les Gripousses. On
the south-west length, it is a pedestrian hiking trail
and farming access to lands around ; there used to
be an access from the southern corner of my land
which is now closed by blackthorns and brambles.
On the north-east length, a municipal path, half
covered with shrubs and trees on its northern end,
gives access to a small hayfield and a vineyard
north of Les Gripousses. It has two accesses to Les
Gripousses, one in front of the entrance of the
hayfield and the other right in the middle of the
north-east length. They are narrow, no wider than
a metre, with rose hips arching over them.

The paths on the land are even narrower ; one
has to weave one’s way under the branches, among
the numerous young trees or be careful of the ruts
under one’s feet. For the first three years, I would
not cut any plant and follow the deer paths and
sometimes fox paths. Since 2019, when Alexis
opened a straight line in the brambles, I started
managing our main paths – and I modelled Alexis’
straight path into a meander. The main clearing is
quite far from the A-Frame clearing, it is the path
that requires most work as it goes through poplars,
ash trees and brambles, all of them growing densely.

(right, top to bottom) Fox pa th , wh ere I u su a lly cra wl.. . •
. . . a n d roe d eer pa th , th a t I keep clea r to wa lk,

seca tors in h a n d , J u ly 2 02 0.
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Beauty.

It is always evolving and charmed me at first
sight. Now, in July 2020, that it is slowly becoming a
forest, the feeling changed a lot from what I could
observe in January 2016. I could see from one corner
to the other, my eyes could embrace all 9031m² at
once. I can barely see the tallest trees of the hedges
now, as shrubs are growing bigger every year.

One could see inside the land from the
outside paths in 2016. In January 2020, despite most
hedgerows being composed of deciduous species,
their thickness prevents most curious looks. In July
2020, nothing of the inside can be seen from the
outside, all leaves blocking the view.

Miscellaneous.

On a short term vision, floods are the main
risk. Chemicals sprayed by neighbouring farmers
may also have an impact on my land.

On a long term vision and according to sea level
rise predictions, the marshes ofGoulaine will go right
up to my land within the next fifty years, which will
make it completely waterlogged all year long.

Boundaries.

My closest neighbour, who possesses the
hayfield and closer vineyard to the north, uses

synthetic chemicals. He is a lovely man though,
aware that I spend time here and that I have a
cabin – he does not care about it, he even told me
that everyone in the area was doing things a little
bit illegal around here and, as long as no one tells,
well, no one is the wiser. He has a piece of land,
located north of his vineyard, with a large pond
and shelters to hold parties…

The next neighbour, buildings to the south-east,
is a vineyard that cares not for the environment.
They fill an open reservoir of the barrels cleaning
water during the year (which is strictly forbidden in
France) and empty it in a near grove on a piece of
land whose ownership is unknown every summer
(which is also strictly forbidden).

This creates an odd status-quo, between the
three of us.

Five to eight times a year, on Sundays, from
September to March, the municipal path is a
standing shooting line for hunters, waiting for
preys to be driven to them by the other hunters in
the wood. Thus the municipality manages this
path, cutting the grass and the outer side of my
hedge, with professional material but blunt blades,
harming my trees and shrubs.

Hikers can be heard during the summer, from
May to October on the pedestrian trail. From
November to late April, there is too much water in
the path north of Les Gripousses for people to walk.

(below, left to right) Ped estria n h ikin g tra il, on th e sou th -west len g th . Les
Gripou sses a re on th e left of th e pictu re, J u ly 2 02 0. • Mu n icipa l pa th , on th e

n orth -ea st len g th . Th e vin eya rd on th e left belon g s to m y n ice n eig h bou r
a n d in th e ba ckg rou n d is th e h a yfield , J u ly 2 02 0.
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(left to right, top to bottom) Th e m a in clea rin g , th a t
bra m bles a n d a sh trees a re slowly sta rtin g to colon ize,
J u ly 2 02 0. • Th e A-Fra m e ca bin a n d wh a t rem a in s of its
clea rin g , wh ere n ow m a ny you n g a sh trees h a ve
sprou ted , J u ly 2 02 0. • Lookin g to th e ea st from th e roof
of th e A-Fra m e ca bin ; even from a h ig h poin t of view, th e
vista s a re lim ited , it is n ow a g reen cocoon , J u ly 2 02 0.
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Questionnaires

Since 2018, Alexis has mostly worked on the
A-Frame cabin. It slowed down a lot this winter,
the cabin being almost finished but not quite.
Alexis has also developed, in the past months, a
serious curiosity for plants. From the very
beginning of our co-ownership, it was stated that

Alexis’ questionnaire.

Whatdo/didyou like particularly?
The first time I saw the land, no real neighbours, quite
big (almost a hectare), the hedgerows I loved, as
much for they beauty than for the privacy they offer.
Despite the ruts, I had the vision of an amazing
potential, I could picture myself here. The very young
poplar sprouts were a good sign to me.
When I pictured myself as a co-owner, plants had
grown a lot, reinforcing the privacy of the land as a
safe haven, it appealed to me.

Whatdo/didyou dislike particularly?
Ruts from engines and the water sector very difficult
to manage (drought and flood). But nothing that I
really disliked. I feared the brambles, but I learnt how
to live with them.

Whatwasyourvision ?
No real vision. At first, I wanted to have animals
pasture the land periodically – I soon realised it was
not possible. I would like to plant fruit trees, but I
would never have a vegetable garden there. It is
mostly a place of experiments for me, I wanted to
test my self, what kind of relationship I would have
with this place afar (28 kilometres away from my
house), with this place that I would not visit very
often, how I would socialise with its nature, what
happens in these kind of places, learn with Arnaud.

Whatabout the cabin andthe geodesicdome ?
Here, I clearly dived into what I know best, as a kind of
comforting move : building cabins. If I wanted to
socialise with this unknown place, I had to find a
reason to come regularly and to have a familiar object
or subject to which I could apply my skills, something
familiar with what I would be comfortable to get out
of my comfort zone on other aspects. To spend some
time there, I needed to start with a process of
appropriation.

Yourdesires, vision forthe years to come ?
I t is a refuge, a personal haven, to which I will devote
less and less time as the peak in activity with the
cabin is now behind me. To observe how it evolves,
from time to time, I now turn my attention towards
the plants, to observe the trees, their care, their
management.
Fruit trees do catch my interest, but I am already
satisfied with the spontaneous mix of oak-ash-poplar,
I want to see them grow. And the few trees Arnaud
has decided to plant (gingkos and bald cypresses) , I
am happy with it, I want to see how they will thrive. I
am not knowledgeable about the flora, so I am
already glad to get to learn what grow spontaneously.

his focus was on the construction, the cabin and
mine was on plants and the general ecosystem of
Les Gripousses. In 2020, seeing that Alexis was less
and less coming to the land and with my visions
for the land, I wanted to re-assess the status of our
co-ownership.

(below) A-Fra m e ca bin a n d g eod esic d om e
u n d er con stru ction , th e m a in projects of Alexis,

J a n u a ry 2 01 9.
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My questionnaire.

Basics.
I t is the main island of my archipelago of sites. It is where I would go if
”everything” falls apart. It is a place where I go regularly in any case, as
a haven of calm, a place where I can rejuvenate myself.
As a co-owner and with Alexis’ questionnaire, my tenure is that I am
more involved in Les Gripousses than him, as I want this land to
become a place to produce food and enjoy its beauty. My direct impact
on this land will be more visible than Alexis’.

Wants.
I love the wild aspect, the privacy, the biodiversity. I also store there, in
dry tanks, some of my belongings. I want to keep these aspects while
finding ways to implement new uses.
Grow food, integrate display plants I love, host small events (just like
Design VI .1 ) , eventually live on it if things go bad. Hosting events is
already possible, I now want to concentrate on growing food, build a
little eco-dwelling with materials existing on site (as much as possible)
and make a beautiful display garden (or several) on this land. I need
this new building site to be well hidden from view, both terrestrial
(pedestrians) and aerial (drones, helicopters, planes…). I want the food
production to be diversified, both in methods and harvests : vegetable
garden, forest gardening, foraging… Then I would extend the places
where to host small events, a new area where wild and cultivated
aspects of the land can meet that is far from the existing cabin and the
projected new dwelling.
The produces will be only for me, to build up my food sovereignty –
drying plants and storing them included.
I would like to import as few industrial material as possible to reach
these goals, make the most of what this site offers.

Resources.
I know how to build with cob, rammed earth, lime & hemp, basic small
carpentry. There are ash trees that could be felled and used, the soil is
rich in clay and sand that could be used to build. If I ask a few friends,
they might be up for a participative building week next summer ! I have
a decent gardening knowledge, both for display and edible aspects.
Main building and gardening hand-tools are on-site.
I may devote every week-end to this project – that is one to two days a
week, every week, for the next five months (until December 2020).
With a new job, I can dedicate up to 200€ a month to this project,
preferably as investments.

General.
I t is an amazing resting place.
The thing I would change first, minimum change for greatest effect, are
the paths – they need widening and serious flattening to walk with a
loaded wheelbarrow.
Other than that… everything is great !

Th e secon d a ccess on th e n orth -ea st len g th , J u ly 2 02 0.
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Evaluation
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Design proposals

N

1 0 metres

Aims.

The main aims are
producing food, building new
dwellings and increase the
diversity of plants with display
garden (or several small ones).

The will to keep a wild zone
meets the will to have a meeting
zone where humans are here to
abide by the rules of their
surroundings (quiet, etc.).

Getting from one point of the
land to the other end with relative
ease is a practical aim that has a
priority, as it will be useful for all
the aims presented above.
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N

1 0 metres

Concepts.

Efficient energy planning :
sector, zone, slope. The zoning
made here corresponds to uses of
the land most of the year ; when
visiting friends are here, during
the summer, the zoning slides to
have another zone 0 materialized
by the A-Frame cabin, while the
perimeter around it becomes zone
1 for a limited time.

Zone 0 are the dwellings,
which is the building site for now.
Zone 1 is the vegetable garden that
will include display plants for my
enjoyment, closest to the dwelling
area – as it hosts fragile young
plants, a protections against slugs
and roe deer is needed ; zone 1
also includes the logistics area,
located right at the entrance of
the site. Zone 1 is divided by the
“step” (also see map page 141),
which offers two different land
micro-altitudes, thus enabling a
seasonal occupation and a new
pond will be dug in the lower part,
to have water in the summer and
materials to build with the soil
removed. Zone 2 is the forest
garden, where interactions will be
very frequent the first years to
plant fruit trees and establish
edible perennials. The edible path
is between zone 2 and zone 3, as it
will receive a lot of attention the
first years to establish edible
plants, but they will be left to a
wild management, plants that
thrive will do so because they are
adapted, I will not modify the
environment abruptly to fit their
needs. It is the main moving axis
of the site and will divide itself in
many sub-paths when reaching
the forest garden and vegetable
garden : its quality will remain the
same for efficient movement - flat
and wide. Zone 3 is the extension
of the original pond, with a wet
display garden where sturdy
plants with a seasonal interest
will be placed, the management
there will mainly consist in
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keeping the area open. Zone 4 is everything on this
concept map not circled and includes the ‘Wild
zone’ (see map page 153), limited on its outline by
zone 5, which is the zone of exclusion (see map
page 142), where all shrubs grow freely.

Earth Care : I have been fidgetting around
this design for a while, as I first thought that it
would be best not to touch anything and let it
grow ; I would be the owner and protector of a land
where relative wilderness would express itself
freely. The appeal to be part of it, as a human, was
too strong and I have been struggling quite some
time with these feelings, accepting them at times
(building the cabin, planting the first orchard) and
rejecting them at other times (cabin in 2017, a gap
year, orchard in 2018, another gap year, explored
and cut down brambles and young ash trees in
2019 in what became the building site and offered
the micro-festival [see Design VI.1] , another few
months of gap and then, 2020, this design). What
convinced me in the end is the incredible strength
and resilience of the small spaces I had troubled –
plants, especially brambles, would grow back twice
as strong and colonizing even more densely the
areas I had cleared. Now I realise that I can be part
of this, flatten the paths, cut back trees and
brambles, in a matter of a couple years if I do not
do it, wilderness will take everything back and
more. To reach my aims, I will have to open spaces
to light to grow food and plant display perennials
and I am good with that. Building a dwelling with
the soil from the site will help create another pond.
All these changes will create new areas of
exchanges where I expect biodiversity to be high
and beneficial to all living beings.

People care : the site being currently very
difficult to walk through, creating and maintaining
clear and flat paths will ease my life as the main
user of the land and will also be of help to show the
beauty of the site to friends visiting. Les
Gripousses are to become a model of what can be
done with planned land-management, so that even
my neighbours may benefit from it one day – I am
hoping for the best – this is the best educational
tool I have at hand.

Fair shares : the food production is currently
low for humans but high for all other beings. By
increasing the edible crops, others will benefit
from it as I am sure that not all the food produced
will end up in my plate ! When trees are mature, I
expect to be overwhelmed with fruits that I will

gladly share ; probably by organizing self-harvest
week-ends in the years to come. Increasing my
food sovereignty will thus decrease my impact on
lands far from France, thus reducing – even if it is
just a drop in the ocean – the stress I put on
agricultural lands and my need for industrial
processes (packaging, preservation, etc.).

Nature provides - adapted food is site specific
& time related. The first years will be test years of
this principle. As a human, I intend to be more
grounded, ultra-locally and transition slowly, from
only grown food, to a mix of grown and foraged
food. This involves a lot of extra observation, plant
identification on site. It is also a way to regulate
the few ingredients that I eat slightly out of their
outdoor growing season, like tomatoes. This means
that I will go back to a very old European diet, to
which I should be adapted and of which the only
solanaceae that thrive are potatoes.

No herbicide – weeds must be controled, not
eradicated. No dependence to synthetic chemicals.
These principles, I have followed them since I
began gardening. I have always weeded manually,
so this is not a problem and it should not be either
with a hyper-dense planting method to avoid
competition from weeds in the vegetable garden
and the forest garden. The temptation to use
synthetic chemicals, I will admit it, remains
regarding slug control... my strategy to avoid this is
to create a rotting area that will attract them away
from my growing area, create a dry corridor
around it to complicate their moves and protect
seedlings (most likely with plastic bottles).

No cultivation : no till, no ploughing – soil
fertility comes naturally. No synthetic fertilizer or
prepared compost – mulching and crop covers are
key. These principles are really tricky with the soil
I have, where aerobic activity is very reduced and
organic matter decomposes slowly. I will try a
winter nitrogen fixing crops and practice in place
composting, as I have in the market vegetable
garden I worked at in Switzerland, which has
proved its efficiency. Next year, if winter crops
could not grow, I might consider working on the
first centimetres of the soil or bring tons of organic
matter, to give a good head start to then follow the
principles fully.
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Details.

The coming year will be a preparation year. For the years to
come, I will continue observing and I keep the vision expressed in the
map page 154 for the long-term. The actual drawing will be made
directly on site, every season, as I will weave with the existing trees to
use the natural distribution, as much as I can.

The first thing is to open an area of roughly 800 m², which means
removing the young trees, cutting the grass. On this area, a space of 50
m² will be chosen to dig the pond – I will try to go deep enough to find
the underlying water in the summer ; this will be done in August 2020.
All around it, a perimeter pathway will be materialized by a small
ditch and hump, which will be kept plant-free and sprayed with ashes
and coffee ground when available, as an experimental barrier against
slugs – repelant, too dry in the summer and filled with water in the
winter. An experimental fence will be installed, 2 metres high, with
wire at five different hights to prevent roe deer from entering the
cultivated space.

The soil removed will be placed in the building area, where I will
conduct the first tests to assess the building quality of the clay-sand
mix existing on site. The goal is to use it as a binder for hemp strands,
or as a cob mix, or for the rammed earth technique.

Good nitrogen fixer and well-known winter crop, the guild rye-
vetch is well adapted to my climate. The mix has a 75/25 ratio, so that
the rye stems will be numerous enough to hold the vetch climbers. It
will be sown during the first weeks of October 2020, where the
vegetable garden is planned. To prevent them from being eaten by
animals, I will try the earth-coating method by Masanobu Fukuoka :
seeds are coated using a creamy clay based soil mix, so that seeds do
not attract the birds. By the time they sprout, slug activity should be
reduced so that most of the seedlings will make it to the next spring.

The main paths (one metre width) should be cleared and leveled
before November 2020, when the land becomes waterlogged. In the
meantime, I will sow all my apple seeds in pots and have them winter
in the vegetable garden area.

Winter will be the time for cutting my tallest ash trees and
polarding the others – from the big sections I may plan a small
carpentry work for the dwellings and from the small sections I will
make firewood. It is also a good time to cut willows and make those
cuttings root to propagate them for future uses (for climbers to grow,
to weave baskets, etc.).

March 2021, my experimental guild of two staple crops will be
sown the vegetable garden area : potatoes and white lupin, the latter
being sown with the same method as the rye-vetch guild. The other
crops are undetermined yet, but here are the guilds that I will try for
the vegetable garden - they all mix edible crops with a flowering or
medicinal interest :

• wormwood-leek-carrot-onion,
• calendula-chard-rocket-parsnip,
• marigold-beetroot-cabbage,
• camomile-beans-sweetcorn-squash.

Th e rye-vetch g u ild , wa itin g to be coa ted a n d sown , J u ly 2 02 0.
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Evaluation

This design is not implemented, so no evaluation can be made on
this aspect. The aim of the design was to have clear plans of action for
the months to come – this is a success. The unexpected good news were
the soil analysis, which turned out to reveal very interesting qualities
for building – although I do not know to which technique it is best
suited. Another surprise turned out to be the actual mapping of the
site, which I had never done before ; I realised that I had a false mind
map in my head, with distorted notions of the surfaces and widths of
the hedgerows.

Reflection

As a designer, I chose not to explain in detail the planting plans &
construction details, I just presented the few major guilds I intented to
start with for edible plants, as it is more the process than the actual
technical ability that is assessed in the portfolio. With this design, I
wanted to offer a full-scale and detailed analysis of the site, which
perfectly fitted the Whitefield’s framework ! I followed its steps
carefully and diligently, as if I had never designed before. It turned out
to be a refreshing experience, very soothing as the process is well
explained in The Earth Care Manual. Very adapted to land-based
designs, it reminded me of the Blois’ method ; I will definitely try to
blend the two together in a future design to get the most out of the two
frameworks.

Most of the tools I used had been explored before, some remained
and they were perfect for this design. The desire lines and traffic
analysis tool was ideal, I only showed a couple pictures as I have not
done a detailed mapping – the main reason is that it would take too
much time on such a large site ; detailed mapping of paths is useful
when one needs to optimize its land use, especially on a small parcel,
which is not the case here. The shadow mapping was useful to add
information not only about the areas but also about the types of
shadow, which had a great importance with the tree species present
here. Regarding the design of the forest garden, it will take place next
year (in 2021), the priority being to diversify my food production – I
already have one subject of all the fruits I want on the land which I
can propagate on my own, so that can wait.

As a gardener, the guilds I presented are taken from past
experiences when it comes to edible crops, but the addition of a flower
or medicinal plant with them is brand new in my practice, I am
looking forward to seeing them grow !

As a landscape architect, it is always satisfying to work on a land-
based design. The enjoyment also comes from the small patches of
display gardens that I will get to design in detail and plant with species
I have long adored in other gardens and can finally be on my own
piece of land.

As primary user of the land, this design is like a long-awaited
present I am doing to myself. I am finally allowing myself to take
action on Les Gripousses, which is thrilling – and a little bit scary. I do
not regret those five years of observation, nor do I regret the first
things I did there – cabin and orchard included. I am ready to consider
Les Gripousses as my gardens.
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FINAL REVIEW
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CONCLUSION

It has been a crazy three years, where the
diploma was always in the back of my head.
Guiding some of my thoughts, helping me with
most decisions. It was not three years of everyday
work though, it felt more like peaks and hiatus of
diploma activity, when I think of actually
designing, writing or sketching – the
implementation phases where part of my life. Here
is a small compendium of my after-diploma
thoughts and ideas.

I had not expected at all where this diploma
would lead me, nor in which depths I would
explore many philosophical, spiritual, or even
technical aspects of life. I did not think that
designing would take more space it my life than
when I started. I evolved in ways I had absolutely
not anticipated. Permaculture sure is information
and imagination intensive.

When I started working on the diploma, the
amount of tools and frameworks at disposal baffled
me. Now that I had a try at a variety of them, I can
see why the list is so long and I am only beginning
to see the full potential of them all.

During the last stretch of the diploma, while
being assessed, I was critical of the diploma system
and its accreditation boxes where I had to fit. How
can a holistic movement be assessed through
boxes, which contain categories in which to fit ?
Where life does not necessarily fit ? Where prolific
thought does not ? What do we do of non-
discriminative knowledge as was so encouraged by
Masanobu Fukuoka ?

My comprehension of the assessment system
only came after several runs of corrections, during
both intermediary and final portfolio assessment. I
realised that what I was criticising was actually
what I did not understand fully. In terms of what is
assessed and of what I myself presented ; most
times, what I could not fit in the criteria was
simply something that was not clear in my head
and poorly explained on paper. The frame offered
by the diploma system gives the opportunity to
follow steady guidelines and one should try to go
by its rules at least once, to commit fully to them,
to grasp the full potential of it. And once this is
done, if not fully satisfied, one may try to enhance
and design improvements... This was a great lesson
of humility for me.

The work that you just read was made thanks
to simple tools, accessible to most westerners : a
digital camera (bought in 2013), a computer
(salvaged in 2011, repaired and upgraded in 2016),
an external hard-drive (bought in 2014), two usb
devices (bought in 2018), paper notebooks, pens and
markers. The costs involved were very limited – it
is only because I love Moleskine notebooks, which
are expensive, that my budget on this aspect is
quite high.

As for softwares, I was trained as a landscape
architect with the Adobe Suite (Photoshop,
InDesign, Illustrator) which is extremely expensive
and now only available on a monthly subscription,
while it only runs on Microsoft Windows or Apple
Operating Systems, which are not cheap either. So I
went the open-source and free road. I chose a user-
friendly distribution of Linux, called Ubuntu and
because my computer is old and its components
tired, I could not install the main version so I ran
with Lubuntu (L for light). To replace Photoshop, I
used Gimp and Darktable (the latter mostly for
photo editing) ; but I must tell you that I had a few
runs with Photoshop for some image cleaning as I
am not familiar enough with Gimp. To replace
InDesign, I chose Scribus – and it turned out that it
also replaces Illustrator, as vectorial drawing on
Scribus is delightful.

To be honest, most of my designs were first
made on paper and then digitalised to offer a
professional look to my finished work. This does
not mean that informatics are needed to produce
designs – the computer part took place during the
last six months of the diploma, when six designs
were already implemented. I wonder, would it be
possible to do a whole diploma, just using
notebooks, not electricity involved ?

My next designs may well be on paper and
implemented, yet never go through the computer
stage, and that is empowering too.

The title I had originally chosen summarises
my diploma well : I did go from being a landscape
architect to a permaculturist. And also a guardian
of life. And simply, a human being conscious of his
place among all beings.
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REVIEW OF RELEVANT ACTIVITIES

&
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Euterpe Yogart

Room in
Rouen

Master T35D,
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garden design

Bonneveau

Gripousses'
nights &
days Overlays

Powering
through
the diploma

Les Gripousses
Water cycle

COMPLETED &
PRESENTED IN
THE PORTFOLIO

PRESENTED IN THE
PORTFOLIO &
ONGOING OR

TO BE CONTINUED

From the beginning of my diploma work, being a landscape
architect, I wanted to get out of my comfort zone and explore non-
land-based designs.

Looking at the areas of activity, according to the Guide to
Accreditation, my work fits in the following :

Administration and organisational design (VI, VIII)
Architecture, building and retrofitting (III, IV, X)
Community Development (VI)
Design Consultancy (II, V)
Education (V, VII)
Personal development, and the ‘inner transition’ (III, IV, VIII, IX)
Site Development (I, II, X)
System Establishment and Implementation (V, VIII, X)
During the diploma, I got involved in other works that cover the

following categories :
Art, Media, Culture and Communications – illustrating for the

permaculture newsletter, Permaculture Works 2020.
Community development – helping with the new diploma

website : video and graphics to come.

My current learning and teaching pathway (see page appendix
4.2, page 177) is the continuation of designs within projects IX and X,
being respectively conceptual and land-based projects, with the
addition of project XI. This new project takes its inspiration at the root
of my thoughts, before the diploma : to pass on knowledge, not only
formally, but also informally with skills that are not taught at school,
or methods long forgotten in our western educational systems.
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As planned, the field where I learned the most is people, humans,
relationships. For the first two designs, which are land-based, the people
aspect was strong and it is where I see the first milestone : my position
as a designer with friends has to be framed, one way or another.

The third design confronted me to other cultures ; islands in the
Indian Ocean where the language is the same are really half a world
away, in all meanings of the phrase ; I thought Switzerland was very
similar to France but I realised only in appearance ; while I had always
idealised Japan, I could confirm that I am in love with rural and
ancient japanese lifestyles while still remaining a westerner. It is
during those extended trips that I learned the most as a gardener since
my beginnings in botanical gardens, volunteering work can be very
satisfying, and it is during this third design that I was introduced to
the book People and Permaculture – my second milestone.

I am still reading it, for I never read it linearily and it helped me
for my fourth and fifth designs, as it gave me the courage to actually
offer a permaculture design to an organisation, the yoga studio. Those
two flash-designs also got me back on track, I learned that a good
design does not need to be a long one ! My third milestone : quality, not
quantity, especially when dealing with people.

The fourth milestone came shortly after, it is my Training of
Teachers at Applewood Permaculture Centre, which was a serious
kick-off for my sixth and seventh designs, where I got confident in
conveying knowledge under other circumstances than school or
university setups. Right after, a trully prolific week with my tutor
Niamhue lead to my third learning pathway and the decision to spend
a couple months helping her out wherever she would settle in the
following months.

I could not keep the momentum from the leap I took in the
United-Kingdom and the diploma paused during the second semester
of 2019, but it is where I got involved in a Work That Reconnects
workshop – my fifth milestone. The learnings from these four short
days still have an impact on me, almost a year later and they helped
me greatly for the notes ofmy ninth design.

A stay in Wales, a workshop at Applewood, a visit at Earthworm –
my sixth milestone. It felt like an apprenticeship with Niamhue and her
family, while clarifying the diploma process greatly and chosing
deadlines. I committed to teaching a workshop at the Diploma Gathering
2020, which is my seventh design. This incredibly beautiful event, for
meeting the permaculture community was trully a delight, then lead to
chosing my assessors and to include in the portfolio what was just a
personal design, which became my eighth design. This is where I
realised the importance of feedback and that collecting advice whenever
possible is key in a self-directed process that is the diploma work.

My sixth and final milestone is both the completion of this diploma
and the writing of both my ninth and tenth designs, for which I have
gathered hundred of notes in six different notebooks and three online
blogs. They taught me the value ofbeing concise and going to the point.

People, people, people. I could not emphasize enough on this, as I
went from ‘not willing to be part of humankind’ to ‘ready to rock and
make humankind sustainable’ !

My next steps are turned towards passing the parcel, keep on
learning and honor life in all its forms.
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SELF ASSESSMENT SUMMARY

This portfolio and diploma fulfil a criteria
that is most important to me : it can be done, with
very reduced material (computer, hard drives,
notes, scanner and digital camera), some personal
time and loads ofmotivation.

All the accredition criteria are met as a
finished work. It was not the case in the beginning,
thus the Intermediary Portfolio Assessment comes
in very handy. It is a valuable tool, to give a
relevant feedback on the first designs and points of
vigilance for the next designs – thus reducing the
stress and the amount of corrections needed for
the remaining designs.
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This bibliography is a selection of relevant books that might be
useful to an international english and french speaking audience.

• André Christophe, Jollien Alexandre, Ricard Matthieu, Trois amis en quête de sagesse.
• Auel Jean, Earth's Children series.
• Boyle Mark, The Moneyless Man.
• Chapelle Gauthier, Servigne Pablo & Stevens Raphaël, Une autre fin du monde est possible.
• Descola Philippe, Une écologie des relations.
• Falk Ben, The Resilient Farm and Homestead : An Innovative Permaculture and Whole Systems Design Approach.
• Friedman Yona, Utopies réalisables.
• Fukuoka Masanobu, One Straw Revolution.
• Giei Satô, Unsuinikki (Diary of a Zen Monk).
• Hache Emilie, Reclaim, recueil de textes écoféministes.
• Heistinger Andrea, Arche Noah & Pro Specoe Rara, Handbuch Samengärtnerei (see propagation).
• Hervé-Gruyer Charles & Perrine, Vivre avec la Terre.
• Iyengar B. K. S., Light on the Yoga Sūtras of Patañjali .
• Kamo no Chōmei, Hōjōki.
• Macnamara Looby, People and Permaculture.
• Macy Joanna & Johnstone Chris, Active Hope.
• Morel-Darleux Corinne, Plutôt couler en beauté que flotter sans grâce.
• Norberg-Hodge Helena, Ancient futures.
• Petrovič Nara, Human, Instructions for use.
• Revel Jean-François & Ricard Matthieu, Le moine et le philosophe.
• Seigaku (Seitaro Higuchi) , À la table zen.
• Servigne Pablo & Stevens Raphaël, Comment tout peut s'effondrer.
• Tanizaki Jun'ichirō, In Praise of Shadows.
• Van Ingen Frederika, Sagesses d'ailleurs pour vivre aujourd'hui.
• Whitefield Patrick, The Earth Care Manual.
• Yoshida Kenkō, Tsurezuregusa (Essays in Idleness).
• Young Jon, Haas Ellen & McGown Evan, Coyote's Guide to Connecting with Nature.
• Zep, The End.

This is a selection of films, documentaries and podcasts that you
may still find on the web - addresses being what they are, I will not
give all direct links here, but the platform where I watched them either
in English or with English subtitles. For the other titles, ask around !

• Nara, Human. (youtube, unlisted : https://youtu.be/pogkcQs5Hps)
• Nordfor Sola (North of the Sun).
• 2° Avant la Fin du Monde. (youtube)
• Ashes and Snow.
• One Breath around the World. (youtube)
• Inhabit, a Permaculture Perspective.
• Une espèce à part. (arte.tv)
• David Holmgren talks collapse at the SLF Great Debate. (youtube)
• Captain Fantastic
• The Coming Days (german movie)
• Full Documentary : Man Spends 30 Years Turning Degraded Land into Massive Forest. (youtube)
• The Learning Leader Show (podcast) .
• The Permaculture Podcast.

APPENDIX 1.1 : BIBLIOGRAPHY, FILMOGRAPHY & AUDIOGRAPHY
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APPENDIX 1.2 : DIPLOMA OVERVIEW
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APPENDIX 1.4 : FRAMEWORKS & TOOLS

APPENDIX 1.3 : DIPLOMA TIMELINE OVERVIEW
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APPENDIX 1.5 : PRINCIPLES
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APPENDIX 2.1 : INCREMENTAL MODEL

Step a fter step,
loop a fter loop,
th e project g rows.

Initial state
survey

Analysis

Design

Implementation
& Testing

Maintenance
& Evaluation

Planning
& Requirements

Analysis

Design

Implementation
& Testing

Maintenance
& Evaluation

On top of being a whirl where each step of any
given loop is nourished by the teachings of the same
step of the former loop, the incremental model allows
for an iterative process, where incremental loops can
be imbedded in the main loop of a design to explore
particular aspects of a design. The secondary loops
feed the main loop and might, at their own level, be
whirls until they reach a level of completion suited to
feed the main loop.

main
incremental
loop

secondary
incremental
loop

Planning
& Requirements
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APPENDIX 2.2 : BLOIS' METHOD

The Blois method comes from my landscape architecture studies ;
the five-year cursus left a strong mark in my way of approaching a
problem and designing. While I have been reluctant to use it for most of
my diploma, I felt like having a go at it with what it was not supposed to
be aimed at : a people based design. What interests me the most in this
framework is that it is a blend of linear and cycle approaches. I am very
familiar with it and it has nothing groundbreaking, but I figured it was
worth being revisited for Design VIII.

First step : survey & design ideas.

The survey is an extensive approach of all elements that might
arise from all observation of the given site or subject. Nothing is
discarded, everything is written down or drawn, pictures are taken,
sounds and videos are recorded, interviews are transcripted ; from the
tiniest detail to the most obvious trait. In short, a thorough survey of
any observable element is encouraged.

In this process, the first design ideas are also accepted and put
down on paper. It is a common saying amongst landscape architects
that the first idea is often the best – going through the whole process of
trial and error of all the other ideas to realize that the first was good to
begin with is compulsory. Lack of effort and shortcuts are no viable
options. Having the first ideas materialized in any way serves a triple
goal : it ensures a record of the line of thought & enables the possibility
to get back at it if necessary, it evacuates obvious bad designs that
seemed good when floating in the cloudy skies of a busy mind and it
frees and opens up space for other ideas.

Second step : analysis.

Take all information gathered and make sense of it, using both
discriminative and holistic approaches and their related tools.

Survey
& design ideas

Analysis

Stakes Program Strategies
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Third step : stakes and program.

This is the main step of the framework and can be represented in a
chart, with columns for analysis data, stakes and program. From the
analysis are drawn an average of three to five main stakes for the design,
that branch out in several sub-stakes, with all of the data from the
analysis fitting in one of the sub-stakes. If not, it means that the stakes are
not covering all the data and need tweaking. From these first two columns
starts the design : a program is created to answer to all the identified
stakes. It is a step-by-step answer, both thematic and time-bound.

Fourth step : strategies, trial and error process.

The program written, strategies are proposed to implement it.
These strategies imply tools and are tested on paper. This is when the
first ideas written in the beginning are allowed to come back to the
surface to be assessed. All ideas are assessed separately ; some are
discarded quickly and easily, others are discarded reluctantly in face of
reality considerations (budget, regulations…) and a few make the cut.
From ideas are born strategies, from strategies emerge technical
solutions. The process takes time and is always concluded with the
same test : solutions are confronted to the stakes and program chart,
as some aspects might have been lost along the way – mostly due to
over-enthusiastic perceptions. Some solutions might even seem to
question the stakes and program ! In this case, the process is reversed
and tested : solutions question strategies, strategies question ideas,
ideas question the program and the stakes… tweaking can happen at
any of those stages. It is a constant forth and back process - recorded
on layers of sketching paper.

Fifth step : final design.

The ideas, transformed into strategies, made possible by technical
solutions are then compiled as the final design. The flow of all the
elements should seem flawless at this stage ; presenting it verbally is
often a good way to point out the remaining weaknesses of the design.

Sixth step : implementation.

When paper is confronted to reality, with its inevitable on-site
issues and tweaks.

Seventh step : real mapping.

To ensure that what happened during the implementation is
recorded, the design is entirely re-drawn and re-written including the
on-site tweaks. It is also helpful for future users of the design to have a
detailed and up-to-date map, would they want to make tweaks,
according to new regulations, new desires, new users...

Final design
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APPENDIX 3.1 : DESIGN IX.1 - MINIMALIST & PREPPER

When faced with an aggression that threatens
our life, a common saying is that we, as animals,
answer with a binary system : fight or flight. It
triggers a chain of reactions in our body to prepare
for either of the two choices ; among them are
heart rate increase, bladder relaxation, tunnel
vision, shaking, dilated pupils, flushed face, dry
mouth, slowed digestion, hearing loss. This
particular response is supposed to happen in a
matter of seconds, velocity being key when it
comes to saving our life.

The whole question regarding the collapse of
our current model of society has led me to
experience emotional states varying from utter
despair to weird and displaced satisfaction. I

The design used the Design Web framework
and explored several principles along with the ethics.

Relative location : I am tweaking this principle
for a specific purpose, justifying the means to
specific ends, that I called “Modern responses to
modern issues”. I would allow myself to answer with
modern tools only because of problems caused by
our modern way of living. For example, using a
concrete tank of 30.000L would not have been
needed if we had not polluted all our waters, and I
can’t do anything about that. Solving this problem
with only nature based solutions is not possible. So I
am taking advantage of modernity to counteract its
worst effects on my life.

Fair Shares & Earth Care : still, in this
prospect, what if every individual was thinking like
this and acting like me ? The situation I want to
avoid might be reproduced, under different terms,
but with the exact same outcome : a battle in
between individuals, laying waste on our planet.

perceived this variety of feelings as reactions to the
statement, repeated everyday wherever I would
look – be it internet, books or magazines – that our
model of society would eventually crash. If the
fight or flight response is adapted to a sudden
threat, I pondered how this logic could be adapted
to a long-term threat… that I might even never see
in my lifetime. Hence the word « dystopia » in the
title of Project IX.

To discuss these choices, I decided to explore
the eventualities. It would then define a series of
actions that I would implement to answer to each
option, thus making the process of fight or flight a
cycle where the fear-driven reaction feeds a series
of actions that benefit the whole system.

We have lost the notion of sacrifice. We used to be
ready to sacrifice ourselves for the benefit of all.
Now we are sacrificing everything for our own
individual benefit. Instead of building a stronghold,
adapting to less comfort and go back to a non-
sedentary life might help on a greater scale. Live
simply so that others might simply live.

Back to Relative location, I soon came to
realise that there was, in the end, no perfect place
nor any totally safe haven waiting for me,
somewhere on this planet.

Work with nature rather than against : I used
this principle, coupled to my understanding of
Earth Care, to devise solutions with very few tools,
based on skills I acquired and am still acquiring, to
observe nature and make the most out of it,
without harming the environment. I explored this
principle again to work with my inner natural
tendencies, accept them and answer my fears with
practical solutions, even if I might never be able to
implement them. It would serve a purpose to help

(above) N ot so rejoicin g scen a ri i th a t in volve m a ny a ilm en ts for life.
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me move on : it would settle down the minimalist
& survivalist me, which would let me move on…
and I moved onto Design IX.2.

Each element performs many functions &
each function is supported by many elements : it is
a key principle when preparing material solutions
to a crisis, as the weight I can carry is a limiting
factor. Each object studied has to have at least 3
functions and should at least have 1 other object
doing the same job, even if a little bit differently.

People care : the personal limits of each
individual set a boundary to the principle above.
According to given health conditions, some objects
have only one single purpose and are carried by
sets of two, each placed in a different place in the
bags – to avoid losing both items and their utmost
important function at once. A funny example
picked from my bags : I have nail problems that
can lead to impair my walking abilities, thus
threatening my capacity to move…. so I carry three
different nail clippers (2 mainstream and 1
professional) in my bags. Another case where this
ethic bypasses the above principle is regarding
objects that have a spiritual or sentimental value –
they might be of a greater use to help get one’s
motivation back, more than any other practical
object. Because in the end, no matter what one
carries around, what one can always rely on are
one’s own skills, knowledge and creativity.

From this design sprouted several practical
solutions, most of them included both the
preparation of a piece of land and the capacity to
flee – if there was still somewhere to go and find
relative safety – with several options to carry
weight, none of them including motors.

Evaluation.

This design is still ongoing, so the solutions
found are always being re-evaluated and improved.
So far, transportations modes are ready to go on a
minute notice, I have honed my skills to be of use in
a community or wherever I would end up to fulfil
essential life requirements (shelter, water & food,
non-violent communication). As for the piece of
land, the list of places is growing and several sites
are being prepared – among those is Design X.1.

Reflection.

Such a line of thought is funny for some,
scary for others. This design main purpose is to
calm the "scared-apocalyptical me" down, with
rational solutions that are able to calm my rational
mind down. Rationally though, I am fully aware
that most of these situations may never happen,
that I might not be in the right place at the right
time to react, etc.

Two main teachings from this design : People
Care and fun. In all the eventualities I thought of, I
would eventually join a group of people, to be part
of a society and continue building relationships.
The rule of the 3’s (“death” comes after 3 minutes
without air, 3 days without water, 3 weeks without
food, 3 months without social interactions) can be
discussed in many ways, but I remain convinced of
our social behaviour and the mutual aid that
characterises humankind. By building these
scenarii, I always pictured in my mind the fact that
I would be of help for a group of people - moreover,
I do not place prepared people above the rest, it is
just another world view. And building these
scenarii, preparing the gears, honing my skills
were actually pleasant, thrilling at times and full of
interesting surprises. I did have a lot of fun. So
even if all this was for nothing practical, at least I
had my share of fun devising all of it.

(left) Bikepa ckin g to ca rry m u ch m ore weig h t th a t on
on e' s ba ck, with g rea ter velocity - a lth ou g h n ecessitin g
tools a n d spa re pa rts to be su sta in ed .
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APPENDIX 3.2 : DESIGN IX.2 - ACCEPTATION & RESILIENCE

“Observing western society, I could not help but realise that the

“wise” were not role models any more, but they had been replaced by

celebrities, the rich or powerful people. The disproportionate

importance given to consumption and to taste for the superfluous,

along with the reign ofmoney, made me think that most of our

contemporaries had forgotten the goal of life – reaching a feeling of

plenitude – to get lost in the means.”

– Matthieu Ricard, A Plea for Altruism

The more I advanced in Design IX.1, the more
I realised that none of the practical solutions was
fully satisfying in the end. Some of them were even
bringing more stress, as the modalities for their
success were involving drastic means which I was
not ready to put in motion. These outbursts of
stress were triggering physical pains (see Design
III.1, page 44).

Above the fear of death, which I share like
any mortal being and that has dwelt in my mind
for many years, is the fear of pain. Dying sounds
acceptable if it is quick and painless. Or just
painless, as fading into what may lie beyond might
be an experience I would enjoy if it does not hurt
physically. The lingering pain is, however, almost
intolerable to me as to this day. So how do I resolve
this uncanny equation ?

Meditation with martial arts were a first step,
to which I was introduced as a teenager and that I
rediscovered a decade later. From this rediscovery,
I drew this postulate which lead my design :
meditation in martial arts helped me overcome
some issues as a teenager, now I experienced a
whole other level of meditation thanks to a retreat
that brought me a unique peace of mind, the
teachings and practices linked to meditation could
be part of the solution for my current issues.

This design, just like the latter, used the
Design Web framework and explored several
principles and the ethics in depth, as I was
redefining some crucial aspects in my life.

The problem is the solution : I took another
observation point regarding the scenarii
mentioned in Design IX.1… and considered them as
relatively happy events. What if all these collapses
were actually an opportunity to impose changes
that mankind is not willing to take on its own ?

Earth Care : the end of oil would lead to the
end of massive industries, of massive gas

emissions, of destructive methods to dig always
deeper, to refine produces while polluting ever
more ; a series of massive solar eruptions would
take down satellites, data-centres, electricity
networks ; and it might mean a return to simply
living with the cycles of the Earth, the Moon and
the Sun.

People Care (for the sake of the exercise of
thought, I put aside all the dramatic consequences
of the collapses above which would jeopardize
essential health services) : a return to slower
lifestyles, would impact long-distance
communications but favour one’s neighbour care ;
the lack of powerful engines would get humankind
back into its flesh, the digitalized individuals,
separated from their bodies would make peace
with their physicality and might actually enjoy this
change, for movement is life and one cannot move
if stuck to a chair or a sofa for the majority of one’s
waking hours.

Fair Shares : the disparity among the bodies
would still exist, but would be far less harming
than the disparity between the rich and the poor,
when 1 barrel of oil represents over 23000 hours
of human work (to keep things simple and
schematic, but still valid to a certain extent). All of
us would have to redefine our lives and eventually
devote a major part of our days foraging,
producing and processing food. What society
would have lost in jobs deprived of meaning or in
factories and of machinery, people would put
their workforce back in the land at a local scale.
The hardship of one’s neighbour, visible from the
window, is more likely to make one come out to
help than the hardship of an unknown worker in
a faraway foreign factory… thus re-establishing a
sort of equity around the world.

Hence, this kind of thoughts led to the word
“utopia” in the title of Project IX. Thinking in
positive terms were part of the solution as well, as
it offered a new imaginary order, that relieved
some of the stress I feel on a daily basis.
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The yield of a system is theoretically
unlimited : this is just like drawing one thread in a
pile of threads – their intricate relative positions
will make other threads stick out of the pile.
Meditation lead to Eastern philosophies, which
lead to Buddhism, Zen, Hinduism, Shintoism,
which lead to Animism, Aboriginal Australians &
Torres Strait Islanders’ traditional beliefs, Yoga,
Amerindian cultures, which took me back to some
of my childhood & teenage-hood interests, which
offered another reading on them, which lead to
modern practices of non-violent communication,
to acceptation, to detachment, to compassion, to
altruism, to resilience.

As part of this design implementation, I
participated in a Work That Reconnects workshop
in France, with a theme oriented towards the
challenges of femininity & masculinity, later linked
to readings of authors like Joanna Macy, Nara
Petrovic, Matthieu Ricard, Helena Norberg-Hodge,
Philippe Descola. It resulted in many structural
changes in the way I perceive life and humankind,
slowly dismantling the dichotomy between
humans and non-humans and giving a striking
blow to the concept opposing nature and culture,
that had been well built in my childhood as a
westerner and reinforced during my landscape
architecture studies.

I also implemented some daily practices, like
meditation, gained some regular practices back,
like silent sitting and yoga, which are of great help
in moments of stress. I also allow myself some
alone time regularly as it is a foundation pillar of
my well-being. The issue of work and earning
money is still questionned, as it is a major source
of stress.

Evaluation.

The purpose of the design was originally to
find relief that I had not found in preparing
materially and physically with the first design of
Project IX. The sole process of engaging in finding
inner solutions, the many readings and writing
involved were soothing in themselves. It secured
healthy practices like meditation, while helping me
move forward in a more holistic understanding of
the world around me. It eventually brought
balance between my pessimistic rationality and my
over-optimistic dreams.

The main outcome is the following : no
matter the situation, it is how one receives it in his
mind, heart and body that will determine how one
deals with the situation and its consequences.

Reflection.

As a designer, it was hard to take the step to
do this design, for as a client I was, in some ways,
wallowing in the nostalgia of a world I would never
get to know. The designer in me did not want to
disturb the client in me that did not want to
abandon this self-pity. Looking at the reality from
another observation point proved out to be much
more difficult than anticipated, as I had to let go of
many certainties that had helped me grow up. It
made Design IX.1 look pointless to some extent,
while understanding that it was also part of the
process.

This design also connected me more deeply to
humankind as a whole, strengthening my resolve
to push forward to spread the word about
permaculture, about our environment, about the
need for relevant education for both children and
adults to help build a new imaginary order, that
might lead to a new order where all beings are
equally respected.

(left)My bowl for d a ily m ed ita tion s a n d occa sion a l
tim es of lon g er spiritu a l pra ctices.
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APPENDIX 4.1 : PERMACULTURE DESIGNER'S PROFILE

Experience

2 01 0 • Arboretu m n u rsery in tern
KewRoyal Botanical Gardens, UnitedKingdom

2 01 1 • Con serva tion g a rd en in tern
North Carolina Botanical Garden, UnitedStates ofAmerica

2 01 2 • La n d sca pe a rch itectu re stu d io in tern
Mounia BennaniPaysage, Morocco

2 01 3 • La n d sca pe a rch itectu re stu d io in tern
Verte, Norway

2 009-2 01 4 • La n d sca pe a rch itect & g a rd en er
Self-employed, France

2 01 4 • ‘Con cepts for th e Arctic City’ worksh op fa cilita tor
TheOslo School ofArchitecture andDesign, Norway

2 01 4 • La n d sca pe a rch itectu re in tern
Regional natural park ofBrière, France

2 01 5 • La n d sca pe a rch itectu re & ru ra l pla n n in g en g in eer
Regional natural park Livradois-Forez, France

2 01 6-2 01 8 • Perm a cu ltu re fa cilita tor (th em e worksh ops)
Jane garden centre, France

2 01 6-2 01 8 • Cyclin g g a rd en er & la n d sca pe a rch itect
ArnaudFâche Jardins & Paysage, France

2 01 8 • Volu n teer g a rd en er
Self-sufficient smallholdings & organic farms, Japan

2 01 8 • Volu n teer h ea d -g a rd en er
Organic vegetablemarket garden, Switzerland

2 02 0 • ‘Overla ys’ worksh op fa cilita tor
DiplomaGathering, Britain

2 01 7, 2 02 0 • Perm a cu ltu re fa cilita tor (I n tros & PDCs)
La SEVEassociation & self-employed, France

Arnaud Fâche
arnaudfache.wordpress.com
twitter.com/arnaudfache
arnaudfache@gmail.com
+33 6 582 871 41

Qualifications & courses

2 009 • Arabic & English General University Studies
Diploma – Languages, Literature & Foreign Civilisations
UniversityofNantes, France

2 01 4 • Engineering & Landscape Architecture Designer
National School ofHigherStudies in Nature & Landscape
ArchitectureDiploma, France

2 01 6 • Perm a cu ltu re Desig n Cou rse
École de Permaculture du BecHellouin, France
Ch a rles H ervé-Gru yer, Perrin e H ervé-Gru yer, Ma rc
Grollim u n d , Sa ch a Gu ég a n

2 01 7 • An cien t & Loca l Va rieties Seed s Con serva tion
a n d Am ba ssa d or Cou rse
Mille variétés anciennes, France

2 01 9 • Tra in in g of Tea ch ers
ApplewoodPermacultureCentre, UnitedKingdom
Ch ris Eva n s, Looby Ma cn a m a ra , Tom a s Rem ia rz

2 01 9 • Work Th a t Recon n ects Worksh op
Gîte des Écouges, France
Ch a rlotte Og ier, Olivier Led ru

2 01 9 • Essen tia l oil & H yd rola t I n trod u ction Worksh op
Plante Infuse, France
Ma rjorie Bu rlot, J ea n -Ch ristoph e Ca m bot

2 02 0 • Gra ftin g & Pru n in g Worksh op
ApplewoodPermacultureCentre, UnitedKingdom
Ch ris Eva n s

2 02 0 • Bu ild in g a Kerterre (lim e & h em p tech n iq u es)
Kerterre, France
Solèn e Portes / Ba stien Sa u ce

2 02 0 • Rocket Stove Ma ss H ea ter, Ba tch Rocket &
Ba tch Block Desig n s I n trod u ction Worksh op
L'Atelierdu Soleil etduVent, France
Gu illa u m e Au g a is

2 02 0 • Diplom a in Applied Perm a cu ltu re Desig n
Permaculture Association Britain
N ia m h u e Robin s, Wilf Rich a rd s, Tom a s Rem ia rz

Engineering & landscape architecture designer
Display & edible gardener
Biophilia & environment knowledge facilitator
Mixed media illustrator
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APPENDIX 4.2 : LEARNING & TEACHING PATHWAY

For the conceptual orig inal
approach of this teaching
and learning pathway,
please have a look at the next
double page or go back
to design VI I .2.

Gripousses'
nights &
days

Overlays

Les Gripousses

Joining the
Wildlands
Project

Archipelago

PROJECT IX

PROJECT X

Acceptation
& resilience

Minimalist
& survivalist

Water cycle

Joining the
Mycoferme

Saint-Aubin
Homestead PROJECT XI

Passing on
knowledge.

Medical
herbalism

Oral lore

Sleep & rest
haven

Self-directed study design
until I apply for
the 2-year curriculum
Link it to a serious
self-directed study
of human anatomy.

Continue the designs...

Facilitate rest, sleep
& meditation workshops
- on my land and wherever
people are interested...

Design a learning
system based on
songs & phrases,
rhythms & gestures.

Permaculture
tutor ?

Maybe, maybe..?

Azores

Learn Portugese
& plan a trip... Maybe, maybe...

Coyote
mentor ?

Maybe, maybe..?

My teaching pathway is unclear, as I am
writing those first lines in the middle of the
worldwide outburst of a pandemia (July
2020) . I s there going to be teaching, in the
way we have known it, after that ? Somehow,
I hope not. Just like I hope that, at some
point, the word ‘permaculture’ will
d isappear, when it is not even relevant to
mention it as it is so inherent to our
lifestyles. I t will not be needed to be referred
to, it will only be our ‘natural’ way of living,
our ‘normal’ way of living, our new norm.

My next project, Project XI , is one that I had
thought about years ago : give oral lore the
paramount place it once had in our culture as
human beings capable of inventing
languages using our tongues, lips, mouths
and hands, arms & other body parts. Relying
on collective memory. Build ing on the
extensive knowledge of old and modern
discoveries, with an output combining the
best of both inputs.

Another
diploma ?
With USA,
Australia ?

Maybe,
maybe..?
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APPENDIX 4.3 : RIVER OF LIFE
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Th is poster (45 *64 cm) wa s m a d e in J u n e 2 01 9 for th e Tra in in g of Tea ch ers.
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APPENDIX 4.4 : NOTES FROM FINAL PORTFOLIO ASSESSMENT 2

Received from Tomas Remiarz, Senior Tutor on my FPA 2, on
August 20th, 2020.

Design 1 : "In your evaluation you review the use of OBREDIMET.
I am wondering, how did you get on with CEAP ?"

Design 3 : " I love your use of Fukuoka principles (which read like
three to me, not one). Can you give a source ?

Design 10 : "Good to see you have a crack at Whitefield's
framework, which results in a design that feels very intuitive. Between
the interview and the concept design, some more analysis would make
for a more thorough design (e.g. use Functions > Systems > Elements
sequence, followed by analysis of key systems or elements). Your
eveluation shows the value of the mapping phase, telling you that what
you have is very different from what you though you had. I encourage
you to go further in your detailed design, before you move on to
implementation planning. This could include Characteristics / Needs /
Products of key elements (including yourself ?), flow designs for
nutrients and water and an input-output analysis and between areas."

To keep going and pushing my boundaries, I commit myself to the following :
> a further exploration of "bread and butter" permaculture tools, such as Systems/Elements/Functions and

Needs/Products/Characteristics for land-based designs and Zones and Sectors for non-land-based designs ;
> a detailed and in depth design for Design X.1 (which was clearly my goal, I did not want to overload

the portfolio at this point) ;
> pursue the cross pollination between landscape architecture methods and permaculture ;
> keep going further into new tools, principles and frameworks for future designs.

As for questions formulated above :
> Design 1 : It went well with CEAP, as this is kind of an invisible framework that I had used intuitively

during my landscape architecture studies and early profession, though not mentioning the steps with this
vocabulary. It remains the easiest framework to me and it is the reason for its use during my first design
process. I wanted to go "safe" in a way for this first try, my goal was to explore how I would deal with the
diploma design process.

> Design 3 : for Masanobu Fukuoka's principles, I do agree that the one I mentioned here might sound like
three different, the reason might be that I translated them myself from the book in French that I have at home
and from this document : http://www.rivendellvillage.org/Natural-Way-Of-Farming-Masanobu-Fukuoka-
Green-Philosophy.pdf - so they are not principles that he formulated directly and presented as such, but
learnings I got from his book and that I interpreted as principles inspired from his work. Should I make a
difference in my charts of the appendix and explain this interpretation process in an extra appendix ? As for the
real four principles, they are mentioned and explained through several websites
(https://onestrawrevolution.net/)(https://vinyessonalegre.com/2018/03/07/masanobu-fukuoka-and-the-four-
principles-of-natural-farming/)(https://www.agrifarming.in/natural-farming-practices-principles-advantages).

> Design 10 : as mentioned above, this very small design part is wanted as such, as I wanted to explore
in depth the observation and analysis sections with Whitefield's framework - well it seems that I could have
gone further, I'll keep that in mind for next time ! - and I will definitely design all the different zones in
detail before implementing. I am currently working with larger scale maps, to be able to distinguish paths
from a 1 metre width to a 0.5 metre width. As for the tools, it is duly noted and I will have a deeper go at
them for the next steps of this design.
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APPENDIX 4.5 : NOTES FROM ORAL PRESENTATION
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“There is nothing you cannot design.”

- Niamhue Robins




